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TOP DECK. 
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Whichever cassette deck you 
finally adopt from the JVC range, 
you can't lose. All have been 
designed with the sound connoisseur 
in mind. 
If, however, money is no object 

and you won't settle for less than 
one of the best, then may we 
recommend the 1669 and 1950. 
1669 — ANRS —JVC exclusive 

noise reduction system, separate 
motors driving the capstan and 
reels, feather-light operation with 
servo assisted controls, memory 
counter with automatic restart. 
1950 — Once again ANRS — 

JVC exclusive noise reduction 
system, cronious head for greater 
fidelity and life, independent drive 
mechanism, plus all the controls built 
up front. 
These are just some of the 

features that make these one of the 
best. 
But whatever you're prepared to 

pay, with JVC you can be sure your 
money is on the top deck. 

JVC 
VICTOR COMPANY OF JAPAN UMITED 

Guaranteed and serviced throughout Australia and Pacific Islands by Hagemeyer (Australasia) B.V. Branches in all states. WT.GD69J 
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For optimum performance we recommend BASF tapes. 

Its rewards might be in another place and time,but yours are here and now. 
The GX600D tape deck illustrated above is one of our top 

models. It retails around $77o. That's a lot. But the GX600D is 
a lot of tape deck. It's totally professional in every function. 
Recording, dubbing, mixing, playback. 

Yet the controls are beautifully simple. After all, we want 
to give you good times. Not hard times. 

It comes, like all AKAI hi-fi equipment distributed by 

AKAI Australia, with our Complete Protection Plan*. Which 
means: 12 months full parts and labour warranty, 12 months 
free insurance, and a lifetime guarantee on all GX recording 
heads. 

If you're still thinking about the price, think about this: 
Sure, we could have compromised and saved a hundred. 
But we can't see any future in that. 

The AKAI Hi-Fi Professionals are: NEW SOUTH WALES: Mbury: Haberechts Radio & TV Pty Ltd 610 Dean St Bega: Easedowns Pty Ltd 187-191 Cargo St Bowral: Fred Hayes Pty Ltd 
293 Bong Bong St Broken Hill: Pee Jay Sound Centre 364 Argent St Burwood: Electronic Enterprises Pty Ltd 11 Burwood Rd Concord: Sonarta Music Service 24 Cabarita Rd Chatswood: 
Autel Systems Pty Ltd 639 Pacific Highway Cremorne: Photo Art and Sound 287 Military Rd Crows Nest: Allied Hi-Fi & Records 330 Pacific Highway Dee Why: Mastertone Electronics 
824 Pittwater Rd Five Dock: Douglas Hi-Fi 65 Parramatta Rd Gosford: Gosford Hi-Fi 163 Mann St Griffith: The Record Centre 222 Bantu Ave Hurstville: Hi-Fi House 127 Forest Rd 
Lismore: Norman Ross Discounts 69-73 Magellan St Marrickville: Apollo Hi-Fi 283 Victoria Rd Miranda Fair: Miranda Stereo & Hi-Fi Centre Pty Ltd Shop 67 Top Level Mona Vale: 
Warringah Hi-Fi Shop 5 Mona Vale Court Bturgen St Newcastle: Eastern Hi-Fi 519 Hunter St Newcastle: Ron Chapman Hi-Fi 880 Hunter St Nowra: GP Walker & Son Pty Ltd 96 Kinghom 
St Parramatta: Magnetic Sound Industries 20 Macquarie St Parramatta: Selsound Hi-Fi Pty Ltd 27 Darcy St Roseland.: Roselands Hi-Fi Pry Ltd Gallery Level South Hurstville: 
Selsound Hi-Fi Pty Ltd 803 King Georges Rd Summer Hill: Fidela Sound Centre 93B Liverpool Rd Sutherland: Sutherland Hi-Fi 5 Boyle St Sydney city: Jack Stein Audio Pty Ltd 275 
Clarence St Sydney city: Magnetic Sound Industries 32 York St Sydney city: Duty Free Travellers Supplies 400 Kent St Sydney city: Opta Hi-Fi Pry Ltd 187 Clarence St Tarse: Tame 
Photographic's Graphic House 105 Victoria St Wagga Wagga: Haberechts Radio & TV Pry Ltd Baylis St Wollongong: Hi-Fi House 118 Keira St Wollongong: Selsound Hi-Fi Pty Ltd 2-6 
Crown Lane AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY: Canberra City: Allied Hi-Fi & Records 122 Sunda St Civic 1F'yshwieki Douglas Hi-Fi 53 Wollongong St VICTORIA: Melbourne: 
Douglas Hi-Fi 191 Bourke St Melbourne: Pantiles Hi-Fi Cor Flinders Lane & Elizabeth St Warrnambool: A G Smith Pry Ltd 159 Liebig St QUEENSLAND: Booval: Woolworths (Old) 
Ltd Brisbane Station Rd Brisbane: Chandlers Pry Ltd 112 Edward St Brisbane: Tel Air Electronics George St Fortitude Valley: Packard-Bell 
Pty Ltd 302 Wickham St Mackay: David Jones  Ltd Sydney St Mt lea: The Sound Centre West St Newstead: Hendrix Pty Ltd 107 Breakfast 
Creek Rd Southport: Trevor Stokes Scarborough St oowoomba: Catchpoles Cassette Centre T di G Arcade Ruthven St Toowoomba: Humphreys Hi-Fi 
Centre Ruthven St Townsville: Woolworths (Old) Ltd 345 Flinders St SOUTH AUSTRALIA: Adelaide: Ernsmiths 48-50 King William St Adelaide: 
Flinders Trading Co 55 Flinders St Adelaide: Sound Centre 2001 115 Gouger St Glenside: Metrovision TV Rentals Pry Ltd Conygbam St WESTERN 
AUSTRALIA: Perth: Douglas Hi-Fi 883 Wellington St TASMANIA: Burnie: James Loughran & Sons Pty Ltd 29-31 Wilmot St Hobart: Quantum 
Electronics Pty Ltd 181 Collins St Launceston: Tasmans Acoustics Pty Ltd 62 Tamor St Launceston: Wills & Co (1954) Pty Ltd 7-11 Quadrant 
Ulverstone: Gillards Music Centre 57A Reiby St NORTHERN TERRITORY: Darwin: Pfitzners Music House Smith St. 

70604 The Complete Protection Plan does no: cover equipment purchased outside Australia. 

AI 
The name you don't have to 
justify to your friends. 
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COT DEATH RESEARCH 

A machine which gives a breath-by-
breath analysis of the breathing of 
young babies will help a Sydney research 
team in their investigations into the 
mysterious cot-death syndrome. 
Cot-deaths — the unexplained death 
of an apparently normal baby — have 
long baffled doctors and scientists. A 
research team at King George V 
Hospital is now making a fulltime study 
of cot-deaths, with a programme which 
may extend up to five years. 
The machine, which analyses the 
gases entering and leaving the lungs of 
babies, is the most advanced of its kind 
in the world. The electronics for the 
machine were designed by Dr. Peter 
Nickolls, a Research Fellow in the 
Department of Electrical Engineering 
at Sydney University, and it was built 
by Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia) 
Limited. 
A recent American review concluded 
that cot-deaths are the leading cause 
of death among infants between one 
week and one year of age. Cot-deaths 
claimed 124 babies in N.S.W. alone 
last year; in America the total was 
nearly 10,000. 
Doctors have found that when very 
premature babies fall into a certain 
sleep phase they literally "forgot to 

breathe". Their oxygen supply becomes 
dangerously low and if this is allowed 
to continue they can die or suffer brain 
damage. 
In the late 1940's and 1950's oxygen 

was widely administered in these cir-
cumstances, but a secondary problem 
arose. It was found that too much 
oxygen could damage the retina of the 
eyes and cause blindness. 
The leader of the research team, 
Professor David Read, Associate 
Professor of Physiology at Sydney 
University, describes the balance 
between too much and too little oxygen 
as "a knife edge situation". 
It is therefore crucial, he says, to be 
able to follow the oxygen and carbon 
dioxide levels in a baby's breathing and 
to regulate them carefully. 
The baby's breath flows from a 
connection at his nose into a vacuum 
chamber where the breath is ionised 
and separated into its constituents. The 
processor works out the percentage of 
oxygen and carbon dioxide in the breath. 
It can simultaneously follow another 
six gases to provide additional informa-
tion about the circulation and the 
function of different regions of the 
lungs. This information is processed 
at 25 times a second. 

Ultimately, it is planned to link the 
processor to an automatic, computer-
controlled system which will adjust 
the baby's oxygen supply as its 
breathing changes. 

WESTON ELECTRONICS - NEW 
1976 LOCATION 
Weston Electronics, a member 
company of Kemtron Ltd., has moved 
to Kingsgrove. The move is part of a 
programme to centralise the operation 
of companies within the Kemtron 
Ltd group. Enquiries and correspond-
ence should now be directed to:— 
Weston Electronics Company, 
The Crescent, 
Kingsgrove, N.S.W. 2208. 

FOUR THOUSAND DOLLAR 
WATCH 
This digital watch/calculator com-
bination from the US Time Computer 
company is designed around two 
CMOS chips — one for time and the 
other for calculation. 
The calculator section has five 
functions, plus floating decimal and 
display overflow. The assembly is 
mounted in a gold case — which must 
account for a large part of the massive 
US$3950 price tag. 

SPACE AGE WINDMILL 

The Energy Research and Development 
Administration's (ER DA) experimental 
wind energy turbine was officially 
dedicated October 29 at the National 
Aeronautical and Space Administra-
tion's (NASA) Plum Brook Station 
near Sandusky, Ohio. The big 
windmill's 38 metre diameter rotor 
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"Bring it back alive 
When you relax to the purest 
sound of your favourite 
music, few things bring it 
back alive like the incredible 
sound of KOSS. 
From the deepest toe-curling 
bass notes of a pipe organ, to 
the crisp, brilliant highs of 
the brass section, you would 

K '6. Ihnantit Stereophone 

PR O 4AA: 113, rtarnit St r.,  

PI I ASE'2: Panoramic Source t ontrol 

K T. I-)nan ,it. Stereophone 
I LCIINICIAN NFRI  artartle Frequency Response 

find it hard to match the ex-
citement of a live perfor-
mance as well as  KOSS 
Stereophones. In particular 
PRO-4AA. Because the KOSS 
PRO-4AA features the only 
driver element designed 
specifically for stereophones. 
So when it comes to mixing 

the sound in your head in-
stead of on the walls of your 
living room, you'll hear two 
more octaves than you've 
ever heard before in a 
dynamic stereophone. 
Hear it like you've never 
heard it before on KOSS 
Stereophones  . . prices 

KOSS st 

from around $30 upwards. 
Ask your Audio Specialist for 
a live demonstration. 

Choose from any of the following KOSS Stereophones: 

fro m the people who invented Stereophone , 

HVil: High elocity Stereophone 
PR O/5LC: Professional Volume Control 
PHASE 2+ 2: Quatirarone and Programmer 
ESP/9B: t l,r trosiatic Stereophone 
ESPi6A: Electrostatic Stereophone 

Distributed throughout Australia by: 

AUDIO ENGINEERS P/I. 
342 Kent Street, Sydney, 2000. Phone 29 6731 
Also MELBOURNE, BRISBANE and PERTH. 

6 
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is designed to turn at 40 r.p.m. in a 
30 km/h wind and produce 100 kilo-
watts of electricity. Each of the rotor's 
blades, designed and built by Lockheed-

California Company, measures 19 
metres long with a base width of 
1.37 metres tapering to 450 mm at 
the tip. 

NEW CSIRO AID 
MAY HELP DEAF 

A new communications aid combining 
the features of a radio receiver and a 
hearing aid has been developed at 
CSI RO's National Measurement Labora-
tory at Chippendale, Sydney. 
The device, still at the prototype stage, 
has promising applications for people 
suffering severe hearing loss, as well as 
for workers with normal hearing 
employed in industries where high noise 
levels make ordinary conversation 
impossible. 
A major problem for many people 
with hearing problems is that it is 
difficult to distinguish between speech 
and the background noises which con-
ventional hearing aids cannot avoid 
amplifying along with the conversation. 
The new device overcomes this 
problem by combining with a conven-

s.  

tional hearing aid a small frequency-
modulated (FM) wireless receiver tuned 
to receive the voice of another person 
carrying a transmitter. 

In a school classroom, for example, 
the new aid would serve as an interfer-
ence-free link between deaf pupil and 
teacher. A teacher wearing a lapel 
microphone and a small battery-powered 
transmitter would have his speech 
relayed to a deaf pupil at the same time 
as he addressed the rest of the class 
normally. While the teacher spoke, the 
deaf pupil's own unit would act as a 
wireless receiver, reverting back to 
being a hearing aid automatically when 
the teacher stopped talking. 

The system does not employ normal 
radio transmission but incorporates 
a unique combination of FM and 
transmission by induction. 

The prototype device must undergo 
further refinement and miniaturisation 
by CSIRO in collaboration with the 
National Acoustic Laboratories and 
industry before it becomes available 
to the public. 

HP-45 STOPWATCH 
Hewlett Packard's HP-45 calculator 
can be used as a digital stopwatch 
according to several of our readers! 
It's a slightly tricky operation ap-
parently as several keys must be de-
pressed simultaneously to trigger the 
beast into the 'stopwatch mode' but 
it is said to become easy enough with 
practice. 
To start it off you switch on press 
RCL and then simultaneously press 
the keys R.I., STO and CHS. The dis-
play will then appear as four pairs of 
zeroes representing hours, minutes, 
seconds and hundredths (from left to 
right). 
Pressing CHS along then starts the 
timer rolling and EEX stops the 
hundredths display. 
The unit is switched back to the 
normal calculator mode by pressing 
ENTER T. 
Another method of causing the 
calculator to switch into the 
'stopwatch' mode is to press CHS, 
7 and 8 simultaneously. The RCL key 
must of course be pressed first and 
also before any subsequent attempt. 
We understand that Hewlett-Packard 
prefer not to know about it! 

TWO TIME ZONES 
SIMULTANEOUSLY 
The exact time in any two zones 
can be kept simultaneously by a new 
6-function CMOS watch circuit which 
is now available in quantity from NS 
Electronics Pty Ltd for hybrid assembly 
into LED (light-emitting diode) wrist 
watches. 
Known as the model MM5880, the 
new watch circuit provides all the 
control signals that are needed by a 
four-digit LED watch. The circuit 
provides hours, minutes, seconds, and 
month-with-date under control of a 
single push-button. 
A second push-button controls the 
display of seconds, minutes, and 
hours in a different time zone. This 
features permits travellers to keep 
track of the time in the home zone 
while maintaining local time. 
Businessmen will find this feature 
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More than $1000 worth of 
the world's most advanced 
stereo sound equipment-for $695. 
When a company of Bang & 
Olufsen's high international repute 
celebrates an anniversary, you can 
be sure the offer they make is not a 
cloaked attempt to clear stocks of 
a superseded model or a disguised 
effort to accelerate sales of a slow 
moving line. 
Just the reverse-for instance, the 
B & 0 50th Anniversary System 
offered here includes the world's 
most recent development in loud-
speaker technology-two new B & 
Uni-Phase speakers. This loud-
speaker system was released in 
Australia in October 1975! 

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET IN 
THE BANG & OLUFSEN 50TH 
ANNIVERSARY SYSTEM. 

1. The Beomaster 901 Stereo 
Tuner/Amplifier A stereo amplifier 
combined with a stereo FM and 
Medium Wave radio tuner. The 
Beomaster 901 includes AFC 

(Automatic Frequency Control) 
which keeps the radio tuned in to 
the desired FM station. 
The stereo amplifier has a 2 x 20 
watts RMS output, which is more 
than sufficient in most homes. 
The exclusive Darlington output 
stage provides for less than 0.5% 
distortion at full power. 
There are, of course, inputs for 
turntable and tape recorder, and 
outputs for headphones and two 
pairs of stereo loudspeakers. 
2. The Beogram 1203 Record-Player 
A fully automatic stereo record-
player with high fidelity specifica-
tions. With its single press-button 
control, nothing could be easier to 
operate. The turntable and pick-up 
arm are mounted on a separate 
floating sub-assembly preventing 
vibrations effecting the tracking 
of the pick-up cartridge. 
The special pick-up cartridge-
the SP14A-has a spherical diamond 

stylus and a tracking pressure of 
under two grams, protecting your 
records from wear. The unit comes 
complete with hinged cover. 
3. The Beovox Uni-Phase S.30 
Loudspeakers From Bang & 
Olufsen's new range of Uni-Phase 
loudspeakers, a pair of S.30's with 
a power handling capacity of 
30 watts RMS each. The most out-
standing features of the Uni-Phase 
S30's is that they take up much 
less room than conventional 
pressure chamber loudspeakers of 
a comparable power handling 
capacity. As well, they produce 
sound more accurately than most 
commercial loudspeakers on the 
market to date. 

4. The Bang & Olufsen Guarantee 
Your B & 0 50th Anniversary 
System is covered by the normal 
one year guarantee for both parts 
and labour. 

The Bang & Olufsen 50th 
Anniversary Offer is a 
genuine price reduction made 
possible by Bang & Olufsen 
of Denmark celebrating 
50 years of designing 
and producing the world's 
most advanced sound 
equipment. As a result, this 
complete system which 
normally retails for $1,015.00 
is offered at $695.00 for a 
period limited to three 
calendar months from 
December 1st, 1975. 

BANG 84 OLUFSEN 
OF DENMARK 

çi3 
with respect for the true sound 

Danish HI FI, Southern Cross Plaza. 63 8930 and Burke Road, Camberwell. 82 4839 Melbourne. Convoy Technocentre, Woolloomooloo. 358 2088 Sydney. 
Danish HI FI, Mount Lawley. 71 0100 Perth. Brisbane Agencies Audio Centre, Fortitude Valley. 21 9944 Brisbane.  BO/720MM 
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useful when communicating long-
distance. 
Resetting the second time zone does 
not affect the time kept for the first 
zone. This ensures accurate calibration 
at all times. 
Also available is a second version of 
the watch circuit, the MM5860, which 
is designed to present calendar 
information in the European format 
of date-and-month. (The American 
format presents the month first). Both 
models, European and American, may 
be connected to display time in either 
a 12-hour or 24-hour format. The 
23-hour version provides an a.m. indi-
cation, which is useful in setting the 
calendar. 
Outputs interface directly with 
currently available standard 
bipolar segment-driver and digit-driver 
circuits. 
The circuits operate from any dc 
source that supplies a voltage between 
2.4 and 4.0 volts. Circuit chips are 
furnished in a form suitable for hybrid 
assembly in modules. 
NS Electronics, Cnr Stud Rd & 
Mountain Highway, Bayswater, Vic. 
3153. 

COLOR-IRAK SIMPLIFIES SETTING 
UP COLOUR TV SETS 

A new device which gives the 
broadcaster and retail serviceman an 
effective grey-scale tracking aid is 
available from Parameters Pty Ltd. 
Known as Color-trak, this portable 
low cost reference was developed in 
the UK in conjunction with the BBC. 
Grey-scale tracking is often sadly 
neglected in setting up procedures 
causing poor skin tones and shadow 
rendition. These inaccuracies in colour 
balance and tracking are often seen in 
retailer's demonstrations and often 
deter prospective customers. The 
problem has now been effectively 
overcome with the availability of an 
accurate colour reference at an econo-
mical price. 
Broadcasters now transmit a white 
point of colour temperature 6,5000K 
or illuminant 'D'. It is essential that a 
similar white point is achieved at the 
receiver if the picture is to be obtained 
'as transmitted'. Although many 
servicemen claim to be able to grey-
scale track without a reference, this 
often proves to be incorrect since their 
eyes are accustomed to working with 
normal black and white sets operating 
at a colour temperature of 9,300°K — 

it is extremely difficult for the human 
eye to differentiate accurately between 
whites. 
Color-Trak was specially manufactured 
to solve this problem. It is quality 
controlled against a tungsten light 
source calibrated by the British 
National Physical Laboratory, and 
provides a constant colour reference 
virtually unaffected by voltage fluctua-
tions and ambient temperature 
variations. 
A four step wedge is used with 
uniform light transmission over the 
required spectral band with brightness 
set at 21 ft Lamberts (224 apostilbs) 
which is the recommended white 
setting. The steps are in nominal 
densities of 0.5, 1.38 and 2:1. 
The process of grey-scale tracking 
is carried out by individually setting 
the gun cut-off points to the same 
value and adjusting each video drive 
until the white point matches the 
'Color-Trak'. 
The Color-Trak itself consists of a 
special fluorescent tube made to 
BSI853 1967 with a photographically 
produced grey-scale having 38x25 mm 
segments. The tube and wedge are 
housed in a rugged acrylic tube having 
the correct spectral response. The 
power lead incorporates the choke 
for the tube. 
Almost all broadcasting stations in 
the UK are using the Color-Trak which 
is also widely used by TV service 
companies and personnel. It sells in 
Australia for $70 (plus sales tax). 
Further information is available from 
Parameters Pty Ltd. 68 Alexander 
Street, Crows Nest 2065 Tel 439 3288. 

RESTORER-ANALYSER QUICKLY 
TESTS AND RESTORES CRT TYPES 
Dynascan Corporation's B&K 
Precision Test Equipment Products 
Group has an improved colour and 
black and white CRT restorer/ 
analyser, Model 467, that employs 
an exclusive "tri-dynamic" test method 
to test all three guns of a colour CRT 
simultaneously under actual operating 
conditions. 
The guns are tested in sequence, 
20 times per second, and the results 
are displayed at once on three colour 
coded "good-bad" meters. Model 467 
tests for true beam current — current 
that passes through the G1 aperture 
to the screen. 
Another feature is the 467's 
combination of powerful restoration 

with minimal danger of cathode 
stripping. This is done by using the 
cathode of the CRT to time the 
restoration. When restoration current 
is applied the heater current is shut off. 
When the cathode cools below the 
point of emission, restoration current 
stops. Heavier cathodes automatically 
get more restoration than fragile 
cathodes. 
The programmed control panel of 
the 467 facilitates use as an ordinary 
tube tester. The same procedures are 
used to test and restore most types of 
colour or black and white picture tube 
without calculation or reference to 
charts. The company claims that the 
467 is the only unit of its type that 
tests focus electrode continuity. It 
also provides a tube life indication, 
finds and removes shorts, identifies 
and corrects tracking deficiencies in 
colour CRT's and/or in-the home 
service calls. 
Tecnico Electronics, Premier St., 
Marrickville. 2204. NSW. 
Tecnico Electronics, 2 High St., 
Northcote. 3070. Vic. 

AUTORANGING DIGITAL 
MULTIMETER 
Hewlett-Packard's newest Digital 
Multimeter uses new technology to 
provide versatile measurement 
capability at low cost, thus bringing 
the advantages of making digital 
measurements within the budget 
range of a much larger number of 
engineers and technicians. 
The new 3 1/2 digit HP 3476A 
measures:— 
dc volts — from ± 100 microvolts to 
± 1000 volts, 
ac volts — from 300 microvolts to 
700 volts rms, 
dc current — from 100 microamperes 
to 1.1 ampere, 
ac current — from 300 microamperes 
to 1.1 ampere, and resistance — from 
1 ohm to 11 megohms. 
Built-in logic provides autoranging, 
autozero blanking and auto-polarity 
thus ensuring the display is always in 
volts, amperes or kilohms. The user 
need no longer be concerned with what 
range the instrument is on. 
For those few occasions where noisy 
or spikey signals, such as are encount-
ered in TV circuits, cause autoranging 
problems, an "auto hold" button has 
been provided. This feature also 
facilitates measurement of diode 
resistance and speeds up repetitive 
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al oven him? 
New particle: TDK has developed a new particle called Super 
Avilyn. It's cobalt and ferric-oxide in a single layer. It is not the 
same as so-called 'cobalt-doped' and 'cobalt-energized' tapes. 
New performance: The superior high-end saturation of Super 
Avilyn's high-coercivity formulation (allowing it to take more 
high frequency energy during recording), combined with its 
compatibility with the Cr02 equalization (1 EC 70 microsecond 
time constant) results in a simultaneous suppression of 
high-end noise (for better S/N) and delivery of a flat response 
curve with better highs. 
SA's performance exceeds even Cr02, which suffered from 
reduced output in the middle and low frequencies (SA provides 
1.5-2db more output than the best Cr02 in those ranges, equal 
output at high frequency). 
SA also outperforms the ferric-oxide tapes (regular and 
cobalt-energized) which are unable to take full advantage of 
the noise reduction benefits of the Cr02 equalization because 
their high-end saturation characteristics are not compatible 
with this standard. 

Ask for TDK SA Cassettes. 
Australian Distributor: Convoy International Pty. Ltd. 
4 Dowling Street, Woolloomooloo 2011. 358 2088. PF 648 
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measurements of near constant inputs. 
This combination of features at a low 
price has been achieved through a 
major technological advance, 
according to William E. Terry, vice 
president and general manager of 
Hewlett-Packard's Instrument Group. 
"Our development of fine-line, 
tantalum nitride resistor technology 
has enabled us to eliminate the use of 
more costly discrete precision 
resistors. Using this new technique, we 
are now able to offer this high-quality, 
compact OMM with features such as 
five functions with full autoranging 
at a very low price," says Terry. 
Typical accuracy for dc voltage 

iii 
Ranges covered are dc voltage from 
2 to 1000 V; ac volts from 2 to 350 V, 
dc current to 200 mA and resistance 
from mon to 20 MS-2. Maximum 
sensitivity is 1 mV. Zeroing and polarity 
are automatic and the input is fully 
protected. 
The D L703 is very competitively 
priced at only $120 (plus Sales Tax) 
and will find many applications where 
a rugged, accurate replacement for 
analog type instruments is required. 
Parameters Pty Ltd. 68 Alexander 
Street, Crows Nest. 

measurements is 0.5%, dc current 
accuracy is 1.0%. On ac voltage ranges, 
frequency is specified to 10 kHz, while 
ac current measurement is to 5 kHz. 
Accuracy of resistance measurements 
on the three highest ranges is to 0.6% 
and to 0.4% on the two lower ranges. 
A range hold feature is included 
that allows the instrument to be 
locked to any desired range. This 
feature is necessary when measuring 
diode resistance for example. It also 
makes repetitive measurement faster. 
The LED readout gives all voltage 
readings in volts, all resistance readings 
in kilohms and all current readings 
in amperes. 

HIGH ACCURACY AT LOW PRICE 

U41,10% 

e" 

A new digital multimeter has been 
introduced by Parameters Pty Ltd, 
Australian agents for Trio test instru-
ments, known as the DL703, it uses 
the popular dual slope technique to 
achieve an accuracy of ±0.3% of reading 

±0.15% of full scale on its dc ranges. 
The instrument measures ac and dc 
voltage, dc current and resistance and 
has a 31/2  digit display. It is housed in 
a rugged metal case and operates from 
240 Vac mains. 

CHANGE AT McMURDO 

As from January 1st, 1976, McMurdo 
(Australia) Pty Ltd will be known as 
Swann Electronics Pty. Limited, more 
accurately identifying the 100% 
Australian ownership of the Company. 
Extensive export markets have neces-
sitated the change of location to a new 
70,000 square feet complex at Mt. 
Waverley. The new plant is expected to 
be fully operational by the end of 
December and production will be 
maintained during the changeover. 
The new address for Swann Elec-
tronics will now be Corner of Forster 
and Hardner Roads, Mt. Waverley, 
3149, and the same phone numbers 
544-3033 and telex number will be 
retained. 

HIGH-EFFICIENCY LED'S IN LOW-
PROFILE PACKAGE 

Fourteen different low-profile T-1 
3/4 LED lamps are now available from 
Hewlett-Packard. High-efficiency red, 
yellow and green come in a choice 
of diffused and non-diffued lenses and 
choice of two luminous intensities. 
The high-efficiency red and yellow are 
gallium phosphide on gallium 
phosphide; green LED's are galliu, 
phosphide. Two red gallium arsenide 
phosphide on gallium arsenide lamps 
are available in two luminous intensi-
ties with red diffused elnses. All 
fourteen configurations are shown in 
the attached table. 
These new lamps have a nominal 
dome height of 5.8 millimeters (0.23 
inch) compared to currently available 
T-1 3/4 LED's with a dome height 
of 8.7 millimeters (0.34 inch). They 
are designed to be used where space 
is limited such as lighted switches, 
backlighting and panel illumination. 

e 
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'The AR-6 is just about the finest 
inexpensive speaker one could 
hope to encounter. 

At Acoustic Research our first aim is to 
produce the most accurate speakers we 
can make, regardless of size or cost. 
The only limiting factors are the state of 
the art and our own engineering skill. 

Low-cost loudspeakers 
We have also designed speakers in which 
price was a consideration. But the 
performance standard has remained the 
same — the natural reproduction of 
music without exaggeration or artificiality 
of sound. And in designing the lower-
cost AR speakers, it has been our aim 
to choose those compromises with cost 
that would have the least effect on the 
accuracy of sound reproduction. 

This approach has resulted in a number 
of speakers in various price ranges whose 
performance often comes surprisingly 
close to that of the most expensive 
AR speakers. 

The AR-6 
One such speaker is the AR-6, which 
Stereo Review described this way: 
'It is noteworthy that the bass response 
measured for the AR-6 was almost 
identical to that we measured for the 
AR-5 ... This is exceptional performance 
for a speaker of this size and price... 
As we have mentioned, the AR-6's polar 
response was very good ... quite similar 
to that of the more expensive AR 
speaker system 

'All in all, the AR-6 acquitted itself very 
well in our tests. It was not quite the 
equal of the much more expensive AR 
models, whose sound it nevertheless 
resembles to an amazing degree, but on 
the other hand it out-performed a number 
of considerably larger and far more 
expensive systems we have tested in the 
same way. We don't know of many 
speakers with as good a balance in overall 
response, and nothing in its size or price 
class has as good a bass end.' 

Musical realism 
High Fidelity magazine characterized 
the AR-6 as 'another great bookshelf 
speaker from AR ... a really terrific 
performer. The AR-6 has a clean, un-
colored, well-balanced response that 
delivers some of the most natural musical 
sound yet heard from anything in its 
size/price class, and which indeed rivals 
that heard from some speakers costing 
significantly more.' 

Our headline, quoted from Robert C. 
Marsh, writing in the Chicago Sun-Times, 
summarizes these observations. A low-
cost speaker system that embodies so 
many of the performance characteristics of 
more expensive speakers would 
obviously provide exceptional value. 

And, as with all AR speakers, the per-
formance characteristics of the AR-6 are 
guaranteed for five years. 

The AR-6: 'The finest inexpensive 
speaker one could hope to encounter'. 

Australian Distributors W.C. VVedderspoon Pty. Ltd. 
3 Ford St. Greenacre. Box 21, P.O. Greenacre 2190. 

Telephone 642-3993 642-2595. 

Available only through these franchise dealers: 

Sydney 
Kent Hi-Fi 
Mastertone Electronics 
Miranda Hi-Fi 
Apollo Hi-F1 
Electronic Enterprises 
Hi-Fi House 
Instrol Hi-Fi 
Autel Systems 
Sydney Hi-Fi. 
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Melbourne 
Instrol Hi-Fi 
Tom's Hi-Fi 
Den man Audio 
Brash's 
Mordialloc Electrical 
Pantiles 

Adelaide  Newcastle 
Blackwood Sound Centre  Ron Chapman & Assoc. 

Darwin 
Pfitzners Music House 

Brisbane 
Reg Mills Stereo 
Stereo Supplies 

Wollongong 
Hi-Fi House 

Canberra  Perth 
Douglas Hi-Fi 

Hobart 
Quantu m Hi-Fi 

Launceston 
Wills & Co 

Alberts T N. & Hi-Fi. 
Douglas HI-Fi 
Leslie Leonard. 

Geelong 
Sound Spectru m. 
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NEW COMPONENTS COMPANY 

— Mr Brian Cleaves 

An Australian Company, C & K 
Electronics (Aust) Pty, Limited has 
been formed in association with the 
American Principals, C & K Components 
Inc., U.S.A. The objective is to market 
the extensive range of professional 
subminiature switches, manufactured 
by the American principals, within the 
Australia/New Zeàland electronic 
equipment manufacturing industry. 
Mr Brian P. Cleaves, formerly of 
Plessey Australia, Components Division, 
Villawood, will head the company as 
managing director. 
The new company operating from 
recently acquired premises at Merry-
lands, N.S.W. is geared to ensure 
continuity of supply of these popular 
switches to the many C & K orientated 
customers throughout Australia/New 
Zealand. 
Mr Cleaves will explore export market 
potential in the near future to further 
the expansion of this new venture. 
The company's address is 82a Mary 
St, Merrylands, N.S.W. Tel. 682-3144. 

SPECIAL PURCHASE 
TRANSISTORS — CAPACITORS — 

We have purchased from a manufacturer who has ceased the production of radio 
equipment due to the tariff reductions, their current stock of capacitors transistors and 
resistors, which we can offer at a fraction of original cost. 

All Transistors, Capacitors and Resistors are New & Branded. 

Transistors: 12-2N3055-1 Power transistors, 12-BC108 General purpose audio, 6-BC 
109C Low noise audio, 6-TT770 N.P.N. low level amp, 12-EM404 silicon rectifiers 400 
volt 1 amp. 
PLUS 24 mixed silicon transistors. 

60 TRANSISTORS PLUS 12 DIODES for $9.00  Post & Packing $1.00 
Mounting kits for 2N3055 mica washers & bushes 9c ea. 

TRANSISTORS: 24 BC108  General purpose audio. 6-BC109  Low noise audio. 6 
TT770 NPN low level amplifier. 12-EM404 silicon rectifiers 400 volt 1 amp.  PLUS 20 
mixed silicon transistors. 

56 TRANSISTORS PLUS 12 DIODES FOR $4.80  Post & Packing $1.00 

RESISTORS: 100  & 1 watt carbon resistors Morganite, I.R.H. & DUCON each pack 
contains 15 standard values. 

100 RESISTORS FOR $1.00 Post & Packing $1.00 

CAPACITORS: 100 comprising approx. equal quantities of Philips tubular polyester 
(315 series) Polyester film "greencaps" & Stryoseal in standard values to .47 mfd 
with a list price of over $18.00. 

100 CAPACITORS FOR $3.50 Post & Packing $1.00 

POSTAGE $1.00  WILL COVER POSTAGE ON ANY 3 PACKS 

METROPOLITAN RADIO SUPPLIES. 
2 WATTLE STREET, HABERFIELD. 

POSTAL ADDRESS: BOX 105 P.O. HABER FIELD 2045. 
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PEIZOELECTRIC PUSHBUTTON 

Many elevator and television sets are 
equipped with touch controls or 
proximity switches, where the user's 
finger brings about a change in the con-
ductivity or capacitance of the sensor 
area and by so doing generates the 
actual switching signal. These sensor 
buttons are mechanically simple in 
design and very sound, however sensors 
of this kind are sensitive to moisture 
and are therefore restricted in 
application. 
Following extensive research, Siemens 
has now produced a new sensor element 
(B 39 910) based on the piezoelectric 
effect . A pressure-sensitive piezo-
ceramic transducer responds to light 
pressure (approx. 150g) producing a 
voltage of about 0.8V. The deformation 
that occurs is less than 0.5/um. 
The actuating area can be designed 
as part of a virtually rigid and harme-
tically sealed surface. Moisture and 
soiling have no effect on the switching 
characteristics, and inadvertent 
touching does not result in false 
operation, since the switch has to be 
actuated with a definite minimum 
pressure. In view of these qualities, the 
piezoelectric pushbutton is predestined 
for equipment exposed to unfavorable 
environmental conditions as well as for 
consumer electronics, including portable 
equipment. 
The pushbutton is based on ferro-
electric piezoceramics such as are 
already used for cigarette lighters and 
phono pickups. A thin foil, cast to 
form an edge-mounted transducer 
element whose top edge can be sub-
jected to mechanical force and which 
is supported on either side to prevent 
bending, serves as a pressure transducer. 
The extremely slender shape of the 
transducer greatly increases the piezo-
electric energy at a given pressure. 

Voltage trace upon actuation of piezo-
ceramic pushbutton — maximum of o.8 V 
after 150 ms, at a pressure of approx. 
150 g, followed by return to zero after 
release. 
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A screwdriver and about 1/2  an hour 
is all y  tt ,ou need to build this 40 waft 

Philips speaker system. 
Philips make it easy and inexpensive 
for you to own a professional 
speaker system. Assemble it yourself 
in about 30 minutes and you have 
40 watt (RMS) capacity speakers 
to complement your hi-fi gear. 

ELCOMA 

The AD8K40 Speaker Kit includes: 
• 2 precut, pre-finished wood grain 
cabinet enclosures with 
pre-painted baffle boards. 

• 2 mounted grill cloths with 
pre-painted baffle boards. • 2 x 
woof ers. e 2 x 1" dome tweeters. 

• 2 x 2-way crossover networks with 
leads and fastons fitted 

• Innerbond lining. • Wood screws. 
• Wood glue. • Caulking compound. 
Plus full assembly instructions. 

For further information contact 
ELCOMA 
Electronic Components and Materials, 
P.O. Box 50, 
Lane Cove N.S.W. 2066. 
Or phone 421261 or 420361 
Branches in all States. 

153-0129 
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In order to protect the new element 
from false trigger action, which can be 
caused by vibrations of a particular 
amplitude and frequency, an RC 
lowpass filter is integrated in the push-
button. 
The piezoelectric pushbutton does 
not pick up quiescent current and is 
therefore suitable for battery-operated 
equipment such as portable radio and 
TV sets. A further advantage is its 
insensitivity to moisture, dust and other 
deposits, which, in conventional 
sensors, is liable to cause undesirable 
changes in the conductivity controlling 
the switching function. 

BELLING & LEE GLASS FIBRE-
OPTICS — NEW EXPERIMENTAL KIT 
Belling & Lee have just released 
details of a new fibre-optic connection 
system for the transmission of signals 
via glass fibre light guides. The 
complete system which is marketed 
under the brand name, Fibretran, 
includes light guides, senders, 

receivers, connectors, modulators and 
demodulators. 
The experimental kit which includes 
all these items except the modulator 
and demodulator has been launched 
to serve as an introduction to 
engineers from a wide range of industries 
who are interested in studying these 
techniques. 
Tecnico Electronics, Premier St., 
Marrickville 2204. N.S.W. 

ERRATA AND ADDENDA 

CALCULATOR STOPWATCH 
ETI 534 

January 1975 

Due to the charge time of C7 on 
switch-on, the calculator may occasion-
ally start with a random number in 
the display — which cannot be cleared 
by the keyboard. This condition may 
be cleared by switching the calculator 
off and on again or be completely 
cured by adding a 47 ohm resistor in 
series with diode D5. 

National have advised that a few of 
their calculators may not run at 
100 Hz even with the recommended 
speed up network. To cure this the 
calculator must either be selected for 
operation at 100 Hz or the resolution 
must be changed from 1/100 sec to 
1/50 sec. 
This can be done by increasing C5 to 
0.1 microfarad, R7 to 150 k and C8 
to 0.015 microfarad. The wire which 
went from pin 8 of IC2 to pin 17 of 
IC3 should now be taken to pin 16 of 
IC3. This modification causes the 
calculator to add '2' 50 times per 
second — i.e. .02, .04, .06, .08 etc. 

CANNIBALS AND MISSIONARIES 

December 1975 

Page 101. Fig. 2. The line joining the 
contact of M3d to the buzzer common 
line should be deleted. Switch M3d 
should be normally open. Page 102. 
Fig. 5. A connection should be made 
between the bottom left contact of 
M3 and the bottom right contact of 
Ml. 

• FM Tuner • RF Attenuator 
Full constructional details. 

• Active Aerial 
Eliminate need for long aerial for shortwave 
listeners. Ideal for flats or home units. 

The feature articles listed above are included amongst those 
cu rrently  scheduled  for  our  February  issue.  However, 
unforeseeable circu mstances, such as highly topical news or 
developments may affect the final issue content. 

•Touch Switch 
Fascinating and versatile control. 

Dc to 200 MHz attenuators for RF 
experimenters. 

• Full Test Report 
Toshiba digital FM tuner. 

electronics 
INTERNATIONAL 

February 

Issue 

— on sale 

mid-January. 

 e 
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Sony SS.7100 Speakers 
Sansui 4400 Amplifiers 
Apan Bfu. 121 Turntable 

4 TOP QUALITY SYSTEMS TO CHOOSE FROM 

Leak 600 Speakers 
TEAC AS.100 Amplifier 

Sansui 525/91ED *Rank Turntable 

$749 

Nikko 500 Amplifier 
PHF 3 ways Speakers 
Sansui 212 Turntable 

$449 

KENT 
412 KENT STREET, SYDNEY Ph. 29-6973 

Technics SU.3000 Amplifier 
Kenwood 1022 Turntable 
PHF 2 ways speakers 

? 4  0 
• I • 1.1•110 • • I., 



T.D.K. INTRODUCE ENTIRELY NEW CASSETTE 
TDK have just released to the Australian market an 
entirely new cassette, SUPER AVILYN (SA) CASSETTE. 
SA was originally introduced as TDK's top-of-the-range 
Video Tape and is a patented formulation of cobalt, ferric 
oxide and other proprietary elements. It is not a "cobalt 
doped" tape. In the manufacturing process a cobalt ion is 
added to an extremely fine ferric oxide particle by 
absorption and the resultant coating on one mil mylar is 
said to out-perform chromium dioxide formulations and to 
provide higher coercivity and higher density. 
Head wear is claimed to be the same as for ferric oxide — 
less than chromium dioxide tape. Consequently tape life 
and head life are both extended. The frequency response 
that can be achieved with Avilyn is said to be far better in 
the low and middle areas and it is said to equal the response 
of chromium tape at the HF end. 
Ferrichrome or dual layer tapes have been available for 
some time. In any dual layer composition the chromium 
dioxide  coating  is bound  to  be  extremely  thin — 
approximately  one  micron.  There  are  obvious 
manufacturing problems to be overcome and although this 
material can be used with conventional iron oxide bias 
settings and replay equalisation, optimum performance 
requires an adjustment approximately half-way between 
iron oxide and chromium dioxide conditions. 
We are pleased to note that TDK have provided in Avilyn 
cassettes the necessary cut-out at the rear in order to trigger 
the  automatic  chrome  setting  of  some  recorders. 
Considerable effort will be required on the part of dealers 
to acquaint the public with the fact that although this is an 
improved ferric oxide  material it is correct for the 
chromium dioxide pilot light (where one is present) to be 
illuminated when it is inserted in a cassette machine. It will 
probably be even more difficult to convince owners of tape 
decks with manual tape switching to use the chromium 
dioxide setting for an iron oxide tape. 
Nevertheless from the technical data supplied it would 
seem  that  this  new  material  does  offer significant 
performance improvements with an extremely smooth 
wideband frequency response, high signal-to-noise ratio, 
high saturation and maximum output level couoled with 
low distortion. We will be publishing a full review of this 
new tape very soon. 

INTEGRATED STEREO UNIT 
A new integrated stereo system, combining AM/FM/FM 
stereo radio tuner, pre-amplifier, power amplifier, turntable 
deck and a high performance cassette tape deck in one 
compact unit is announced by Toshiba-EMI (Australia) Pty. 
Ltd. Named the Stereo Music Centre SM-3200, the unit is 
attractively styled in a slim line walnut case with easily 
located front panel controls. 
The radio tuner section provides FM mono and stereo 

reception as well as both medium and long wave bands in 
AM. 
The SM-3200 may be used with a variety of speakers. 
Speaker impedances of 4, 8 or 16 ohms can be readily 
accommodated, and 12 watts rms per channel is available. 
While essentially a two-channel stereo system, a special 
built-in speaker matrix facility enables the SM-3200 to give 
four channel effects using an extra pair of speakers. The 
semi-automatic turntable player unit has only two controls, 
one  is for  speed  change  and  the  other  for  the 
semi-automatic functions of turntable start, and tone arm 
operation. 
A special feature of the in-built cassette tape recorder is 
the Dynamic Noise Limiter (DNL) system. Operating only 
on playback, DNL greatly reduces background tape hiss, 
and can be switched in or out as required by a simple 
push-button control. Unlike Dolbyised systems with their 
specific record/playback requirements, DNL can be used on 
all cassettes — pre-recorded or otherwise. High quality 
chromium dioxide tapes or the more usual ferric oxide 
varieties can be used with the recorder. 

PHILIPS SQUAWKER 
For some years now the Philips Dome Tweeter type 
AD0160/T has been acclaimed for its excellence in the 
reproduction of the upper frequencies in multi-way high 
fidelity loudspeaker systems. 
The  superior  dispersion  and  transient  response 
characteristics of the dome type diaphragm have now been 
extended to the very critical mid-range region with the 
release of the Philips Dome Squawker type AD0210 SQ. 
This squawker has a response curve which is almost flat 
(± 3 dB) within the range from 50 Hz to 5 kHz. The 
resonance frequency is a very low 270 Hz. 
By using both the AD0160/T and the AD0210/SQ it is 
possible to obtain a much improved level of realism from 
high-fidelity recordings in the region from 500 Hz to 
beyond 20 kHz. Since the human ear is not very directional 
below 500 Herz, the conventional cone speaker is adequate 
for  the  bass  region.  Both  the AD0160/T and the 
AD0210/SQ will be stocked in 4 ohms and 8 ohms 
versions. 
The AD0210 SQ Dome Squawker is marketed by Elcoma. 
Electronic Components and Materials — 67 Mars Road, 
Lane Cove. 

HI-FI PURCHASERS CONFUSED BY 
DUTY-CUT REPORTS 
Shortly before Christmas it was widely reported that a 
new Customs by-law would slash import duty on consumer 
electronic equipment: "from 35% to zero" according to 
one report, which estimated price reductions of around $3 
on a small transistor radio, and up to $300 on the top range 
of equipment. 
This latter area was naturally assumed by enthusiasts to 
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include hi-fi equipment — complete audio systems, and the 
tape decks, tuners, speakers and amplifiers from which they 
are assembled. 

Regrettably, this is not so. 

A detailed survey was indeed conducted by the Bureau of 
Customs to determine the extent of local manufacture. 
New by-law entry was, in fact, granted for certain items of 
electronic equipment such as ac radios, clock radios etc. 

However, the official Customs policy states emphatically 
that by-law entry would not be appropriate on hi-fi 
equipment such as tuners, amplifiers, speakers, turntables 
and so on. 

The early reports suggested that the 'new (reduced) prices' 
would be unlikely to take effect until after Christmas. 
Predictably,  many people who intended buying hi-fi 
equipment  in  December delayed  their  purchases  in 
anticipation of the illusionary lower prices. 

According to a senior tariff consultant, the present 
Customs policy of "no by-law on hi-fi equipment" is 
unlikely to change in the foreseeable future. 

PRELUDE 700 
Pioneer Electronics have released a new hi-fi system aimed 
specifically to bridge the 'speaker' gap which previously 
existed in the market between the $300 and $500 price 
range. 

Called the Prelude 700, the new system utilises the same 
amplifier and turntable as the popular Prelude 600 but 
incorporates a specially designed pair of speaker systems to 
satisfy customers who require better speakers in a price 
bracket under $400. 

Pioneer's Marketing Manager, Mr. Doug Bell says that 
research has shown that people are spending more on first 
time system purchases. Consequently they require a system 

that will satisfy them for many years to come and to which 
they can add a cassette deck, tuner and headphones. 

"The Prelude 700 fulfils this requirement delivering tull, 
distortion free good quality sound at full power," Mr Bell 
said. 
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HIGH SENSITIVITY HEADPHONES 

Two new headphones released by Pioneer Electronics 
Australia Pty Ltd have the exceptionally high sensitivity of 
100 dB/mW. 

Inis sensitivity  (or efficiency)  means that you can 
connect them directly to your tape deck, tuner or 
pre-amplifier and enjoy high level musical reproduction. 

The first of Pioneer's new headphones is called the 
Monitor  10  and is designed to be used either for 
professional type monitoring of tape recording sessions and 
the like, or for providing really high quality private stereo 
listening. The Monitor 10 uses a mylar diaphragm for its 
large 57 mm (2141 cone drivers. 

The other headphones released by Pioneer combine the 
advantages of the newiy developed speaker cone material, 
called Carbon Fibre Blend, with the convenience and 
private listening appeal of the stereo headphones format. 

These  two  new  editions  bring  Pioneer's  already 
comprehensive range of quality headphones to eleven. 

PORTABLE RADIO COSTS S2700! 
National Panasonics' model RF 8000 must surely be the 
ultimate in portable domestic radio receivers. The unit can 
be tuned to any one of 24 bands from 150 kHz right up to 
230 MHz in AM, FM SSB and CVV. 

Ultra-high selectivity and sensitivity is obtained by using a 
crystal-controlled double superhet system, tuned RF stages 
and a six stage IF circuit, ladder type ceramic filters etc. 

Band selection is pushbutton controlled: ,:he tuning scales 
are rotated by two dc motors driving a digitally-controlled 
turret-type selector using a memory circuit. 

Recommended retail price is $2700. 
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Why you need 220 watts of power 
to listen to soft music. 

Stated simply, Pioneer's new 
SA-9900 stereo amplifier was created 
to faithfully reproduce music at any 
volume you desire. At 110 watts RMS 
per channel, it doesn't matter whether 
you're trying to liven up a_party or 
just warm up your sweetheart. 
Through a precision blending of 
Pioneer's advanced electronics, total 
harmonic distortion is never more 
than 0.1%. Ase result, you hear all 
the sounds of all the music you play 
—clearly—even the soft ones. 
And while the SA-9900 is easy to 
listen to, its also easy to use. A newly 
designed chassis places all the output 
terminals on the left side and all 

the input terminals on the right. 
Separated to eliminate any signal 
interference and convenient for 
access to cord connections. 
The SA-9900 stereo amplifier. 
Another example of technical know-
how and constant research applied 
to meet the listener's needs. After all, 
isn't that what you've come to expect 
from Pioneer audio equipment. 
At Pioneer, we uphold that trust with 
almost 40 years of exclusive commit-
ment to audio excellence. And from 
our vast resources as one of the 
world's leading audio specialists, we 
are privileged at this time to offer 
the SA-9900 as the best in an entire 

line of outstanding stereo amplifiers. 
Stop by and see your local dealer for 
a demonstration. You'll get an earful 
of truly great music—any way you 
like it—loudly or softly. 

Pioneer Electronics Australia Pty. Ltd., 
178-184 Boundary Road, Braeside, 
Victoria 3195, Phone: 90-9011, 
Sydney 93-0246, Brisbane 52-8213, 
Adelaide 433379, Perth 76-7776 

Opicorveen. 
leads the world in sound. 



TELETEXT TV 
One hundred page 'magazines' are now regularly broadcast by Britain's BBC and ITV services. 
The 'magazines' are received on spare lines transmitted routinely at the end of each frame (i.e. 
following the sync pulse). 
This article was recently published in the British edition of Electronics Today. Prices quoted 
within the article have been converted to Australian dollars. 

IN OCTOBER 1972, Britain's BBC 
Engineering  Division  announced a 
completely  new  TV  development 
which they named CEEFAX. 
The system would enable a number 
of "pages" of text to be selected by 
anyone with a suitably equipped TV 
receiver for display on the screen. At 
the time, this received considerable 
publicity — not unnaturally most of it 
from the BBC itself — but we are 
today  bombarded  with  so  many 
ingenious gimmicks and  curiosities 
that it has only dawned slowly what 
enormous potential it has and how 
soon it is likely to be part of our 
everyday lives. 
Competition is always healthy and 
the IBA (Independent Broadcasting 
Authority) were not far behind with 
their own system: ORACLE. This was 
essentially the same but included some 
improvements. Sensibly the BBC, IBA 
and BREMA (representing the TV set 
industry) got together in a working 
committee  to  establish  a single 
standard. This committee announced 
in March 1974 that a unified system 
had  been  agreed.  This not only 
incorporated the best of CEEFAX and 
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ORACLE but built on them — the 
resulting standard being a significant 
advance on the original specification. 
The BBC, who have shown enormous 
faith in this development, applied for, 
and  received,  permission  for  a 
two-year  experimental  transmission 
period;  this started  in September 
1974. Since that date, for eight hours 
a day, a regular, live service (albeit 
experimental) has been carried on 
BBC-1 UHF transmitters throughout 
Britain. 
The confusion over terminology is 
enormous. The BBC, who after all can 
claim to have been the inventors and 
driving force, continue to call the 
system  (as  well  as  the  service) 
CEEFAX; the IBA are sticking to 
ORACLE for their service. Outside 
well-wishers dubbed  the  combined 
systems TELEDATA,  until it was 
pointed out that this was a registered 
name  for  something  completely 
different! Now the name TELETEXT 
has been adopted, though it has not 
yet caught on. 
All  very well — a new service, 
available  now  to anyone with a 
receiver — but where are they? The 

A 

The BBC CEEFAX service as it was until 
very recently. Even now the entire equipment 
including two input consoles, the computer, 
monitors etc is contained in about 400 
square feet. CEEFAX is put out from the 
7th floor of the BBC Television Centre. In 
the picture Sub-Editor Ian Irving is preparing 
a news bulletin while Research Assistant 
Adrian Robson is operating the controls, 
and has summoned-up a weather map of 
Britain. 

BBC estimate that there are between 
80 and 100 receivers in Britain — 
mostly built by the set makers for 
testing; the rest are owned by the BBC 
itself with perhaps half-a-dozen built 
by enthusiasts. (Until very recently, if 
anything  went  wrong  with 
transmissions the BBC would 'phone 
up their viewers to tell them!) 
Why the apparent lack of interest 
outside the BBC and IBA? 
The  problem  arises  over  the 
enormous  complexity  of  the 
equipment necessary to decode and 
display  Teletext.  The  system  is 
operating at the forefront of current 
technology: bank upon bank of TTL 
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and memory chips have, until now, 
been necessary and the cost of parts 
alone  is in the order of A$600. 
Complete circuits are  not available - 
at least none that we know of. We 
have  not  even  been  able  to get 
permission to publish a meaningful 
block diagram! However, things are 
beginning to move ... 

THE BREAKTHROUGH 
At  least  one  semiconductor 
co mpany,  Texas,  has  been 
investigating Teletext seriously. At a 
major  launch on  May 6th, Texas 
disclosed that they have completed 
development  work  on  a Teletext 
module, to be known as TIFAX, and 
that preproduction samples will be 
available in about four months with 
production quantities available in early 
1976. If all goes as planned, the first 
receivers available to the public will be 
on sale in about a year. 
The extra cost of a Teletext receiver 
can only be estimated. The first sets 
are expected to be about $200 dearer, 
but  by  1978, Texas estimate the 
market at 1 000 000 sets a year with 
$40-$75 being the extra cost. There is 
no  technical  reason  preventing 
Teletext  being  incorporated  with 
monochrome sets but it will probably 
only be available as an option on 
colour sets. 

HOW DOES IT WORK? 
When  the  specification  for  the 
625-line TV standard was drawn up, 
the state-of-the-art was far behind that 
of today. To tell the electron beam 
that it had reached the end of its 
frame, and to give it time to reach the 
top again, a sync pulse followed by 25 
blank  lines is transmitted. Current 
techniques  need  nothing  like  this 
number of lines. 
Teletext is transmitted on two lines: 
17  and 18 (330 and 331  on the 
interlace).  Anyone  in Britain who 
hasn't yet seen Teletext encoded lines 
has only to reduce the height control 
and view the top of the picture — it's 
impossible to miss them. 
On these lines, data in binary form is 
pushed out at 6.9375 Mbits/s. This 
information however, is meaningless 
by itself — it bears no relation to the 
normal analogue picture: this has led 
to a misunderstanding amongst even 
well informed engineers. The binary 
coded signal only gives instructions to 
equipment at the receiver end about 
what to display — it does not provide 
the display. 
Let us take a close analogy to explain 
the point (though not actually part of 
Teletext). Most stations use at some 
time or other a simple clock display. 
This  is a standard  pattern which 
remains  unaltered  except  for  the 
seconds hand. 

SAME ON EVERY ROW 

Clock 
run ,n 

!16) 

DATA LEVEL 
70% OF PEAK 
WHITE LEVEL: 

BLACK 0% 

LINE 
SYNC 
PULSE 

COLOUR 
BURST 

Hours 
units  tens 

(8)  (E 

Control and 
nkk address 

061 

Page 
uruts  tens 

18) 

e 
characters 
(64) 
OR 

as above 
for Page 
header 

PAGE HEADER ROW ONLY 

Minutes 
units  tens 

(8)  181 

32 CHARACTERS 
(256) 

Note: only lines 18 or 331 can carry Page-Header data 
Figures in brackets represent the number of bits. 

The organisation of Teletext data on lines 17, 18, 330 and 
331. 

O 

O ID CI   
O D D 
o CZ1 

VIEWERS PAGE 

SELECTOR 

FREQUENCY 
CIRCUITS 
PAGE 
STORE 

VIDEO 

ALPHANUMERIC 
VIDEO 

SWITCHING 

ROVV AND 
PAGE 

RECOGNITION 

ISO -7 

DATA 
SIGNALS 

1 RECEIVER 
VIDEO 
CIRCUITS 

A 
ALPHANUMERIC 

PAGE 
STORE 

VIDEO 

ISO-7 

DATA 
SIGNALS 

CHARACTER 
GENERATOR 

Simplified block schematic of Teletext receiver. 

To display this on a screen for one 
second  requires on a conventional 
display  some  6 x 106 bits  of 
information to be broadcast (625-line 
frequency bandwidth is 6 MHz). If the 
shape of the clock was generated in 
the set itself it would require only one 
bit per second to display the same 
shape  — that item of information 
being a signal for the seconds hand to 
move on: this would represent an 
enormous saving in data transmission. 
It is by making good use of this 
technique that an enormous amount 
of information can  be transmitted 
using Teletext in only two lines. 
The specification of Teletext allows 
for 100 "pages" of information to be 
transmitted, each comprising 24 lines 
of 40 characters each. These characters 
can be in six colours and white and 
can be used to display simple graphics. 
As  the  coded  information  is 
transmitted for only a tiny fraction of 
the time that it is displayed, the coded 
signals have to be stored in a memory. 

Every page starts off with a special 
row called the "page header". This 
shows the page number, the date and 
the  time  (updated  every  second). 
Special codings are incorporated at the 
beginning of the page header so that 
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Spare 

(16) 

TV TUBE 

the  receiver knows that a page is 
beginning and which page it is. When 
these signals match those selected by 
the  viewer,  the  receiver starts to 
display the header row followed by 
the rest of that page. 
Each TV  line (17, 18 and their 
interlace) carries one line of Teletext 
data and as each page is made up from 
24 lines, it will take 0.24 seconds to 
build up a complete page. This delay 
only occurs when the page is first 
displayed, for the information is held 
in the memory and can be accessed 
immediately. When a Teletext page is 
updated, it takes nearly a %-second to 
complete the corrected page. 
Apart from updating, pages can of 
course by cycled. On a particular page 
number, a series of different displays 
can be transmitted in sequence, but 
the viewer will not have the choice of 
starting on, say, the first page (like 
dialling the weather on the 'phone). 

VIEWER CONTROLS 
Receivers will  have an additional 
control panel — most companies seem 
to favour something  not  unlike a 
calculator  keyboard.  The  function 
keys will  be  labelled Picture  (for 
normal TV reception), Teletext and 
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TELETEXT 
TV 

Picture  and  Teletext  (the  latter 
superimposed on the former). Other 
keys can be "Update" — bring up 
newsflashes  automatically  when 
something new happens. "Time" for 

Simple graphics such as maps are an integral part of Teletext. 

A major attraction of Teletext is likely to be the News flash. 
Receivers will probably be designed to enable the viewer to choose 
for Newsflashes to be superimposed on a regular programme either 
in a box as shown or in white. 

•BC 

NEWS 

CEEFAX  101  Thu  IT  Apr  16 06, 50 

..":EEFAX  INDEX - p1 01 

INFORMATION 

Headli nes 
Home 
Forei gn 
Sport 
Travel 
Charivari 
FT  INDEX 
Business 
NEWS  FL ,. 

102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
150 

A  full  CEEFAX 
magazi ne 
will  be  100 
PAGES  on  each 
channel 

updated bet ween 

Demonst rati on 
Index  repeat 
Exchange  rates 

.,111 e r 

Educati on 
Weather 

TU prop   
Radio 
Pools  Neus 
Farm  pri ces  120 
FARM  NEWS  121 
Test  card  »A»  122 
Test  card  »El"  123 
BBC  NEWS  124 
T e, 1 d e s. 1 qns  125-30 
Pages  are  regularly 

Sam  and  6pm  at  p  I 

110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 

The index page of CEEFAX used until recently. This is transmitted 
more frequently than the other pages to give faster access (one in 
every 10 pages). 

selecting a particular page for display 
at a preselected time, etc. 
For Teletext the calculator keyboard 
must be used. If you know the page 
number you want, this is punched up 
and the information stored. When the 
lines are broadcast with the same 
coding that you have selected, the 
Teletext data is fed into the memory 
and on the next frame the memory 
takes over the screen and plays out its 
coded  messages  to  the  character 
penerator. The first line will always 
comprise the page number, title and 
the time. 

CEEFAX  105  Thu  17  Apr  16 09, 55 

SPORTS  NEWS 

RACING  The  start -st 
celebrat es i 

at  Neumarket  today. 
 it.  for  the  1. 

OF  TRUTH,  makes  her 
the Hell  Gwyn  Stakes 
trial  for  the  first 

op  Fl at  season 
Is  comi ng-of-age 
The  ant e-post 
000  Gui neas.  CRY 
reapp aaaaa ce in 
-  the  recognised 

filli es  Cl assic. 

SOCCER  Malcolm  MacDonald  (Newcastle) 
became  the  first  man  to  score 

-5 goals  for  England  at  Wembl ey.  Cyprus 
lost  5-0.  Wal es  beat  Hungary  2-1  in 
Budapest  L Northern  Irel and  defeated 
Yugoslavi a  1-0  in  Belfast.  All  uere 
European  championshi p  games. 

Racing results etc are ideal candidates for Teletext and it is this 
area that the BBC intend to expand in the near future. On this 
display only 17 lines are used but each page can be up to 24 lines 
(including the header) and 40 characters across. As many 'pages', 
including this one, are not full, it takes less than 0.24 seconds to 
build-up. Blank lines are not represented by a period with no 
display but by coding. This reduces the access time considerably. 

CEEFAX  109  Thu  17  Apr  16  07 , 41 

Financial limes Inde 
Today  3pm 

335  6 
Up  17  9 

9 Apr 
10  • 
11 
14  • 
15  • 
16  • 

294. 2 
294. 4 
295. 5 
300. 2 
305. 4 
317. 7 

Th F M T W lu 
--350 

--330 

- -310 

--290 

A good example of what can be done with Teletext -- and is 
actually being transmitted by BBC's CEEFAX. The words Financial 
Times Index are made up from the graphics part of the alpha-
numeric generator rather than the straight-forward alphabet. 
At the top is shown the service (CEEFAX), the page number, 
the day and date with the time — correct to the second — on the 
right. This page could well be cycled with other related data such 
as major share price movements, gold and commodity prices 
and the current value of the pound. These would be on sub-
pages which would repeat every 15 seconds or so. 
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The remaining 23 lines, each capable 
of 40 characters, is then displayed. 

COLOUR 
The  Teletext  characters  can  be 
displayed in white, the three primary 
colours and their complementaries. 
The first reaction is that this is a 
gimmick of unnecessary luxury: in 
fact, as Teletext is connected to the 
receiver at the c.r.t. drive stage, colour 
is very simple — it is estimated that it 
adds perhaps only 10% to the total 
cost, a small price to pay for the 
additional readability. 

22.')/ 6 
e  (..r3, pay 

(34)  pty vs, 
,Air.  4> 

ACCESS TIME 
With the 50 pages currently being 
broadcast by the BBC it can take up to 
15 seconds to get your required page 
— when the full capacity of 100 pages 
is broadcast this will double. This 
access time is considered unacceptable 
by many who are familiar with the 
system.  It is quite  possible  to 
incorporate a memory for each page, 
but this would add enormously to the 
cost. What may well happen is that 
decoders  will  have  four  or  five 
memories which will hold those pages 
likely to be used most frequently. The 
Texas TI FAX module has only the 
basic memory. 

ADD-ON MODULES 
Can existing sets be modified? In 
theory, yes, but a large market is not 
envisaged. An add-on module will be 
considerably more complex if it is 
simply to plug into the aerial socket — 
and a colour facility is very unlikely. 
If modules become available to the 
hobby market, a competent engineer 
should be able to connect it into the 
set quite easily — there are few enough 
connections to make. We shall have to 
wait and see what happens in this 
field. 

THE FUTURE 
The success of Teletext depends 
entirely on the public's willingness to 
pay the extra cost for the receiver. 
One of the surprising features is the 
tiny  cost  to  the  broadcasting 
authorities in providing the service. 
The  BBC's experimental  CEEFAX 
service is believed to be costing under 
A$50 000 a year — less than the cost 
of one major TV programme. Even 
when operating with a full staff, a 
nationwide service will cost only about 
as much as a local radio station! 
The  capacity  of  Teletext  is 
enormous. Only two lines are being 
used at present, but 16 are available: 
this would give an 800 page capacity 
per channel of 2400 on the three 
networks! The potential is enormous. 
It is natural that electronic engineers 
drool over such an ingenious and 
interesting  development  —  like 
children with a new toy — but it is the 
non-technical  public  who  will 
determine the success of Teletext, and 
the public's interest will depend on the 
extra cost of the equipment. A start 
has been made by Texas in developing 
a moderately-priced module and it is 
now up to the TV set manufacturers 
to make the sets available.  • 
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Teletext receiver currently being made by GEC. 
The data circuitry is housed in a separate shallow 
box beneath the main receiver. Additional 
controls behind a hinged flap permit many 
variations in the data display. Cost is a cool 
£900 sterling! 

The Teletext receiver is enormously complex 
— as can be seen here. However if the system 
becomes generally accepted at least some 
parts of the circuitry should become 
available in LS! (large scale integrated) 
form. 
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Albert Einstein had a hair problem. And a lot of 
mathematical problems. 

The hair he could have fixed with a good brush. 
And with a lot of his other problems, 'Eveready' Gold 
Alkaline batteries could have helped out. 

Just think what a man like Einstein could have 
done with a battery that out-performs all others in high 
drain electronic equipment. 

A battery that delivers full and consistent power, 
even after being left idle for long periods. 

A battery that isn't bothered by extreme changes 
in temperature. 

Albert, we only wish we'd been there to help. 
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EVEREADY BATTERIES Products of U , IUN 
CARL . , 

'Eveready' & 'Union Carbide' are registered Trade Marks. 
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re AM/FM tuner 
hot was 

desigNed-up to e 
quoronteed 

leveT of exce lence 

Illustrated the Accuphase Power amplifier, control amplifier and tuner 

Accuphase offers a selection of very high quality power amplifiers, control amplifiers, 
an integrated stereo amplifier, and tuner. Accuphase lists eight factors on which they 
base their claimto top quality: originality,guaranteed performance statistics, mechanism, 
design, long life dependability, safety, service, and complete user satisfaction. 

ACCUPHASE T-100 TUNER  PERFORMANCE 

FM Section (tests at 95 MHz and signals PO 75 ohms) 

I HF : least usable sensitivity 
30 dB quieting 
50 dB quieting 
Full limiting 
Ultimate S/N ratio 
Ultimate hum and noise 
Output 30% modulation 
Muting threshold 
Tuning accuracy 
Rated IHF capture ratio 
Rated IHF alternate ch. selectivity 
Front-end selectivity (figure of merit) 
Image rejection ratio 
Repeat spot suppression 
AM rejection ratio 
Distortion factor 
Stereo separation 

1.4 
0.8 i.(V 

2.2 eN mono; 20 L.A/ stereo 
1.5 J..V 

78 dB mono; 75 dB stereo 
—62 dB 

540 mV fixed; 0-540 mV var. 
(1) 5 À<V; (2) 20 

within 1% 
less than 1.5 dB 

80/100 dB 

> 100dB 
100 dB 
100 dB 
60 dB 

0.05% mono; 0.2% stereo 
46 dB approx. 

COMMENT 

Towards the ultimate attainable. 
Towards the ultimate attainable. 

Excellent. 
Excellent. 
Excellent. 

Mostly ripple content (See S/N ratio) 
Two pairs of outputs. 
Two positions and off. 

Excellent. 
Excellent. 

Outside range of test equip. 

Test equipment limits. 
Outside range of test equip. 

Test equipment limits. 
At 1 mV imput. Excellent. 
30% modulation and 1 kHz. 
At 1 kHz and 1 mV input. 
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ACC U PH ASE 

T-100 AM/FM TUNER 
The T-100 uses a 15-stage 
linear phase filter integrated 
circuit. This provides distortion 
of less than 0.1% and selectivity 
of 70 dB which surpasses 
transformer or mechanical filter 
tuners. The Stereo demodulator 
uses a Phase Locked Loop, giving 
separation of better than 45 dB 
(1 kHz) and distortion of less 
than 0.2%. Multipath Meter for 
FM. Two-stage FM muting and 
multiflex filter. 

You can hear Accuphase at the 
following dealers: 

Audio Labs 12 Douglas Street Milton 
Brisbane. Tel: 36.0080 • Encel 
Electronics 431 Bridge Road, Rich-
mond Melbourne Tel: 42.3761 • 
Southern Sound 337 La Trobe Street, 
Melbourne. Tel: 67.7869 • Convoy 
Technocentre 1 Maclean Street 
VVoolloomooloo Sydney Tel: 357. 2444 

Australian Distributors (excluding W.A.) 

Pty Ltd 
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-that's where the money is! 
Stott's course is totally comprehensive — and includes both sophisticated 
electronic equipment and project materials you need to gain a thorough 

understanding of servicing techniques. 
Divided into three self-contained sections, the course covers: 
Part 1 -- Introduction to Electronics (theory and practice) 

Part 2 — Monochrome Television Receivers 
Part 3 — Colour Television, including processing circuitry, service 

techniques, fault tracing and trouble shooting techniques. 
Like all Stott's courses, you work with your own instructor who is an expert in 
this exciting and rewarding field, at your own pace, in your own home. 
If you are a beginner, Stott's will teach you everything you need to know 

concerning television principles and receiver circuitry. 
If you are already working in the field, or have completed some studies in 
electronics, you may be eligible to enter the course at an advanced stage. 
Whether your aim is to enter the TV service industry or whether you wish to 
gain a thorough understanding of television theory and servicing as an aid to 

sales experience, this is the course which will help you make it! 
Other electronics courses offered by Stott's include: 
Radio for Amateurs — Amateur Operator's Certificate 

For full information mail this coupon today: 

siL)Lts  
TECHNICAL CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE 
The name to trust in correspondence education 

Please send me, without obfigation, fut details of the following courses: 

Stott's undertake that no sales counsellor will call 

Mr.. Mrs. Miss  Age 

Address 

Postcode 

159 Flinders Lane, Melbourne 
383 George Street. Sydney 
290 Adelaide Street Bfisbane 

66 King William St. Kent Town, S.A 
89 St George's Terrace Perth 
PO Sox 3396 Singapore 1  ET 2 7 6 

LAFAYETTE 
27MHz TWO-WAY RADIO 
FOR INDUSTRY, FARM, 
BOATS, SPORTS, ETC. 

... — 
, 

, Only  1-15/16H x 
MICRO 6o  5-3/16W x 6-13/16"0. 
5 W ATTS 
6 CHANNELS $139.50 Crystals Extra) 

The latest in the fa mous LAFAYETTE 
Micro series the MICRO 66 embodies 
the  versatility,  reliability  and 
performance  which  have  made 
LAFAYETTE famous throughout the 
world in 27 MHz com munications. With 
an  extra sensitive  receiver of better 
than  luV  for  10dB  S-to-N  ratio, 
"Range Boost" modulation circuitry, a 
built-in  speaker  plus  push-button 
selected  external  speaker-microphone 
(supplied), the MICRO 66 is ideal for 
Boats  or  Base  Station  operation. 
Operates from 12V DC or 240V AC 
with  optional  Base  Station  Power 
Supply. 

, 

0 o  

3 WATTS  12 CHANNELS 

DYNA-COM 12A 
S139.50 (Crystals Extra) 

A powerful 5-Watts input 
power  in  a  hand-held 
transceiver!  Excellent 

seRuggedlnsitivity arcitedsgenleecclivi ki; extra  relia ble 
perfor mance.  This 
high-power walkie-talkie 
operates  fro m  internal 
batteries  (rechargeable 
Ni-cad batteries available) 
or  an  external  1.2V 
source. 

CIS  '.1116 

___ 

1 

I are  - 

1 WATT  3 CHANNELS 

Model HA-310 
$73.50 (Incl. 27.240MHz) 

1,000's of LAFAYETTE 
HA-310 walkie-talkies in 
use  in  Australia, 
100,000's throughout the 
world  attest  to  their 
superior  qualities.  A 
professionally  designed, 
sturdily  constructed, 
com mercial  quality  unit 
for top perfor mance and 
long  term  reliability. 
Rechargeable Ni-cad 
batteries are available to 
suit. 

All above transceivers are P.M.G. Type, 
Approved (Licence Required). 

A  LA RGE  RA NGE  OF 
ACCESSORIES  IS  AVAILABLE, 
A N TE N N AS,  CR YSTALS, 
CONNECTORS,  ETC,  PLEASE 
ENQUIRE FOR DETAILS. 

LAFAYETTE 
ELECTRONICS 

div. of Electron Tube Distributors P/L 

94 ST. KILDA RD., ST. KILDA, 
VIC. 3182. Phone 94-6036. 
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WIG° ACUSTIC 
HI-FI LOUDSPEAKERS 
FROM GERMANY 

A top-quality range of respected loudspeakers from Germany, Wigo (pronounced "Vee-go") are now 
available in Australia as separate component speakers or as complete speaker systems in walnut finish 

cabinets. 

If you're a handyman, choose from this large range of loudspeaker units and build your own loudspeaker 

system. 

* Wigo PMT 310/50/100 12" 80 watt woofer * Wigo PMT 245/37/100 10" 

50 watt woofer * Wigo PMT 245/25/115 10" 40 watt bass/midrange speaker 
* Wigo PMT 195/25/115 8" 40 watt bass/midrange speaker * Wigo PMIVI 
130/25/93 5" midrange unit * %Vigo 37/110 11/2 " dome midrange * Wigo 
25/150 1" dome tweeter * Wigo 19/135 3/4" super tweeter. 

If you prefer to buy ready made systems Choose 
from our new range with walnut finish cabinets. All 
models have removable front grille cloths with a 
choice of patterns. Three and four-way systems 
feature constant impedance volume controls on 
all mid and high range loudspeakers to allow suitable 
adjustment to suit listening area acoustics. 

Wigo M102 2-way 40 watt. 8" Bass/mid-2" 
tweeter. 19" (H) x 101/4 " (W) x WA" (D) 

Wigo M132 2-way 40 watt 10" Bass/mid — 1" 
dome 25" (H) x 141/2 " (W) x 9'4" (D); Wigo 
M133 3-way 40 watt 10" Bass — 11/2 " dome — 
3/4" dome 25" (H) x 141/2" (W) x 91/4 " (D);Wigo 
M203 3-way 50 watt 10" Bass — 11/2 " dome — 
3/4" dome 25" (H) x 141/2 " (W) x 121/2 " (D); 
Wigo M254 4-way 50 watt 10" Bass — 5" !lad 
— 11/2 " dome — 3/4 " dome 29" (H) x 17"(W) x 
12" (D). 

Wigo M504 4-way 80 watt. 12" Bass — 8" mid 
— 11/2 " dome — 3/4 " dome. 37" (H) x 191/4 " (W) 
x 153/4 " (D). 

g e  96 PIRIE ST. ADELAIDE 

e l la li e n  

STH. AUST. 5000 

PHONE: 223 3599 
HI-FI STEREO PTY LTD 
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FM TUNER 

All electronic design eliminates mechanical dial. 

THE ETI 740 FM tuner has been 
designed  to  provide  the  highest 
possible performance consistent with a 
cost that we feel will be generally 
acceptable to most of our readers. 

A very great deal of effort has been 
put into simplifying construction both 
mechanically and electronically, and 
similar effort has been expended on 
ensuring good appearance. 

Virtually the entire unit consists of 
two printed circuit boards — one of 
which is directly soldered into the 
other. The only wiring necessary is the 
power cord, the antenna sockets, three 
wires to the tuning potentiometer and 
two to the tuning meter. 

Apart from the assembly of the two 
printed-circuit boards the only wiring 
necessary  is the power cord, the 
antenna sockets, the three wires to the 
tuning potentiometer and the two to 
the tuning meter. 

An  all  electronic  dial  assembly 
completely eliminates the hassles of 
pulleys and cords as in mechanical 
dials.  Additionally  the  use  of a 
commercial prealigned tuner module 
eliminates the need for alignment. 
These two measures greatly simplify 
construction. 

The electronic-dial mechanism. 

The main printed-circuit board has 
been designed so that it may be 
assembled either as a single board or 
cut up and assembled as separate 
modules. If one wishes to construct 
the 10.7 MHz IF as a separate unit this 
is entirely possible without designing a 
new  board  layout.  In  fact  we 
understand that boards for separate 
modules may be made available by 
Applied Technology (See note on page 
29). 
Only three adjustments are necessary 
to align the complete tuner and these 
are relatively simple. Thus the tuner is 
quite readily constructable by anyone 
who can correctly handle a soldering 
iron  — no  special  knowledge  is 
required 

THE TUNER MODULE 
Many different tuner modules were 
evaluated, even some we specially 
imported from overseas. We finally 
selected the newly released AP 2157 
from  Philips.  This  tuner  is the 
preferred replacement for the Mullard 
LP118 6 and  combines  good 
performance,  reasonable price and 
ready availability. However any other 
varicap tuner module may be used if 
desired. 

The AP2157 is a varicap tuner and 
requires a stable three to 27 volt 
control voltage to tune across the 
range 87.5 to 108 MHz. The tuner uses 
bipolar  transistors,  three  single 
varicaps and two 10.7 MHz tuned 
circuits to provide 20 dB of gain and 
reasonable rejection ratios. 

THE DIAL 
As with any kind of radio tuner the 
provision of a calibrated tuning dial 
presents problems from a cost and 
constructional  point  of  view.  A 
specially  designed  mechanical  dial 
would be very expensive and would 
complicate the chassis metalwork — 
leading to further cost increases. The 
alternative  approach  of  using  an 
analogue meter to indicate frequency 
was also rejected because reasonably 
attractive meters with large scales are 
quite expensive also. Ultimately it was 
decided to use a digital dial based on 
the Siemens UA 160 IC. The UA 160 
is an analogue to one-of-16 decoder 
and LED driver. Using this chip we can 
arrange  LEDs in a row such that the 
LED  illuminated  indicates  the 
frequency  tuned.  This  is quite 
convenient as the control voltage for 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the LM3089 FM receiver IF system. 

the tuner module may also be used to 
drive  the  LED  'dial'.  The tuned 
frequency is related to the control 
voltage in an exponential manner, so 
to have a linear dial it is necessary to 
use a network to tailor the control 
voltage before it is fed to the UA 160. 
The ETI technique provides a dial 
having a good appearance, adequate 
length of 130 mm and no moving 
parts.  The  power-on  and  stereo 
indicators are green LEDs and are 
arranged to be in line with the dial 
LEDs which are red. 
In addition to the manual-tuning 
control, which is selected by a push 
button, three other push buttons each 
select any one of three stations, each 
of which can be selected at any point 
over the entire tuning range by an 
individual preset potentiometer. The 
LED dial arrangement automatically 
indicates  the  frequency  of  each 
preselected station (something that is 
quite difficult to do with a mechanical 
dial). 
The 16 LED display provides 800 
kHz resolution.  In practice this is 
adequate and it was not considered 
necessary or economically justifiable 
to increase resolution by adding a 
further IC and set of LEDs. 

IF AND DEMODULATOR 
The output of the tuner is filtered by 
two ceramic filters (separated by a 
buffer stage) before being fed to a CA 
3089 IC which is a complete FM IF 
and demodulator system containing 
over 80 transistors. The IC requires 
only one external tuned circuit (the 
quadrature detector coil) and provides 
AGC, AFC, muting, signal strength 
and tuning meter drive voltages. 

In our circuit the muting level is set 
by an internal preset potentiometer 
and muting may be switched out by a 
front panel push button if desired. 
Another front  panel  push  button 
selects AFC or manual tuning control, 
rd a tuning meter is provided rather 

ear 

than the more conventional signal 
strength meter. With FM very accurate 
tuning  is required  if minimum 
distortion is to be obtained and a 
tuning meter provides a much more 
accurate method than does a signal 
strength meter. 

The CA 3089 is followed by an RC 
network to roll off the loop above 100 
kHz, and an amplifier with a gain of 
three  to  provide  an  output level 
adequate for most power amplifiers. 

DECODER 
The stereo decoder used is the LM 
1310 phase-locked loop  IC, which 
does not require any external coils 
whatsoever.  The  use  of  this  IC 
virtually eliminates the setting up of 
coils which is often a major stumbling 
block  for  beginners.  The  only 
adjustment which needs to be made on 
the decoder is to the frequency of 

operation of the phase-locked loop. 
This adjustment is performed very 
simply by using a preset potentiometer 

together with the stereo indicator 
lamp as a monitor. 

PILOT TONE FILTER 
The stereo outputs from the decoder 
have de-emphasis applied and then are 
fed  to  unity-gain, active- low-pass 

filters to suppress the 19 kHz pilot 
tone,  the 38 kHz sub-carrier and 
harmonics  which  would  otherwise 
cause  interference,  when  tape 
recording, with the bias oscillator of 
the recorder. 
An  LED driven by the decoder 
indicates when the loop is locked 
indicating also when a stereo signal is 
being received. A front panel push 
button provides a stereo-defeat facility 
by detuning the loop oscillator beyond 
the capture range of the loop thus 
forcing the decoder to provide a mono 
output. 

POWER SUPPLY 
The power supply provides via an IC 
regulator, + 15 volts for the general 
circuitry  of the tuner.  A voltage 
doubler provides a supply to a special 
voltage stabiliser, a TA 550, which in 
turn provides a temperature stable 
supply of +32 volts as the reference 
source for the tuning potentiometer. 
Full constructional details will be 
given next month. 
We would like to thank Owen Hill, 
B.E., M.B.A., and Applied Technology 
Pty  Ltd,  for their  very  valuable 
assistance  with  the  design  and 
development of this unit. Full kits of 
parts will be available from Applied 
Technology Pty Ltd and details of 
these kits will be published in ETI 
next month.  • 

Internal view of the main printed circuit board which houses most of the electronics. 



Scone Cordless 
60w Soldering Tool 

60 watts of heat 
available right at 
the tip. 

Replaceable 
heating element. 

De luxe low thermal 
conductiv ty 
stainless steel 
barrel keeps tip 
hotter — body of 
iron cooler. 

Tough impact 
resistant body. 

Pistol grip handle 
gives natural ease 
of control. 

HEATS IN 6 SECONDS, COOLS RAPIDLY 
WHEN TRIGGER RELEASED 
Scope have put an end to the age-old hassle 
of having to solder within the confines of the 
power point. Problems associated with either 
getting the job to the workbench or 
contending with cumbersome extension 
leads is over — forget it. IT'S DEAD. 

New Scope Cordless 60w is a go-anywhere 
soldering pistol that's stacked with 
performance features. 

Consider the benefits . . 
Solder up to 400* joints without recharging. 
Fully rechargeable overnight from car, 
powerpoint or Scope Transformer. Complete 
portability and safety. Heats in seconds. 
Designed to fit your hand comfortably. 
Add up the advantages, whether you're a 
professional or hobbyist who takes the task 
seriously, Scope's Cordless 60w has got to 
be held to be believed. 

Distributors to the Electrical Trade: 

Twin 1.2 volt Nickel 
Cadium 4 amp/hr 
batteries give a full 
day's work before 
needing 
recharging. 

Basil Rogers 8 Co. Pty. 
Ltd., Radio & T.V. Repairs. 
"I'm delighted Alit its 

performance and sheer con-
venience in the workshop or in 

the field. It's light, fits easily in your hand 
and you can solder even with the set on." 

Kevin Ball. T.V. Technician. 
"In my job I work mainly on circuit boards 
and I'm rapt with Scope Cordless. I've never 
reached a point where the gun can't handle a 
day's soldering. I like the feel of it; 
tremendous balance." 

NATRONICS PTY. LTD. The Crescent, Kingsgrove, N.S.W. 2208 

Manufactured by: SCOPE LABORATORIES, MELBOURNE. 
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A 1_1r-p_3-,. 
Today's Technology for Your Enjoyment 

HOBBY KITS 
r? 

'SPECIAL OFFER! 
ETI 534 STOPWATCH/CALCULATOR —A MUST FOR ALL SPORTSMEN 
By special arrangement with N.S. Electronics we are pleased to offer this NOVUS 650 
calculator together with the complete set of components to build the ETI 534 
Stopwatch/Calculator. The kit includes a specially designed fibreglass printed circuit 
board with a silk screened component overlay. With our unique STEP-BY-STEP 
ASSEMBLY MANUAL and TECHNICAL SUPPORT virtually anyone can build this 
exciting and useful project. We thoroughly recommend it for beginner or professional. 

Nett, delivered free anywhere in Australia $19.75 nett, assembled and tested. 

ETI 440 SIMPLE 25 WATT 
AMPLIFIER 

MR 25 
SCORPIO 

CD1 
s 
*4'411 Ye» 

Based on one of the most popular CD' 
projects in the world, this proven design 
has been updated and re-engineered to 
ensure that the kit can be readily ass-
embled by anyone from a novice to an 
expert design engineer.  The kit comes 
complete in every detail including all com-
ponents and hardware; screened, etched 
and drilled PC Board, machined and fin-
ished metal work, pre-wound and tested 
transformer and a unique, easy to follow 
assembly manual that converts the ass-
embly task to sheer pleasure. 
If you have any problems before, during 
or after assembly — just call on our ex-
clusive Technical support and Warranty 
Service. 

$28.50 nett 

(Assembled and tested $36.00 nett). 

Designed by the ETI Team the International 440 is a 
remarkable combination of high performance, easy con-
struction and low cost. 
We offer our own exclusive step-by-step assembly manual, 
the choice of buying individual packs or the full kit and 
a really good looking Walnut Veneered Cabinet that 
guarantees you a professional finished product anyone 
would be proud to own. For pack prices, see December 
ETI. 
With our full Technical support and Warranty Service 
(see below) you just can't fail to build this kit! 

$85.00 
Delivered Free Anywhere in Australia. 

nett  Assembled and Tested $115 nett 

ETI 704 CROSS HATCH/DOT 
$27.50net,  GENERATOR 

This incredibly popular project now given 
the HOBBY KIT treatrri-Jnt. 
— Pre drilled/screened front panel. 
— Fibreglass PC Board with screened 
Component Overlay. 

— Pre-wound coils. 
— Sockets for all IC's. 
Complete to last detail including solder 
and hook up wire. Full warranty support 
applies. (Doesn't include battery.)  0) 

e 
FULL TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
AND WARRANTY SERVICE 
All Applied Technology HOBBY KITS are covered by 
our  exclusive  90 days warranty  against faulty 
components and packaging (full details with each 
kit). 
Yet another exclusive is the full technical support 
service. If you are unable to make your HOBBY KIT 
operational, help is just a phone call or a letter away. 
If you do have to return any KIT for factory 
attention, it will be repaired for a nominal service fee. 

All kits are on display at our Factory Showroom. 
Personal callers welcome — weekdays by appointment, 
or anytime Saturday Mornings. Phone 476 4758. 

 edl 
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109-111 Hunter Street, 
HORNSBY. N.S.W. 2077 
Phone (02) 476-4758 
Open Saturday morning 

Please supply   

Delivered FREE anywhere in Australia 

Enclosed is my Cheque/Postal Note/Money Order for $   
made out to APPLIED TECHNOLOGY PTY. LTD. 

(PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY) 

NAME 

ADDRESS   

P/C 
E TI 2/7 j 
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EDGE EIECTRIN frolLove  ( 
31 BBUURRWWOOOODD  ROAD, BURWOOD, TEL: 747 2931 

SEMI CONDUCTORS 
AF126 
BA219 
BA102 
BB105G 
BC107 
BC108 
BC109 
BC177 
BC178 
BC179 
BC548 
BC549 
BC558 
BC559 
BC639 
BC640 
BD139 
BD266A 
BD266B 
BD267A 
BD267B 
BF115 
BF180 
BF199 
BFR84 
C103YY 
C106B1 
C1061Di 
C106Y1 
C122D 
EM404 
MJE2955 
MJE3055 
MPF102 
MPF105 
MPF106 
SC141D 
SC1460 
TT800 
TT801 
BD140 

Sc 
.98 each 
.39 each 
.60 each 
.45 each 
.40 each 
.40 each 
.40 each 
.50 each 
.50 each 
.50 each 
.40 each 
.40 each 
.40 each 
.40 each 
.60 each 
.60 each 
1.00 each 
2.73 each 
3.26 each 
2.73 each 
3.26 each 
.64 each 
.90 each 
.50 each 
1.44 each 
2.20 each 
2.16 each 
1.64 each 
1.20 each 
2.30 each 
.30 each 
3.50 each 
3.20 each 
1.25 each 
.98 each 
.98 each 
2.00 each 
3.00 each 
1.00 each 
1.00 each 
1.00 each 

Prices subject to change without 
notice. 

MAGNAVOX 810 
Speaker Special $13.95 

PLESSEY SPEAKERS 
C6M 
C60 
C6MR 
C8M 
C80 
C100 
C12P 
12U50 
C6OX 
C8OX 
C100X 
C12PX 
12l1 X50 

S c 
7.40 each 
12.20 each 
8.80 each 
8.38 each 
13.67 each 
14.86 each 
21.75 each 
39.00 each 
13.77 each 
14.95 each 
16.15 each 
23.30 each 
43.00 each 

2N3055 TRANSISTOR 
1 to 9 
10 to 99 
100 plus 
NE555 
FUL 741 OIL 
LM3909 

1.10 each 
.95 each 
.80 each 
.70 each 
.72 each 
1.20 each 

VALVES 
1 to 9  MIXED 
EACH  10 EA. 

1B3  1.63  1.48 
152  1.03  .93 
6AL3  1.04  .94 
6AN7  2.27  2.06 
6AQ5  1.25  1.13 
6AU4  1.53  1.39 
6AU6  1.08  .98 
6AX4  1.53  1.39 
6BA6  1.43  1.30 
68E6  1.67  1.52 
6BL8  .94  .85 
6BM8  1.11  1.01 
6I3Q5  1.45  1.32 
613Q7  1.94  1.77 
6BX6  1.35  1.23 
6CA7  3.32  3.02 
6CM5  1.59  1.45 
6DQ6A  2.56  2.33 
6DX8  1.45  1.32 
6EA8  1.46  1.33 
6EB8  1.79  1.63 
6EJ7  1.24  1.13 
6EH7  1.24  1.13 
6ES8  1.68  1.53 
6GV8  1.58  1.44 
6G W8  1.56  1.42 
6M5  1.91  1.74 
6N3  2.45  2.33 
6N8  2.10  1.91 
6U8  1.45  1.32 
6U9  1.94  1.77 
6V4  1.17  1.07 
6V9  3.13  2.85 
6X4  1.12  .93 
6X9  1.94  1.77 
6Y9  2.14  1.95 
12AU7  .81  .74 
12AX7  1.81  1.65 

PHILIPS 
SPEAKER KITS 
WITH LATEST 2" SQUAWKER 

SPEAKER KITS 
2 x AD 12.100 W8 
2 x AD020 SQ8 
2 x AD 160 T8 
2 x 3 WAY CROSS 
OVER 
ADF 500/4500/8 

PHILIPS 7A 
2 x AD 12-100W8 
2 x AD 5060SQ8 
2 x AD 160 T8 
2 x ADF 500/4500/8 

PHILIPS 4A 
2 x AD 8066W8 
2 x AD 5060 SQ8 
2 x AD 160 T8 
2 x ADF 500/4500/8 

PHILIPS AD 8 K40 
2 x AD 8066 W8 
2 x AD 160 T8 
2 x CROSS OVER 
NE1 WORKS 
TIMBER CABINETS 
WORK INCLUDED 

CORAL 12SAI $77 
2 x 12" DRIVERS 
2 x 5" MIDRANGE 
4 x 21/2" TWEETERS 
2 x CROSS OVER NETWORKS 

CORAL 10SA1 $55.00 

CORAL 8SA1 $33.00 

3 WATT WIRE WOUND POTS 
1 to 9  $1.96 ea 
10 plus  „.$1.50 ea 
in values  1001Z lk, 2k,3k, 10k 

HITACHI CASSETTES 
PRICED LOWER THAN EVER 

C60 
C90 
C120 

Qty. 

Low Noise 
Low Noise 
Low Noise 

1 to 12 to  24 
11  23  plus 
1.50  1.35 1.25 
1.85  1.75 1.65 
2.45  2.30 2.20 

C46  Ultra Dynamic  1.85  1.75 1.65 
C60  Ultra Dynamic  2.05  1.95 1.85 
C90  Ultra Dynamic  2.40  2.30 2.20 
C120 Ultra Dynamic  3.20  3.10 2.90 

C60  Ultra Dynamic  2.40  2.30 2.20 
Royal 

C90  Ultra Dynamic  3.00  2.85 2.70 
Royal 

HURST /AIR HEAT 
ELECTRONIC IGNITION 

PROVIDES: 
• Simple fitting to the coil/distributor 
• Easier and quicker starts 
• Increased point and plug life 
• Increased time between tune-ups 
• Improved ignition efficiency 
• Better gas mileage (due to maintaining 
"tuned" condition longer and increasing 
point and plug life) 

• Increased power to 
plugs 

• Waterproof  design 
(completely  sealed 
unit) 

• Failsafe design 

SPECIAL 
OFFER 
ONLY 
$29.95 

E.A. AND Eli KITS 
Pirs4  146  F-M AND A M TUNF.R é1 3 5 

WITH FRONT PANEL el 
LESS CABINt.i 

ETI 440 INCLUDING METAL 
WORK 99 

PLEASE RUSH ME 

ENCLOSED IS MY CHEQUE 

FOR  (+P&P $3.00) 
SPEAKER  KITS  ONLY 
OTHERS PREPAID 

NAME   

ADDRESS   

 P/Code   
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CALCULAT 
III MI 

A calculator to be won each month in our regular 
monthly contest. 

EACH  MONTH,  for the next 12 
months  or  so,  Electronics Today 
International  will  be  publishing  a 
contest, the prize for which will be 
one or more Unitrex calculators. This 
month's contest involves that most 
useful  device  —  the  financial 
calculator. 
Unitrex's financial model (901F) has 
dual functions. Firstly it may be used 
as a straightforward four-function plus 
percentage device. Secondly it has a 
large  number  of  pre-programmed 
functions  which  provide  virtually 
instantaneous solutions to complex 
financial calculations. 
Facilities include — 
* Three addressable memories 
Sell, cost and margin calculations 

• Figure amount of loan payments 
* Present value of annuity 
* Loan amortization table 
* Future value of compounded sum 
* Bond value calculations 
* Depreciation calculations 
* Su m mation  and  averaging 
calculations 

* Trend line computations 
* Standard deviation and standard 
error of the mean. 
All in all it's a great little unit of 
enormous  value  to  anyone  even 
remotely involved with finance. 

CONTEST 

The contest consists of an apparently 
straightforward calculation that most 
of us at some time or other need to 
make — and one that financial people 
have to perform all the time. 
Here it is:— 
/ have borrowed $9387 at 11.25% 
interest over four years. What are the 
monthly payments and what is the 
interest payable each year? (Assume 
monthly rests and equal monthly 
payments). 
It is probable that we will receive 
many correct answers to this part of 
the contest — so we've included a 
tie-breaker. Here it is — in two parts. 
A. Estimate how long it took our 
technical  editor  to  obtain the 
correct  answer  using  a basic 
four-function  calculator  (having 
previously worked out the correct 
routine). 

B. Estimate how long it took our 
technical  editor  to  obtain  the 
correct answer on a Unitrex 901F. 
Closing date for the contest will be 
February  20th,  1976.  Entries 
postmarked  February 20th will be 
accepted.  Correct answer and the 
name  of  the  winner  will  be 
announced in the first possible issue. 
Another contest in this series will 
be published next month. 

To Calculator Contest, 
Electronics Today International, 
15 Boundary St., Rushcutters Bay, NSW 2011. 
The monthly payments are $   

The interest payable each year is $    

Ti me A/   seconds 

Ti me B/   seconds 

Na me    

Address    

  Post Code   



le e » YOU REALLY 1010W THE BEST CALCULATOR FOR YOUR JOB ? 

t CALCULATORS / we  empiosyteecIea Bi Z rHeEdLOTt?0/7e f; SClENCEi. 

To ensure that yOu a*. the cor t    
i re  calculator Foe ,your T ricuttir relUirernelle 

well « NE  : O WE 
CAPTIVITY  SANYO CZO M  \   the righE choic e Y°Li al8  e 

There is an enormous range of calculators now available 
on the Australian market and many people are confused. 

To overcome this problem and to help you, DICK SMITH 
has opened the FIRST SPECIALIZED CALCULATOR 
DEPARTMENT in Australia. 

If you are considering buying a calculator for yourself, 
for your work, or as a gift for a member of your family 
or for a friend drop in and see STEVE BUNDR ED BSc fn 
expert personal advice before you make your purchase. 

This month we present a range of sophisticated scientific 
and statistical calculators from three leading manufacturers. 
f  IM,MMIM Meso IMO 11.1 m6b   MO • 

HOW Tc) Claim Tax 
Exemption 
Simply get the whole of this declaration typed out & compte. 
red and forward with your order. Or if applicable (pots your tax 
number. We will despatch INSURED by post for S2.50 
Fill in the relevant words or signature where brackets are used 
below. 

I hereby certify that the (Make, Model) calculator purch. 
and by me from Dick Smith Wholesale Pty. Ltd. on (date) 
is for use in (school, university or organisation etc.) in or 
directly and essentially in connection with the production 
of facts by means of observing, manuring, testing or other-
wise experimenting with material phenomena or the pur-
pose of proving or illustrating natural principles and 
lane or n the study of pure and mixed mathematics. 
Exemption is accordingly dammed under Item 63, 1 in the 1st 
section of the Sales Tax exemption and classification act. 
Signature of officer of school, university, or organisation: 
(sign and name in capitals). Designation: (job title) Name 
of school, university or organisation (narine) Signature of 
student (your signature) Name and address of student 
(yours in capitals) Date: (date). 

We also stock the following SANYO calculators: 

Tax Free Inc. Tex 

CX 8145  Technical  $46.05  509.95 

C2 8125  Sc rátifiesn 

C2 8109F  Financial 
S54.75  059.95 

S51.75  058.95 

We can also supply details of the full range of 
the fabulous Sanyo DESK TOP calculates. 

Portable calculating machine for engineers, 
mathematicians, researchers, surveyors, scientists and 
students. 
Algebraic logic with double parenthesis 
Fully scientific 
'8 digit mantissa plus 2 digit exponent. 
Weight less than 10 oz. 
Power from 4 penlight cells or optional A.C. adaptor. 
Tax free • 088.10 
Inc tar • 596.95 

88" 
A C Map , 
to Rut 
S9 95 Inc Tan 
S9 00 Tax Free 

EEC =  

Scientific slide•rule for advanced calculations recuili-' 
scientific notation. 
• Algebraic logic with double parenthesis 
• x ,  trig, etc. 
• Deluxe double injected, 3 colour keyboard. 
• Ni Celo, recharger and padded vinyl case included. 
$100.00 Tax Free 
$110.00 Inc. Tax. 

&CON 
SC 6010 
•10 Mernnney• 
Ady,nced ecientbc etutiet cal Lalculato 
Full Transcendental scientific and slat stical 
functlons 

• Aluebra ulgIc mth doub r perenthebu 
NICde recbar , Inc earnewn ca. 

Tr ,ree 0132 65 
Inc For f145 95 

132." 
SANYO SCIENTIFIC 85 
Versatile scientific calculs,,  
Functions include,. 
' Scientific notation 
' Polar to rectangular co-ordinate conversions. 
• CI M Sto decimal degrees. 
• Llouble parenthesis - algebraic logic 
Triple powered included in price. 

or 2I.. AD,rCy.  acedlalsp.tor   

ur 3. NiCd pack that 
can be recharged 
with A.C. adaptor 
Tax free $101.55 

$ 5 5  

Inc. Tax 5111.75 

1 0 1  

¡(IS FORME ElITOWIAST/ 
.671?7 

The only kit with a PRE-PUNCHES HEAVY DUI.), ALUMINIUM 
BOX baves a lot of hard work !!!) We also give you a prewound 
secondary to simplify Transformer 
winding.... Trensister sockets for 

easy serviceing. 

Sl VECIAL 
see E.A. 
nov. 75 

SAVE  $27.so 
regudar price of $34.50 

PROFORDS MNIAITI MIC 
4I,A M 

AN INCREDIBLE CLOCK THE DC8 HAS EVERYTHING 

* HUGE lOrtrt FLUAS READOUT 

* BRIGHT DISPLAY HOURS MINUTES, AM, PM 

* ELECTRONIC ALARM TO THE MINUTE 

*7 %NUT SNOOZE CYCLE * 2AC Ale OPERATION 

* M3DERN CASE AND FILTER PANEL S3 00 EXTRA 
IF REQUIRED 

Build in an evening. 

(5ee 7) 

70) 

UP  

W M °  el 
wrrHile  e55.0a 
AilielCOleUR  COLOUR emit/ 
Add an optic dimension to your hi.fi. Enjoy the added effect 
of coloured lights varying in intensity and contrast in m ore,' 
anion with the frequency and beat of your music. The unit 
which runs off 24051 dividies thé music into three broad hest 
cabby bands and there modulates three separate light channels 
of up to 1000W each. By changing the settings on each channirl 

You can compose many different lIght concentos using the 
same piece of music. Can be used with any sound source 
capable of running phones. Works on voice too. Light UP 
with your favourite radio announcer or comrnerc,g1 

" MET 704) CROSSHATCH/ 
DOT GENERATOR 

(fee E.7 Ace 7,5) 

SPECI AL SCREENEF 

FRONT PANEL 

$21.50 

E 

Kt 83 ET: 438 'LEO VU METER' pnly SI6 
complete with wire solder and instructions. 
Beware of incomplete imrnitations as supplied 
suitable for use with following kiss• 
PM 143 12.5WRMS/Channel ETI 422 SOWRMS 
0181111pi and ETI 113 190WRMS Guitar AMP. 
Easily changed for other amplifiers or converted 
to a 'Power Meter'. 

DICK SMITH 
ELECTRONICS CENTRE 

Head Office 8‘ Mail Orders 

Shop hourS: 
Mon-Fn 9-5.30 Sat 9-12 

ROC/(WE  61R 
An advanced slide-rule for engineers and higher math. 
students. 
Functions include:. 
• Tog, lOg.Powers. 
• Large florescent tube display 
• Direct accumalation of x2 into memory 
• Complete with NiCds. and recharger. 
590.45 Tax free. 
$88.50 Inc. tax. 

200Mie 
Counter 
Kle 

REpu a the p, th.s  Preem . •n 

eno ss9.64. Go. 666 004, decode LEO 
read., will Memo zero woOreavor Grad's, 
[malaise Ior oir  cardaretlon or ear ca, 

mmedence and MA ,/ to 106 nos sense 
to., Theca can I  e 6.0e. c8macer rdvdner• 

00 
/096114t % mole. eaxerms ib,tar , I •v • 

Kr Kif O V O 

NO7E. 
.,..reposbble  tny 

KIT 79 E T702 R Sen Intrude, Mann 
ry... ..yes In de.. mOye, er, 

•OV Yan. by tbe Devotee  omme Now vu, 
• dodo und thaI ODerMIN on 08,888 . 

• • o• Ale as Me oroleu.onals use Even works 
-mou e umber AM p•esI4 wal• pan . an<1 

Operene non, ma . or UNA . 
'"m'ai Complete . 154.00 
d 8960 Near ,,rnd,da 532.00 
di NO Proal n K,r tut mums FSU IFS29 
S4 95 

006,1 FORGET OUR AMP KITS 
eamamer 143 S69 90 E TO W S1111.001no 
•em oaneo nom 

162 Pacific Highway Gore Hill 
N.SW 2065 te1:439 5311 
telex: AA 20036 
cables: DIKSMIT Sydney  

Sn aarree  proud to he able to stock the full range of ELCIIN 
ccket calculators.  Tax Free  Inc. Tax 

KP 450  Super Memory  29.00  31.95 

KP 460  Slide Rule  31.80  34.95 

SC 33  Scientific  50 85  55.95 

SC 44  Advag entific  76.30  
83.95 

SC  " Slstislical  93 95  109.95 

ROCKWELL CALCULATORS 
Come to us for advice on the complete range of Rockwel 
desktop, print out calculators. Rockwells range of desk• 
top, programmables allow programming either manually 
or oath pre-programmed magnetic cards. Capabilities 
range from 192 programme steps with 10 memories to 
448 steps and 41 memories. 
Price range frorn about S1400. 

PLAY YOUR OWN TV 
GAMES TONIGHT 

VIDEO GAME OLYMPIC 
Play Tennis - Wallgame - Find the Gap --Grabbit - Trapper 
Moving Target  ONLY $99.50 
VIDEO GAME Mkl 
Play Squash - Tennis - Football with dribbling and tackling. 
Greet fun for the whole family  GOOD BUY AT $ 139.50 
MkIll KIT  Build your own for the low amount of $ 89.50 

* SIMPLY PLUG INTO TV ANTENNA SOCKET. 
No modifications needed. Ideal for parties. Compact unit. 
Neese include S 5.00 for Packing and Postage. 

CALL IN FOR A DEMONSTRATION GAME! 

le'NEW 84 PAGE CATALOGUE IN THE  APRIL ELECTRONICS AUSTRALIA 

Yes a completely new and larger edition 
of the world famous catalogue will be 
presented FREE in April E.A. to book 
your copy NOW. The enlarged catalogue 
will feature many new products - Hi Fr 
- Kits - Tools - Books - Instruments 
- Amature Gear - Components - 
Semiconductors etc. etc. They're all in 
the new catalogue. Tin issue must be a 

won't sell out and there   be very many 
over runs. 
SO ORDER YOU R_PSLY NOW 

Also at CITY 125 York St  NEW POSTAL CHARGES 

te1:291126 
(Nr Town Hall) 

and BANKSTOWN 
361 Hume Hwy 

ece te1:709 6600 
Nr Chapel Rd) 

Outer Value  Charge 
05  $9.99  S1.00 
$10 - S24.99  $1.50 
$25  S4$99  $250 
550  099.99  $3.50 
$100 or more  05.00 
By Comet Frevaht MIIIIMI.11 packing and hand-
ling charge SI 00 we despatch Steight on' and 
you pay when you teceive the goods. 

NE W MINI MU M CHARGE IS NOW $1.00 
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THE COMPLETE Ill-F1 SYSTEM FOR $196 
DICK SMITH AMP Mid MO 

DICK SMITH MODEL BODOSTEREO AMPLIFIER  EXPO MX56 77TABLE 
As reviewed this issue E A 30.30 WATTS DM 

100 WATTS MUSK POWER  Hum and Wise  'A'hr — t = g1le, 

Frequency Response 20-7000C HZ1 I 
let non. listening level) 
Loan Impedance SI uhrti, 

Harmonts 
Distortion 
Less than 0.9% 
'elect output 

A proffmional high fidelity amplifier that is value packed. Similar powered units sell for around S189 00 
Inputs for microphone. turntable, tuner etc. 
Smart brushed satin finish, weighs in at 12 lbs and measures  » kit * ke g » 
36  9.5 x 25.5 crns 240 volts AC 

Buy the Components individually« buy 
. the lot for s396 and get a set of supeib 

.-.,,ELEGAheodphones 
*FREE* 00D As becAsi 

AI, out/ 
A oitie và- m idis> y LiP 

RMALI ÁLISILE ..,  SoOsE  , 

all Offer 
lasts untir erch 31st 

Dicks Price $29-50 

COMPLETELY NEW DESIGN 
SUPERTHIN VELOCITY  _ 
TYPE HEADPHONES. 

sPEcificArions 
sensitivity 100dB 
SPLinaW 
•frequency Range 
18-22.000Hz 
•rnatching imp-
edance 4-150 
maximum input 

o.1W 
•werght 130gr 
without cord. 

'Newly Designed  The model SC 2K comes rompiere with everything 
•Compect 8i Light Weight you need, even glue 
•Veiocity Type  The system incorporates an 8 inch woofer, 2 inch 
'Super Compact nid-range and 2 inch tweeter. To roan, your 

Drive Unit  speaker system even more Onafessi.el e high level 

SPECIFICATIONS 

TYPE: 2 Speed, belt drive, auto return 
MECHANISM: Auto return Auto cut 
TURNTABLE: 300mm diwast aluminium alloy 
MOTOR: One 4 pole synchronous motor 
SPEEDS: 33 1/3rorn & 45 rpm 
S/N RATIO: 45c1b 
WOW & FLUTTER: 011% WiRMS/ 
DIMENSIONS: 442mmlW)x377mmIDhr185mm1H) 
WEIGHT: 9kgs (gross/ 

THIS UNIT IS PRESENTED TO YOU COMPLETE 
WITH MODERN BASE & MAGNETIC 
CARTRIDGE WITH DIAMOND STYLUS. 
SMOKED ACRYLIC COVER INCLUDED AT NO Dicks Price sap 
EXTRA COST 

THE J.V.C.3VVAY 

•leu, 'oa k J... type  frequency control enables you to adjust the sound 
Headband  setting to suit your own ear. 

The cabinet !hush is wood and the urill horn a 
beaut orange acoustic cloth 

SIMILAR SWAY SYSTEMS 
(WITHOUT JVC DRIVERS!) 
WILL COST YOU AT LEAST 

0200 PAIR 

SPEAKER KIT 

SPLCIFICATICNS 

Power Handling .... :25 Watts FINS 
F.equency Response.....413 20.0001, 
Impedance  .8ohms 
Crossover Freguenty..3kH2-101(Fli 
Ilinensions.456mm(H1e253rnm1W) 

x205rnm(D) 
Nei Weight ......5.4kg 

Dicks Price oleo 

Try these optional units with the above system or with your 
own present HI-FI equipment 

441/Mt STEREO -MONO TONER 

The ECHOSOUND TUNER is incredible value for money 
with wparate AM and FM front ends, 10 transistors and 
14 diodes. Covers FM 88 to 108MHe AFC, 60db S/N, 
35 db separation , 60OrnV output AM 535 to 1605kHz 
Nerd rod antenna. Features multiplex adaptor complete 
vath built on .110 indicator. 240V AC operation. 
Complete in walnut case. 

p.&e 
fitEE  

Guranteed for 12 months 

STEREO CASSéTIE DECK ENV U-101 
Unit hm twin Vu meters Plano key control 
system with auto shutoff and review cue. Chrome 
switch and noise filter built in play bwk level and 
seperate record levels. Plus many feature, only 
gerund on more expensive units. Frequency response 
chrome 40.15kHz and measures 370 x 255 x 90 mm 

looks s200 worth 
Dicks Price 

$159-00 
Recatet YOOR blie0ORITE Mt 
BROADCAST on a Miler MR7000 

Stereo/Mono phase healthy 17 watts EMS per channel 
Ideal complement to your system this receiver hasAM,  S R N: 0 ' M art y. * 

Has all features of a top unit including lee in and out 
•mic input - push button controls and a truly great 
design. For AC use.lt has a total of 37 semi conductors 
and two ceramic filters. 

S O W E $16 0 ZNANUFACTURERSs 
PRICE 

our .$1 7 9 
price I 

J 
> > > 

F i d e Decca Brush-clean your records the professional way 
No liquids needed everything is done by the 1 million 

$  A L s,roes,.1 my 1.111ronreccooiriticoViidreuetristles, a truly remaikable may 

/ / spECI Dicks price only $11.00. Save 95c. on R/R. 

DICK SMITH 
ELECTRONICS CENTRE 162 Pacific Highway Gore Hill 

Head Office & Mas/Orders N.SW 2065 te1:439 5311 
Shop hours' telex:AA 20036 

Mon-Fn 9 530 Sat 9 12 cables:DIKSMIT Sydney 

-ereare-

EAP01212srato mtp 
EXPO DX1212 12. 12 WRMS STEREO AMPLIFIER 

Full control amplifier smart design with switches for 
loudness - tape monitoring stereo/mono and high 
filler . Will take your Goldring ES 70S through its 
agencio phono input. Frequency response from 
20he to 25khe - Sfhl ratio better than' 60d8 on phono 
Also accepts stereo Headphones 8-16 ohms. 

)  »WE $20«  $ 
-  DICAYp rime 
COLORING ES7OS SPECIAL PRICE $4.75 

—"%.».«.'"."27'«es 7".^̂-.--"."  '••«.10 00 (my where- Pate » Radio 
. ,  Cassette from NO W& 

NATIONAL 95-4605 Stereo Portable Cassette wry AM radio 
and FM Stereo radio AC/SC or cerium, use via edeptor . built 
in microphones 12 per stereo) - 2 x 1 mall RMSoutput has euto 
icy function 2e 3Y" dynamic speakers and of course FM 

your home audio for wen more dynamic use. 
Record direct from radio onto tape or connect the RS4605 into Se79  stereo radio la must for androphilies) and AM radio. 

Dicks Puce S179 save SIS on P.'P 

Also al CITY 125 York St 
te1:291126 

TOVJi 1 H.111 , 

and  BANKSTOWN 
361 Hume Hwy 

e te1:709 6600 
,Nr Chdu. 

NEW POSTAL CHARGING SYSTEM 
Our new system min rave you mime, The ledger your œbr 
the cheaper the packing and postage  Minimum cheer ono* 
st 00 Remember it doesn't rust cow u, sumps round .1 
mail orders 11 you want your order sent by Air mad. C 
ce Comet -4 yen cmt extra 

POSTAGE and PACKING CHARGES 
Order Value 
o r -sens 
SIO sacos 
S25 - $49 eg 
MA  $99 99 
3100 or on., 
en Comet Freight Abninium pecking end hendling 
ch., sr 00  we despot. 'freSh, on' and v. wy 
'when yw receive the goods 

NOTE  To avoid damage all bully or fragile erodes well 
be sent by Comet 'freight er tie freight paid by 
bv your on delivery I. 

Cha, 
si en 
SI 50 
$2 50 
$3 50 
ss oo 
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DICK SMITH DOES IT AGAIN 
SANYO TRANSCEIVERS 

Powerful 5W 6-Channel 
Hand-Heid Transceiver 

TA 395 

TAX INCLUDED 

6Channel capacity, 27.880 fitted 
lee 2 - 114 P.D. speaker, squelch control and 
RE power meter. Also external speaker, power, 
mike, antenna and earphone jacks. Power from 
10 penlight lunettes or rechargeable fir-Cd 
bat. . Comes in handsome, easy-to-hold, 
weatherproof cabinet with sr whip antenna. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
R.eiver 
Receiving system Crystaltantrol led superheterodyne 
Sensitivity  0.5pV at 10 d8 S/N 
Squelch sensitivity 0.30V 
Transmitter 
Modulation 
RF input power  5W 
General 
Semiconductors  12 transistors, 2 IC, 18 diodes 
Frequency control Crystal 
Channels  6 channels (I ch. crystal supplied) 
SPeakèr  2-1/4. (die.) 8 ohms, rnylar corse 
Weight  1.4 kg 
Dimensions  75 x 2800 87 nub 

100% (with over modulation limiter) 

All-Weather 1W 2-Channel 
Handy Type Transceiver 

TA 303A 

$ 

Easy to use , easy to rier  A handy, all weatheri 
rnodel. Ideal for construction utes, cameung 

penlight atteries or through a plug-in power  

, 
d d .9  other outdoor activities. Po., is from S rely 

rate . socket Cornes in an attrattne, 
lightweight cabinet voth controls on top and 

i  b   

o telescopic wimp a.nterT:. Co.nrn,ple.tvkw.ith 
battery rocket°, If  nta  d  , 

I TAX INCLUDED squelch control arid earphone lack. 

i l 
Rt .. 

SRP.EeC„I.F.ICATIONSrReceiving system Cry .,_controtied  .perh.t....ivne  

Sensitivity  0.7pV 
Squelch sensitivity 0.50A/ 
Transmitter 
Modulation  100% twith over modulation limiter) 
RF input porn,  1W 
General 
Semiconductors  11 transistors, 1 IC, 8 diodes 
Frequency control Crystal 
Channels  2 channels I 1 channel fitted I 
Connectors  Earphone jack 
Speaker  2-718, 8 ohms, permanent 

dynamic speaker 
Di mansions  504 250x 76 rnrn 
Weight  6809 

All-Weather 1Çhannel 
Transceiver with 300mIN 
Power, Squelch Control 
TA 222A 

A whet,cu model with performance wown 
country and a nagged, all weather cabinet. 
Comes fully equipped oath bettery condition 
Indicator, squelch control. earphone lack and 
o powered from 8 penlight batteries. 
Equipped With tenonen superheterodyne 
weever and PI network for optimum 
RF output 

•50 
SE VI=.0 .1 § TAS INCLUDED 

Heseater-
Receiving systern Crystal-controlled superheterodyne 
Sensitivity  ° 
Squelch sensitivity 6.7e 

Mo "Loen  100% capability 
RF input power  300mW 
aneral 
Semiconductors 
Frequency control 
Channels 
Speaker 

Dimensions 

10 transistors, 1 IC, 7 diodes 
800Ha 
1 channel - 27.24 MHa 
2-7/e, 8 ohms, permanent 
dynamic speaker 
50 x 250x 76 mm 
640g 

JUST Itleg4SED 

25' 
NEW DICK DATA SHEETS 

Just out our 741 DATA SHEET awes the basic information 
on this popular IC and some experimenter's 
circuits. integrator, Notchfitter, oppmp ch.ker, resistance 
checker, cassette and RIAA amps. If you've got some 741's 
in the junk box send 25e and you can put them to good 
use!. 
TV. ANTENNA DATA SHEET  

gives all the installation info for the do.it•younelfer. 
Gives simple installations, and all the technical terms. 
You could save a fortune by feting you own antenna 
and we can supply the parts. 25c each. 

POWER SUPPLY SHEET AND DIGITAL SHEET 

Still available and yanked will, ineful cricuc flf urination. 
Only 25e earl 

Latest 'Dick Smith' 5 watt 

SION ME la« 
MAKE SURE THAT YOUR HI-FI STEREO, 
DISPLAY SCALES, MACHINE TOOLS ETC, 
ARE HORIZONTAL WITH THESE VERY 
HANDY BULLS EYE SPIRIT LEVELS. 

educed  trent 

Now Only 

No more Mess 
with Solder Sucker 
-41111111111 
EL-I SOLDER SUCKER Full metal con  $ 
struction • better than plastic!! With Teflon 7 so  
tip. Simple push/release thumb mechanism 
Complete with noaale.sweeper! Only $7.50 
(Spare Teflon Tips $1.50) 

Base Station 
• 240V a.c. mains or 12V battery operated. 
• Ideal club set  maximum power allowed. 
• 6 channel capacity - 27.88 MI-la fitted. 

The versatile 8-5060Transceiver gives the ad ron/age of both mobile and bur, 
station in one unit. As o base station you simply plug into 240V maim - r..• 
adaptors are necessary. Plus you can have u battery for emergency stond-by''  sidio  
As a mobile unit you simply connect up your 12V battery. Could any set 
be more versatile ? 

SPECIFICATIONS 15 transistors,15 diodes.6 channel capacity 500/m antenna 12 to 110 ournir,r 
power supply or 200V at 600.2000ohm mir impedance Bohm speaker luV receiver sans... 
Selectivity 50db do . at 10kHz : Automatic Noise Limiter 1.5W audio output :4551tila IF 
Power consumption Re 201ImA far 13.8V,TX 9011mA without modeTransmitter output 5W 
Frequency tolerance 0.005% : Seal strength and power meter: Ric has in built matching 'gendarme, 

Model B4050 AC/OC unit resupplied complete with handbook,circuitinstallation instructions,mic and 

one .1' or .T.e  27.88MH  f° ' Additional Channels $6.50 e.h,Specify frequency 

&Perlmutter CrYlttrle 
We have a large range o 'ode frequency crystals that 
“uld suit nemerous applicatrons. Crystal freque c ies 
are 27.320, 27,330, 27.340. 27.390, 27.400.26.865, 
26.875, 26.885. 26.935 and 26.945 
These crystals are $2.50 each or $4,00 per pair plus 
51.00 P&P. 

Lem' 
/77,V NEW 
844 PFIGE 
PLOCrilE 

IN PPRII. 

Save a  ZIstiestibvPreterters 
Replaces standard 50.239 on erectroni 
equipment. This arrestor hers the follow ng specs. 

Imwaance • 52ohrn  Chased. Not 04 $750 

K88 NIBBLING TOOL cuts any shape 
opening in sheet steel to 0.6mm thick or 
light al oy to 1.5mrn. Easy to use, cuts 
plastics too without distortion. Follows 
scribe lines easily. Our catalogue price 
is 59.50. Now a bargain at $7.50. 

Spark Gap - R6mm te Deem 
Number of Discharges polinutedAr r..t.  
Passable Frequencies up to 

400M Ha 
Passer ruing - I.5KW PEP 
Gtound resistance • 100ohm 
SWR' lesethe 1.5 et 
400MHa 

0523 Sol en, Ike or 
Ground P op 

4117ENN4 CO MER 
I he unn is solidly roost 
nrcteel ceramic double 
bearing tune and load 
capacitors and 
band switch. 

0417so 
Antenna Tuning Unit Model HC 500 
Bands 80,40,20,15.11 10 Meters 
Input Impecrence 52.15 
Output Impedence 1011.to 600EL 

looks for »ea*" 
A GUIDE TO AMATEUR RADIO * 
by Pat Hawker G3VA 

A guide to Amateur Radio is intended to assist newcomers 
to learn more about the hobby, and to help him or 
her to obtain an Amateur licence 
The book gives details on building aerials, transmitters. 
receivers and associated equipment, plus licence details. 
Every budding ham or novice must have this book and 
at only 02.60 plus $1.00 P & P, why not. 

AMATEUR RADIO TECHNIQUES * 
by Pat Hawker G3VA 
A Famesntc book for the home constructor, there are 
sections on semiconductors. ReeeiVerS, Transmitters, 
Aerials and fault finding An interesting article 
on the 'Polyphase' methods of SSB eno.t.on is 
given, this method is cheap and easy to get top results 
with the minimum of parts. 
This book is excellent value at only $6 50 plus $1.00 
P&P. 
TEST EQUIPMENT FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR * 

by H.L.Gibson G8CGA 
This book would be the best value we presently stock. 

It voyers everything from basic meters to frequency 
counters,including GDOs,frequency stanniards,noise 
generatortdecade boxes,capacitance meters,oscilloscopes 
and many.many others. 
At only $5.90 this book should be in every shack1 

TELEVISION INTERFERENCE MANUAL * 

by ELFYiestly G3JGO 
After reading this book and carrying net the 'good 

oil',nobody should have any TVI problems Get one 
before the neighbours tome you into it!Trernendous 
value at only $2.60 

KAMODEt136074. 
AltILTINHER 
Transistor checker/multornoter 
34 ranges, 5" mirror scale, 8.5u A . 
10A a.c. & d.c. fife trg 500 ranges 
Vdc 00. 5-2. 5-1050.250-1kV 
Vac 0-5-10.50.25016V : 
Ada 010.25-500uA.556 500114,10 
I at 0-10A. Ohms 0.5-50k-650M. 
Size; 180o 140 x 80 ma, $ 45  
Complete with test leads 

DICK SMITH 
ELECTRONICS CENTRE 162 Pacific Highway Gore Hill 

Head Office & Mail Orders N.SW 2065 te1:439 53i1 
Shop hours: t elex: A A 20036 

Mon-Fri 9-530 Sat 9-12 cables:DIKSMIT Sydney'  

Also at CITY 125 York St 
te1:291126 
Nr  F-1,:(111 

and BANKSTOWN 
361 Hume Hwy 

e te1:709 6600 
(Nr Clu H Hci) 

Nt VV POSTAL CHARGING SYSTEM 
Our new system can save you mangy! The larger your greet 
the cheaper the packing and postal& leleitenter oh anse is now 
01.0q Remember et doesn't just cost e stamps to send out 
mad wean If you went yosir cutlet sent by An mad, C.O.D. 
ot Cornet it «II cost extra. 

POSTAGE arid PACKING CHARGES 
Order Value  Change 
S5  $9.99  SIAM 
010. $24.99  01.50 
025 - 04999  $2.511 
050 • 04999  $150 
S100 or muie  05.00 
Be Comet Fterght. Menomune pack,ng and hand. 
h. cheap 01.00- woe despatch 'heteht on and 
law oar when you recetan the goods. 

NOTE  To word damage, all bulky or Irinek erodes will 
be sent by 'Comet' freight on (ue freight paid by 
you on dellyeryl 
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AGNAVOX 
MV 50 SYSTEM 

A superb new loudspeaker system. 

ONE  OF  THE  BEST  low-priced 
project loudspeakers ever designed was 
the Magnavox 8-30 unit first published 
in  ETI  in  August  1971  and 
subsequently revised in August 1972. 
The 8-30 unit became extraordinarily 
popular and many thousands were 
built by our readers. The unit was also 
produced  professionally  and  still 

Bluet & 
(..edego¢n  50 

40 
Measuring 01q. 
MAGNAVOX 
MODEL 601-50 
1 W NOM INPUT 

MIC 0-5 m Rfd 

Reo No  10 

Date 13-06-75 
Segn: 0 

OP 0124 

outsells many other loudspeakers in 
the same price range. 
Now Magnavox appear to have done 
it again. The company has just released 
details of a new three-way system 
based on a completely new range of 
drivers. 
The woofer for the new system is 
called the 10-40. It is a 254 mm (10") 

driver very reminiscent of the 8-30. It 
has a long throw 38 mm voice coil and 
is  designed  for  use  in  vented 
enclosures. 
The mid-range driver is a 165 mm 
(6") unit rated at 25 watts. This unit is 
housed in its own 2.3 litre enclosure 
within the main cabinet. It has one of 
the heaviest magnets we have seen on a 
driver of this size. 
Two type XJ3 tweeters are used in 
parallel. These are wide dispersion 
25 mm (1") soft dome types. The XJ3 
tweeters are excellent units having 
smooth frequency response and low 
distortion. These tweeters will handle 
up to 50 watts music power (with a 
5 kHz  crossover)  and  15  watts 
continuous power. 
The system is housed in a 60 litre 
vented baffle enclosure. 
A lot of effort has been put into the 
design  of  the  crossover network. 
Non-polarised  electrolytics  and 
ferrite-cored coils have been used and 
whilst we are generally not in favour 
of such components for crossover 
networks we were unable to detect 
any sign of coil saturation or holes in 
the response even at ear-shattering 
levels. A treble attenuator is included 
but we preferred to leave this at the 
full treble position. Some people may 
however welcome it as a means of 
reducing brightness of the response 
when the system is used to provide 
background music only. 
Kits and components for the new 
Magnavox system will be available 
within a few weeks from most parts 
suppliers — built-up units should be 
available even sooner. 
Note that in our drawings of the 
enclosure  we  have  simplified  the 
construction by removing rebates and 
adding cleats. This enables the home 
constructor to build the enclosure 
with  a minimum  of  carpentry 
expertise.  However,  intending 
manufacturers and kit supplier should 
note that to comply with the Trade 
Practices Act all systems sold as, or 

Potenbometer Range  50  dB Recti O, RMS  Lowet Lttn Freq.  1°  Hz  W  Speed. 315  rnmisec Pape, Speed  I tnrnisec 
1 • • .• • t• e • [V „ • • n• • 

1 

406'  

10  20  Hy  50 
Multiply Freq Scale by 

100  200  Hz  500  1000  2000  Hy  5000  10000  20000  40000 D A B C Lin 
LIMO ieve 61;) dB  11612/21121  A B C Lon 
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Fig. 1. Frequency response of 
the MV-50 system (manufact-
urer's graph). 
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MAGNAVOX MVB50 SYSTEM 
parts supplied for Magnavox MV-50 
systems  must  fully  conform  to 
Magnavox'  registered  design  and 
specification. 
It  should  be  noted  that  the 
Magnavox MV-50 system does not 
supercede the 8-30 system which will 
still be available. The MV-50 system is 
a better but also more expensive 
system, each has its place. 

CONSTRUCTION 
As the crossover used is specially 
designed  by  Magnavox,  and  the 
complete readymade  unit is quite 
inexpensive, we suggest that this unit 
be purchased complete. The crossover 
is mounted onto the rear of the 
terminal panel. Make sure that a good 
seal is obtained by applying a small 

Fig.2. Cabinet assembly diagram. 

38 

amount of putty or plasticine between 
the crossover panel and the rear 
surface of the box. 
The main enclosure is constructed 
from 19 mm veneered particle board. 
If thicker material is used care must be 
taken  to ensure that the internal 
dimensions are retained the same. 
Thinner material must not be used as 
the resultant flexing will badly colour 
the response. 
The top, bottom and two sides may 
be cut from a 2.134 m by 305 mm (7 
x 1 feet) sheet of veneered board. The 
front and rear panels are best cut from 
a sheet of unveneered board. Best 
appearance will be obtained if the 
corners are mitred and the side pieces 
are matched for veneer grain at the 
corners. 
All corners should be a good fit, 
glued and airtight. All internal corners 
of the box should also be strengthened 

by glueing in 19 mm cleats. 
The mid-range enclosure is a 152 mm 
I.D. by 127 mm long tube closed at 
the rear by a hardboard disc. These 
will be available from Magnavox. The 
midrange enclosure should be lightly 
filled  with  Innerbond  or  similar 
bonded-acetate fibre and the hole for 
the cable to the driver should be sealed 
with putty or similar. 
The vent tube is 99 mm I.D. by 
230 mm long and has a wall thickness 
of three millimeters. This too is 
available from Magnavox if required. 
The main enclosure should be lined 
with 25 mm Innerbond or 50 mm 
fibreglass on all internal faces with the 
exception of the front panel and the 
rear of the vent. The front panel 
should be painted matt black and the 
crossover mounted on the rear panel. 
The speakers may now be connected 
to the crossover and then mounted 
onto the front of the panel. Use a little 
putty or plasticine to seal the drivers 
to the front panel. 
The  grill-cloth  frame  should be 
constructed  from  19 mm  square 
timber and then covered with an 
acoustically transparent cloth. The 
specially made speaker cloths are best. 
After veneering the front edges of 
the box to match, the enclosure may 
be stained and polished as required. 
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NOTES 
ALL OUTSIDE WOODWORK 
IS 19mm PARTICLE BOARD 
COVERED WHERE VISIBLE 
WITH THE DESIRED VENEER 

19mm x 19mm CLEATS 
AROUND ALL EDGES 

LINE ALL INSIDE SURFACE 
WITH 50mm FIBREGLASS 
(EXCEPT FRONT AND OPPOSITE VENT) 

FRONT GRILLE NOT SHOWN 

ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETRES 

The crossover network, 
together with a treble 
level control is fitted to the 
terminal panel. The 
terminal panel is screwed 
to the inside of the back 
cut-out. 

SECTION BB SHOWING 
MID-RANGE SPEAKER 
IN SEALED ENCLOSURE 
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Fig.3. Cabinet dimension& 
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MAGNAVOX MV 50 SYSTEM 
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Cl 
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R2 
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TWEETER 
XJ3 

TWEETER 
XJ3 

MID-RANGE 
6-25 

C5 
15,JF 

 I \ 

A 
The bass driver has a cast aluminium 
frame and a resonant frequency of 
20 Hz. 

The XJ3 tweeter is a 25 mm soft 
dome type. It has excellent thermally 
limited power handling of 15 watts. 
It has a very smooth response and is 
destined to be very popular. 

The six-inch mid range appears to 
have the same magnet as the 8-30 
and has an excellent frequency  
range of 45 Hz to 6 kHz. 

WOOFER  Fig.4. Circuit diagram of 
10-40  the crossover network. 
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NEW FROM 
eNk 

M AG N AVOX 
MV-50 LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM 
with full 50 WRMS Power Rating containing 10" woofer, 6" mid range, 2 Dome Tweeters. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 

MAGNAVOX (AUSTRALIA) PTY. LTD. 
6-12 O'RIORDAN ST., ALEXANDRIA, NSW 2015. Phone 699-4506 

OR YOUR LOCAL HI-FI AGENT 



HAM RADIO SUPPLIES 
MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS 

323 Elizabeth Street, Melbourne (2 door5 from Little Lonsdale Street) 674286 67 7329 
new Richmond branch now at 390 Bridge Rd., Richmond Phone 42-5174 

MODEL NC-310 DE LUXE 
1 WATT 3 CHANNEL 
C B. TRANSCEIVER 
• WITH CALL SYSTEM 
• EXTERNAL AERIAL 
CONNECTION 

SPECIFIC ATIONS, NC-310 

Transistors: 13 
Channel  Nu mber:  3,  27.24  O MHZ 
Citz. Band 
Transmitter  Frequency  Tolerance: 
10.005 % 
RF Input Power: 1 Watt 
Tone Call Frequency: 2000 Hz 
Receiver type: Superheterodyne 

Receiver Sensitivity: 0.71.1V at 10 dB 
S/N 
Selectivity: 45 dB at ±10 kHz 
IF Frequency: 455 kHZ 
Audio Output: 500 m W to External 
Speaker Jack 
Power  Supply:  8  UM-3  (penlite 
battery) 
Current  Drain:  Trans mitter: 
120-220 mA 
Receiver: 20-130mA. 

$49.00 each or $95 a pair. 
Post & pack $1.50 per unit. 

1 watt 2 channel transceiver 
with call system. 27.240 MHz. 
12 transistor. PMG approved 
type. 

SP E CI FI C A TI O N S: 
Trans mitter  —  Crystal 
Controlled:  1  Watt  input 
power to RF stage. Operating 
frequency — Any 2 channels 
in the 11-meter Citizens Band. 
Receiver —  Crystal-controlled 
superheterodyne  circuit with 
455 Kc IF. Antenna — Built-in 
60" telescopic whip antenna. 
Audio  Output  —  0.8  Watt 
maxi mu m.  Power  supply 
required — 12 volts DC (Eight 
1.5  volt  DC  battery  cells). 
Loudspeaker — 21/4 " PM type 
(built-in)  function  as 
microphone on transmit. 

$45.50 each or $89 a pair. 
Post & pack $1.50 each unit. 

NEW REDUCED PRICE 
THIS MONTH ONLY 

$6.95 
Post Free. 

M O D E L  C 1 0 0 OM 
M U L TI M E T E R 
Co mpact,  handy  and 
versatile, the C1000 M is 
the ideal low cost pocket 
meter,  Mirror  Scale. 
Specifications:  1,000 
0 h m/Volc  DC;  1,000 
Oh m/Volt AC; DC volts 
— 10; 50; 250; 1,000; AC 
volts  —  10;  50;  250: 
1,000; DC amps — 1 m A; 
111  m A; Oh ms —  150 
K ;  Centre scale  —  3 
K ; Decibel — 10 dB to 
22  dB;  Di mensions — 
3-1/2" x 2-3/8" x 1-1/8" 
90 x 60 x 30 m m. 

SCOOP  200-H,  p.p.  75c.  90 
quadrant  meter.  Docket 

PURCHASE size.  AC  V:  10V,  50V, 
100 V,  500 V,  1000 V 
(10,000  oh m/V).  DC/V: 
5V,  25V,  50V,  250V, 
500 V,  2 500V  (20,000 
oh ms/V).  DCA/A:  50uA, 
2.5  m A, 250 m A. OH M: 
60k  oh m,  6M  oh m. 
Capacitance: 100pF to 0.1 
uF, .001uF to .1uF. dB: 
—20 dB to +22 dB. Audio 
Output: 10V, 50V, 120V, 
1000V AC. Approx. size: 
41/2" x 31/4" x 1-1/8" 

With FREE leather carry case. 
$1.50 Postage. 

$13.50 

BARLOW-
F  WADLEY 

XC R-30 
a  truly  portable 
co m munications 
receiver, based on 
the  VV A DLEY 
LOOP  principle, 
the same principle 
as applied  in the 

DELTAHET and  RACAL receivers. A 
truly crystal-controlled highly sensitive 
multiple-heterodyne portable receiver of 
exceptional  stability  with  continuous, 
uninterrupted coverage fro m 500 kHz to 
31 MHz. 
BAR LOVV-VVADLEY  XCR-30  features 
include: Selectable USB/LSB, CW & A M 
reception,  frequency  read-out  10kHz 
throughout the entire range, calibration 
accuracy  within  5kHz,  antenna 
resonator, tuning signal-strength meter, 
zero-set control, clarifier-vernier tuning, 
MHz & kHz tuning controls, telescopic 
antenna. Power source: 6 type D dry 
cells: provision for external DC power 
supply. Weight 9 lbs; size 11 1/2  x 71/z x 
4in. 

All for $275 F.O.R. 

When not in use or for carrying, the top 
meter/megahertz scale flips down flush 

with the case and clear of the handle. 

$27.95 
P&P $1.50. 

M O D E L  C-7077/P 
M U L TI M E T E R. 
Specifications: 100,000 
oh ms/volt  DC;  10,000 
oh ms/volt AC; DC volts 
—  5,5;  25;  50;  250; 
500; 1,000. AC volts — 
10;  50;  250;  500; 
1,000.  DC  amps  — 
10/JA; 2-5 m A; 25 m A; 
5  m A  Oh ms „— 10 

• 1 MIL; 10 MSZ; 100 
M  Centre., scale — 
15011,,45 K U 150 K1Z; 
1-5 MIL. Decibel — —20 
to +22 dB. Di mensions 
— 151 x 102 x 48 m m 
Diode  protected 
move ment.  Carrying 
case available Model C. 

M O D E L  O L6 4  DIP 
M U LTI METER.  Very 
ruggedly  constructed  this 
model  is  particularly 
suitable for workshops. It 
features special scales for 
m eas ure m e nt  of 
ca p a cita nce  an d 
in d uctance.  Diode 
protested  move ment: 
Specifications:  20,000 
Oh m/Volt  DC.  8,000 
Oh m/Volt AC. DC volts — 0.25; 1; 2.5V; 
10; 50; 250; 1,000; 5.000. AC volts — 10; 
50; 250; 1,000. DC amps: 501.1A; 1 914,i0,; 50 
m A; 500 ,PiziA: l e. Oh ms — 4 KLZ; 4 

4 MIL; 40  . Centre se.ale — 40  , 
4,000 U  40,000  ; 400,00011.  Decibel: 
—20 to +62 dB, Di mensions: 6" x 4-1/5" 
x 2"; 152 x 107 x 51 m m. Capacitance: 
250  pF  to  0.02  uF.  Inductance  — 
0/5000H Carrying case available Model C. 

$22.50  P&P $1.50. 

THIS WN W SPECIAL 
SOLID STATE 
19 TRANSISTOR MULTI-
BAND RADIO — 9 RANGES 

_ 

A M, SW, FM, 
VHF. AIR, PB 
BATTERY/OPERATED 
COLOUR CODED 9 BAND DIAL 
1., A M 535 to 1600 kHz, 2. Marine 1-5 
to 4 M Hz, 3 & 4. combined SW 4 to 12 
MHz, 5. 30 to 50 M Hz, 6. 86 to 108 
M Hz, 7, 8 & 9 co mbined VHF Aircraft 
145  M Hz-174  MHz  incorporating 
weather band. 
Slider controls, Dial light, Fine tuning 
control,  Flip-up  Ti me  Zone  map, 
Telescope  antennas  complete  with 
batteries 

SPECIAL $59  Post 
Pack 

PRICE  $3.00 

M O D EL  AS100  D/P 
M U LTI M ETER.  This 
meter  features  double 
zener  diode  meter 
protection  and  31/2" full 
view easy to read 2 colour 
scale.  It  is  fitted  with 
polarity  reversing  switch 
and  housed  in  a strong 
moulded case with carrying 
handle.  Specifications: 
100,000  oh m/volt  DC. 
10,000 oh m/volt AC. DC 
volts — 0.3; 12; 60; 120; 
300; 600; 1,200. AC volts 
—  6; 30;  120; 300; 6 
1,200V  DC amos — 2 K 
200 K 2; 20 M U 200 M 
Centre g cale  —  20 
2 , 0  ;  2 Q„ 0 0 0  ; 
200,000  ; 20 MIL. Decibel 
—  —20  to  +57  dB. 
Di mensions  —  7-3/5"  x 
5-2/5" x 2-3/5" 193 x 137 
x 66  m m. Carrying case 
available model I. 

$37.50 
P&P $1.50. 

SPECIAL 
8 transistor, push-button car radio, 12 volt 
reg or pos earth switching. With large 7 x 
5 inch speaker and lock down aerial. 

pairantou 
topegoirelao 
$29.50 P&P $2.00 

A M/ F M/ V H F/ T V. 
MU LTIBAND  RADIO.  NEW 
MODEL AC/DC. 
Latest  military  design, 
multi-band radio,  30 
transistors and diodes. 
With  exclusive  (LED) 
light  emitting  diode 
tuning  indicator  for 
positive  station 
selection. 
Battery  and  electric 
covers all popular A M 
and FM bands. 

NEW PRICE S41.90 
P&P $2.50 

APPROVED  BY  ELECTRIC  SUPPLY 

DEPT. BE WARE OF M ORE EXPENSIVE 
IMITATIONS. 
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En  TEMPERATURE 
PROJECT 130 METER 

Converter connects to any analogue or digital meter. 

OUR original design concept for this 
unit was as a complete instrument 
based on our ETI 533 digital display 
using a forward biased diode as the 
sensor  —  this  generating  a 
temperature-proportional  voltage 
which  in turn  is supplied  to  a 
voltage-to-frequency  converter.  We 
planned to use a timebase to generate 
the necessary strobe and reset pulses. 
However the cost and complexity of 
this arrangement was such that we 
decided against it. 

What finally emerged was a simple 
temperature-to-voltage  converter 
which can be used in front of any 
analogue  or  digital  meter.  The 
converter  provides  an  output  of 
10 mV/degree which can be either 
Celcius or Farenheit depending on 
calibration.  If a dedicated  digital 
readout is required we suggest that 
you incorporate the converter with 
our ETI 118 digital voltmeter. 

CONSTRUCTION 
Whilst a printed-circuit board is by 
no means essential, using one certainly 
makes  construction  easier  and 
improves  the  appearance.  The 
potentiometers  as  shown  in our 
prototype are single turn presets which 

are quite adequate if an analogue 
meter is to be used for the readout. 
However if a digital meter is to be used 
the extra accuracy of the readout 
would warrant ten-turn presets being 
used for RV1 and RV2, as setting 
accuracy is considerably improved. 
The converter quite readily fits into a 
small aluminium mini-box. Two nine 
volt batteries are used to power the 
unit and battery drain is low enough 
to ensure a life of many months. 
A 3.5 mm jack is used to connect the 
sensor to the unit and the output to 
the  meter  is provided  via  an 
inexpensive two-pin speaker socket. 
The  probe  is constructed  by 
mounting the sensor-diode into the tip 
of a ball-point pen casing, or similar. 
The method may best be understood 
by reference to the drawing. 

CALIBRATION 
To calibrate the instrument, two 
accurately known temperatures are 
required. One may be water or oil at 
room temperature (ice water should 
not be used as there the temperature 
may  vary  several degrees between 
different points in the solution). The 
high temperature is best obtained by 
heating oil or water and allowing it to 
stabilise at around 800C. A second 
smaller  heat  conductive  container 
filled with water is then immersed in 
the  larger  container.  This simple 
procedure  prevents  errors due to 
circulating  currents  in  the  larger 
volume  of  water.  An  accurate 
mercury-in-glass thermometer should 
be  used  to  measure temperatures 
during the calibration procedure as 
detailed below. 

SPECIFICATION 

RANGE 

OUTPUT 
ACCURACY 
RESPONSE TIME 

0 to 100°C 
32 to 212°F 
10 mV/degree 
+ 1° 
3 seconds 
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TEMPERATURE METER 

2x 9V 
BATTERY 

SW1b 
o   

SW1a 

01 
BC558 

1. Place the sensor and thermometer 
into the cool solution, allow a little 
time  for  stabilisation,  and  then 
measure  the  voltage  from  the 
converter and the temperature. Record 
these two readings. 
2. Place the sensor and thermometer 
into the hot solution and measure the 
voltage and temperature as before. The 
voltage change between the first and 
second readings should be equal to the 
temperature  change  times  10 
millivolts. 
3. If the voltage versus temperature 
is not as specified in step 2 adjust RV2 
and repeat steps 1 and 2 until it is. 
Note that varying RV2 changes the 
voltage at both the hot and the cold 
positions. It is the correct slope, or 

ADD PIECE 
OF INSULATION 
BETWEEN LEADS 

JOIN DIODE LEADS 
ONTO WIRES 
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e 
Q2 
BC558 

R5 

RV1 
10k 

 V\Ar  
R4 
100k 

NOTE 
FOR DEGREES F 
R5 = 750k 
R7 = 820k 
FOR DEGREES C 
R5 = 910k 
R7 = 470k 

3 

rate of change that we are after at the 
moment. 
4. When the correct rate of change has 
been set as above place the sensor and 
thermometer into the cool solution 
and adjust RV1 to obtain a reading of 
10 mV per degree. That is if the 
solution is at 250 C adjust RV1 to 
obtain a reading of 0.25 V. 

Due  to  the  spread  of  diode 
characteristics from one device to 
another  the  necessarily  small 
adjustment range of RV1 and RV2 
may  not  allow all  diodes  to be 
calibrated  with  the resistor values 
specified. If this is found to be the 
case it may be necessary to change the 
value of R5. R6 or R7. 

Cl 
33pF 

-IF 

7 
••.- 6 

RV2 
100k  C2  —.-

0.047p F 1 

OUTPUT 

Fig. 1. Circuit diagra m of the te mperature meter. 

Fig. 2. This diagra m 
shows ho w the sensor 
is mounted into a 

ball-point pen casing 

or similar. 

PARTS LIST 

DI 
ZD2 

Q1,2 

Cl Integrated Circuit  LM3O8 

R1,3  Resistor  10k  1/2 W 5% 
R2  100  1/21N 5% 
R4,6  "  100k  1/2 W 5% 
R5,7  "  See Fig. 1 and 

test. 
RV1  Potentio meter 

10k * trim type 
RV2  "  100k *  
*for digital readout a multi:urn 
tri m potentio meter is recommended. 
Cl Capacitor  33pF cerarr ic 
C2,3  "  0.0471/F 

Polyester 

Diode  1N914 
Zener Diode BZX79C5V1 

Transistor  BC558, BC178 

Metal box 
Two 9v batteries 
Two pole toggle switch 
PC board ETI 130 
3.5 m m plug and socket 
Two pin plug and socke: for output 
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HOW IT WORKS — ETI 130. 
A forward biased diode has a 
temperature coefficient of about —2 
mV/0C. That is the normal voltage 
across a silicon diode of nominally 
0.6  volts will decrease by two 
millivolts for every degree C increase 
in temperature. This change with 
temperature is sufficiently linear over 
the range of 0 to 1000C to use it as a 
temperature sensor. 
What the ETI 130 circuit does is to 
amplify this voltage and to provide 
offset compensation for the normal 
0.6 volt drop across the diode. 
Transistors QI and Q2 provide a 
constant-current source of about 
5 mA into the zener diode ZD1 such 
that a very stable five volt reference 
is obtained which is independent of 
the battery supply voltage. (V supply 
greater than 6 V.) The forward bias 
current through the sensor diode is 
about 0.5 mA as provided by Rl. 
This current is low enough to prevent 
errors due to self heating of the 
sensor diode. 
The voltage across the sensor diode 
is amplified by ICI (a very high 
input-impedance  operational 
amplifier) whose gain is fixed at the 
ratio  of (R7  + RV2)/R4.  The 
necessary offset is provided by RV1 
which is adjusted to cancel the 
normal 0.6 volt drop across the 
diode. By selecting the correct values 
for RS and R7 as shown on the 
circuit diagram the indication of 
temperature in degrees C or F may be 
obtained. 

o 
ETI 130 

o 

Fig. 4. Printed circuit pattern. Full size 
63 x 63 mm. 

OUTPUT POWER 
SW1 

Fig. 3. Component overlay and interconnection diagram. 

Internal view of the completed temperature converter. Note also the probe at front. 
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11 if you're 
serious 
about sound 

THE FA MOUS 
KEF B139 

BASS DRIVER 
Used by leading speaker 
system manufacturers 
throughout the world 

Ask your Hi-Fi Retailer 
about the range 

of KEF Drivers & Kits. 

Distributed by Interson Pty. Ltd. 
A division of Audioson International 

Sydney  Melbourne Adelaide  Perth 
938-1186 329-6066 337-7000 25-9993 
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ELECTRON IC 
SALES ENGINEER 

$11,000 neg + Car + Incentives 
Qualified man with E & C Certificate 
as minimum. Proven or potential 
sales ability, to promote range of 
loud speakers and related electronics. 
R. Fowler 277828.  S0772 

from the publishers of 
Electronics Today International 

PROJECTS 
FOR YOU 
IN EVERY ISSUE 

OF 

electronics Tc,pety 
PLACE YOUR ORDER 

TODAY 
USE THIS  V 
COUPON 

GIVE THIS 
COUPON AND $9, 
TO YOUR LOCAL 
NEWSAGENT 

III he already deli wrs your papers — as he probably does — 111 there will be nothing more to pay; if not, he may make a 111 
smell charge for the service./ 

NEWSAGENT 

III Please deliver ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL 
for the next 12 months, starting with the   issue to: 

NAME   

II ADDRESS   

111 

POSTCODE   

Ihimm• muumuu mom am all 

HAM RADIO ELECTRON 
BARGAIN CENTRE 

390 Bridge Road, Richmond, Vic. 
42-5174 

Please allow for postage & packing 
when ordering by mail 

Plenty  of BARGAINS  for the 
Radio Amateur or the Hobbyist. 
NEW 4 TRACK STEREO CARTRIDGE 
PLAYERS. 5 watts output 12V D.C. 
operation. In sealed carton. $15. P&P 
$2.50. 

"CAPITOL" 8 TRACK RECORDING 
CARTRIDGES $2 each or 3 for 
$5.25. 

" B. A.S.F. "  C90  CRO2 
CHROMDIOXIDE CASSETTES $3 
each P&P 30c 

6ft 240V AC POWER CORDS with 
moulded 3 pin plug 75c each or 10 
for $6.50 

STEREO TONE ARMS complete with 
ceramic cartridge $5.90 each P&P 
30c. 

EDGEWISE 0-1 mA METERS TA" x Y2" 
face 3" deep calibrated 0-5 $3 P&P 
75c 

PANEL METERS 5 7/8" x 4"V.," face 
with 0-1  mA movement. Various 
scales on meters (gas analyser, etc) $5 
P&P 75c 

NEW QQE0 6/40  CERAMIC VALVE 
SOCKETS $2 P&P 40c. 

MORSE CODE PRACTICE KEYS S1.50 
P&P 30c 

BATTERY  ELIMINATORS  to  suit 
transistor  radios  and  cassette 
recorders AC-DC 6 volt 300 mA. 
PS6300 $7.50 P&P 75c 

SPEAKER CABLE, colour codes twin 
flex 20c yd. 

CAR RADIO ANTENNA, 5 section lock 
down $2.50 each P&P 75c 

CAR  EXTENSI ON  SPEAKER 
CONTROLS.  Use  both  speakers 
together or separately. $1.50 P&P 
30c. 

JACKSON SLOW MOTION DRIVES 
6:1 ratio $2.30 P&P 30c. 

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL 

Brand new 2 track reel to reel tape 
decks. 3 speed (7%.-3',4-1 7/8) will 
accept 7" reels, fitted with counter 
and  pause  control  240V  A.C. 
operation .$19.50 P&P $3. 

15 kHz CRYSTAL FILTERS 10.7 MHz 
ivi.E.vv. $5 each P&P 75c 

2N3055 TRANSISTORS $1 each 
58 ohm COAX CABLE 100 yd Rolls, 

1/8" diam. $12 roll P&P $1.75 
52 ohm COAX CABLE Y." diam. 45c 
yd, 50c metre. 

DOW KEY COAXIAL RELAYS 48 volt 
D.C. operation $15 P&P 75c. 

3 "N" TYPE CONNECTORS to suit 
above $5 

SPLIT  STATOR CAPACITORS with 
screwdriver slot drive, 9 pF, 17 pF or 
25 pF. Brand new Eddystone type $3 
each P&P 75c 

3ft TWIN CABLE AUDIO LEADS with 
3.5 mm plug fitted 10 for $2 P&P 
30c. 

2" SQUARE FACE 0-1 rnA METERS 
calibrated 0-60 $3 P&P 75c. 

A • I> 
MAIL ORDERS WELCOMED. 
Please allow pack and post items 
listed  on this  page,  if further 
information  required  send  a 
stamped S.A.E. for immediate reply 
from the above address. 
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YAMAHA 
Blue Package Deal. 

It wmit cost a bundle. 
just $479* 

For $479" you get the superb CR 200 
low-distortion AM/FM Stereo Receiver 
with 15W/channel power; CS5OP Stereo 
Turntable with 2-speed belt drive and auto 
return; and NS-410 2 channel speakers. 

And you save around $155. 

'Suggested retail price till stocks 
under this offer are sold. 

Normal Retail Price for 
individual items: 
CR 200 AM/FM Receiver 4293.00 
CS 50P Turntable  $184.00 
NS 410 Speakers  $157.00 

$634.00 

Compare. Shop around. Yamaha Hi-Fi 
has it all.  A sound  that's  uniquely 
Different, Distinctive and Delightful. 

Yamaha 3D adds up to the sound 
sensation of the seventies. 

So, study the Yamaha sound today at 
your Hi-Fi specialist. 

TUNE INTO THESE YAMAHA EXPERTS: 
Victoria: Brashs - City Et Doncester, Williams - Dandenong, Denman Audio - St. Kilda, Tivoli Hi Fi - Kew, Instrol - City, Toms Hi Fi - City, 
Aquarius Sound - Caulfield., Kenwall Electronics - Frankston. N.S. W.: Instrol - City, Jack Stein - City, Autel Systems - Chatswood, Hi Fi 
House - Wollongong Et Hurstville, Miranda Hi Fi - Miranda Fair, Gosford, Apollo Hi Fi - Marrickville, Newcastle Hi Fi - Newcastle, 
Glendor - Manly. South Australia: Revolver Hi Fi - Goodwood, Sound Spectrum - City, Decibel Pty. Ltd. - Hill crest. Queensland: Stereo 
Supplies - City, Brisbane Agencies - Fortitude Valley, 1psvvich Hi Fi - Ipswich, Union Calculator Shop - City. Western Australia: Alberts 
Hi Fi - City Er Albany, The Audio Centre - City. Tasmania: West End Electronics - Hobart. Studio 90 - Devonport, Kingsway Audio - 
Launceston.  R MO6 
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SCOPE 
Cordless 611 

ALTHOUGH hard to beat when used for their primary 
intended purpose, conventional mains operated soldering 
irons have a number of quite major limitations, particularly 
if they are to be used in the field — or even just a short 
distance away from a convenient power outlet. They are 
particularly dangerous when working from a ladder — many 
an electrician has tripped over the power cord and fallen 
heavily off the ladder. 

Scope's cordless soldering iron is a compact lightweight 
soldering tool that is useable anywhere! It is powered by 
two rechargeable nickel-cadmium 'D' cells which store 
sufficient energy to enable about 100 typical electrical 
connections to be made per day. In fact tests have shown 
that between 200 and 400 joints can be made with light 
connecting wire and if the joints are close together. 

There are three alternative ways of recharging the Scope 
iron. One very simple connector (supplied at no charge with 
all irons) is for people who already own a Scope soldering 
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w Soldering Tool 

Use anywhere 
soldering iron 
heats in 
6 seconds 

iron transformer. The second and very popular option is a 
transformer/power plug and cord which just plugs straight 
into any 240 volt ac outlet. A third optional charger plugs 
into the cigarette lighter socket in your car or ute. 

The Scope Cordless Soldering Tool has just been released 
on the Australian market. In order to obtain the greatest 
possible publicity, the manufacturers (Scope Laboratories) 
and distributors have arranged for several publications to 
make the irons available to their readers at special low 
introductory prices. 

Electronics Today International has arranged for the Scope 
iron to be available to our readers at the very low price of 
$33 (less charging option) until February 28, 1976. 

The manufacturers have advised us that adequate stock 
should be available to supply orders — however if demand 
greatly exceeds expectations there may be a delay of 14 
days or so before delivery. 
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• Scope replaceable heating 
element — Proven over 20 
years. 

• Miniscope tip unscrews for 
replacement. 

• 6 second initial heating time 
—because heat source is 
right behind the tip — 
Extended heating time 
indicates time to recharge. 

• 60 watts of heat available 
right here if you require it. 
This gives you same 
soldering capability as 
Scope 'Mini Superspeed'. 

• Built-in rectifier and 
dropping resistor. 

• Plug socket included in 
recharger packs. 

• Scope pushrod system 
allows electrical switching to 
occur at copper tip itself. 

• Tough impact resistant ABS 
plastic body. 

• Safety pin aperture prevents 
accidental heating. 

e Trigger switch puts you in 
charge of the soldering 
temperature. Squeeze for 
instant heat. Tip cools rapidly 
when released. 

• Pistol grip handle provides 
comfortable natural grip and 
control as with electric drills. 

• De-Luxe Scope low thermal 
conductivity stainless steel 
barrel keeps tip hotter and 
body of iron cooler. 

RECHARGER OPTIONS 
A. Auto cigarette lighter adaptor. 
B. 240 Volt power point W M/. 
C. Scope transformer adaptor. 

• Twin 1.2 Volt Nickel 
Cadmium 4 amp/hr 

batteries store enough 
power for a normal working 
day. Can be recharged and 
stored in either charged 

or uncharged state. 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS  A. 
Q. How do I charge the iron?  Q. 
A. Adaptor plugs in car cigarette 
lighter. Recharge time approx-
imately 14 hours. 

240V power adaptor. Plugs into 
240 volt outlet. Recharge time 
approx 16 hours. 

Scope Adaptor — for those already 
owing Scope iron transformers. 
Simple cord supplied as standard 
with iron. Recharging time 14 hours. 

Readers may purchase either (or 
both) charging adaptors — note 
that the Scope adaptor is supplied 
in any case as standard. 

Q. Can I use the iron whilst on charge? 
A. Yes — but if car charger is used dis-
connect if working on same vehicle. 

Q. Can I store the iron unused for 
long periods? 

A. Yes the iron may be stored in-
definitely without harm. 

Q. How many joints can I make before 
recharging? 

A. Approximately 100 normal joints — 
up to 400 light joints. 

O. How long does it take the iron to 
come up to working temperature? 

A. 

Q. 
A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

About 6 seconds. 
Is the iron safe for CMOS and 
similar circuitry? 
It's ideal! The complete freedom 
from a mains link ensures total 
safety. 
Are the units guaranteed? 
The Scope Cordless Soldering Tool 
and accessories is guaranteed by the 
manufacturers for a period of 12 
months including parts and labour. 
Faulty units should be returned 
either to Natronics IRH Pty Ltd, 
The Crescent, Kingsgrove, NSW 
or to Scope Laboratories, 93 
Mathews Ave, Airport West, Vic 
3042 Do not return faulty units to 
Electronics Today. 
Can I buy the iron without either 
adaptor option? 
Yes, you can buy the iron on its 
own (but remember you've got to 
recharge it somehow!) or with 
either or both adaptors. 
I don't need the simple Scope 
adaptor — can I save money by 
buying the iron without it? 
No — this adaptor is just a piece of 
wire and a plug — its cost is 
negligible and it's cheaper to 

NOTE: The manufacturer's recom mended retail price 
for the Scope 60 W Soldering Tool at the time of publica-
tion is $45 for the iron, $12.25 for the 240 volt charger, 
and $7.43 for the car cigarette lighter attachment. We 
understand from the distributors that the unit has been 
advertised and sold in many retail stores at this price, it 
has however been offered for $38.50 (incld postage) by 
one of our advertisers. 
We understand that the Scope iron and accessories will 

be the subject of further special offers In other publi-
cations. It will also be available through our associated 
publications, Modern Motor and Revs Motorcycle News 
in approxi mately two weeks time and it may also be 
available through Modern Boating later in February. All 
our publications (i.e. those listed above) will offer the 
Scope iron at the same price as offered in ETI. 
Apart from the offers in our own publications we have 

been advised by the distributors that a similar offer may 
also be run by magazines other than our own. We do not 
know if these offers WILL appear or at what price the 
offers may be made — but feel it is only fair to advise 
our readers accordingly. 

supply it with all irons sold rather 
than to complicate the supply 
arrangements. 

Q. Can I save on sales tax — I have 
an exemption certificate. 

A. No — there is no sales tax on 
soldering irons. 

Q. How long will the batteries last — 
and can I obtain spares? 

A. Batteries last about four to five 
years — new batteries are obtainable 
from Scope Laboratories at a 
special price. Contact Scope directly 
regarding this. 

Q. Can you guarantee immediate 
delivery? 

A. You should expect to receive the 
iron about three weeks after posting 
your order — unless demand is even 
heavier than we expect — in which 
case there may be some slight 
further delay. 

Q. I employ half a dozen electricians — 
can I buy more than one iron using 
this offer? 

A. Yes — but in fairness to our average 
reader we are limiting the offer to a 
maximum of five irons per order. 

Send to — Scope Offer, Electronics Today International, 15 Boundary St,' 
Rushcutters Bay NS W 2011. 

Please forward   only Scope Soldering Irons 
at $33 each 
I also require   only 
240 volt transformer charger/s at $9.50 each 
And/or 
Auto cigarette lighter plug adaptor/s 
at $6.50 each 

Note above prices include postage and packing. 
Offer open until February 28, 1976. 

Name 

Address 
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Total   

Total   

Total   

Post Code 
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CE MA 

CEMA AND MOTOROLA 
•  COME TOGETHER 
IT'S OFFICIAL 

-kele -----

Cerna Distributors are now a franchised distributor of Motorola 
Semiconductors — Australia wide. 

It all starts on November 1st and we are ready to go. Stocks are on the 
shelf there's more coming in and for openers we have an offer you will 
find hard to refuse. 

Our stock will be broad and deep — covering all the product groups you 
are familiar with — but just to up-date you, we will list them ... 

• SMALL SIGNAL-INC.FET'S 

• SILICON POWER 

• SILICON RECTIFIERS 
• ZENER DIODES 
• R.F. 

• THYRISTORS 

• OPTOELECTRONICS 

• LINEAR CIRCUITS: Op. amps 
Volt Regs 
Interface 
Communication 

• DIGITAL CIRCUITS: CMOS 
HTL 
and M6800 MPU 

So — we have the product — we also have the people 
and the outlets. If you still have to be convinced, why 
not call your nearest office or agent and ask about 
that super opening offer. 

COME TO MOTOROLA 
COME TO CEMA 

CEI M A [DISTRIBUTORS) 

A FRANCHISED MOTOROLA 
SEMICONDUCTOR DISTRIBUTOR 

OFFICES:  SYDNEY 439-4655  MELBOURNE 329-7144 

PT Y. LT D. 

AGENTS:  Adelaide  Brisbane  Canberra  Wollongong 

NAME:  Woo liard & Crabbe Electronic Components (Q'Id)  Custom Scientific  Macelec 

PHONE:  51-4713  371-5677  47-6179  29-1 276 
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The best 
$350, $360 or $370 
stereo receiver you 
can buy is the $330* 
harman/kardon 

33013. 
Start with the 330B. 
Then finish with a flourish.Take the money 

you just saved and spend it on more 
turntable, more speakers, more tapedeck. 
Start with the 330B.The only thing that keeps 

it out of the higher priced category is the price. 

harman/ kardon  3 3 0 B 

AM 54  60  70  Fin  90  100  12r)  140  160 KHZ 

IMIM MIII MBI B M11111111 01111111111118 M1111111111 0111111111111111M IU MICE11111111111 M 
F M BB  90 92 94 96 98 100 102 104  106 10/  10H M HZ 

F*11111rA • t tEiLt  tÉta_Arvc I  t•nt  ,t•nn 

18 real watts min.RMS per channel, both channels 
driven into 8 ohms from 20Hz to 20kHz, with less than 
0.5% total harmonic distortion (anything less is 
pretend stereo). 

The 330B. Everything you need. Nothing you dont. 

Distributed through HIFI dealers 
" Recommended retail price 
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dynamic 
range 
enhancer 

The dbx 117 is an incredible piece of equipment that will give 
you greater listening pleasure than you ever thought possible 
to achieve. 

It does this in two extremely efficient ways; by literally expand-
ing the material deliberately compressed in the recording 
studio, so that full dynamic range is restored, and by effectively 
limiting the background noise inherent in most recorded pro-
duct to the extent that it becomes, in most cases, totally 
inaudible. 

This is what Electronics Today said. "We first used the dbx 
unit by playing ordinary records with average background 
noise . . . and the background noise all but vanished. The 
music sounded far cleaner with a presence that was unques-
tionably better than the original unexpanded record." 

"Our next evaluation involved a piece of newly recorded 
orchestral music . . . when played in the normal manner, tape 
hiss was quite prominent . . . when played through the dbx 117 
. . . the problem all but completely disappeared . . . the music 
had a quality which could genuinely be described as sounding 
comparable with the original." 

Australian Hi-Fi discusses the remarkable dbx 117 in detail. 
Here are a few direct quotes. "And it does work well, giving 
back a 'sparkle' to some recordings which have always sounded 
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over-compressed. Its action is particularly impressive during 
pauses —the disc's surface noise and any tape hiss disappear 
completely." 

"The dbx 117 uses true RMS level sensors which respond to 
the overall level in both stereo channels even though the signal 
paths themselves are separate. This technique is necessary for 
dynamic range enhancement or there would be a wandering of 
the stereo image." 

Hi-Fi Review expressed their findings of the dbx 117 this way: 
"Yet another way of 'quieting' noisy records is to use a clever 
little device called the dbx 117, dynamic range enhancer. 

This device 'expands' the program material so it sounds more 
like the real thing, and reduces background noise so effec-
tively, that it all but disappears. It's particularly effective with 
old or antique records." 

dbx 117 restores up to 20 dB of the dynamic range missing 
from records, tapes and FM broadcasts. 

Rediscover the beauty and excitement of an actual perform-
ance. Write for full details and list of stockists to 

Auriema (A'asia) Ply Ltd, 15 Orchard Rd Brookvale, NSW 2100. 
Telephone: 9391900 
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En  MARKER 
PROJECT"' GENERATOR 

Accurate crystal-controlled 
markers for tuning and aligning 
communications receivers. 

A LIMITATION of most low priced 
communications  receivers  and 
conventional  radios  is that tuning 
accuracy cannot be guaranteed. This 
means  that  when  waiting  for  a 
short-wave station to come on the air 
we may well miss the beginning of the 
transmission because we have been 
tuned to the wrong frequency. The 
traditional method of overcoming this 
problem has been to use a marker 
generator or crystal calibrator. Such 
instruments  generate  a series  of 
accurately known and harmonically 
related signals which are tuned by the 
receiver in order to determine the 
accuracy  of the dial. The marker 
generator may also be used to perform 
the periodic calibration and alignment 
required by most sensitive receivers. 
Although it is possible to build a 
generator which could be set to any 
desired  precise  frequency  this 
approach is uneconomical. The more 
practical  method  is to  have  an 
oscillator running at an accurately 
known  frequency and to generate 
harmonics  of  this  frequency.  For 
example a basic frequency of 1 MHz 
would  have  harmonics at 2 MHz, 
3 MHz, 4 MHz .... and so on. 
The marker generator must supply a 
stable and accurate signal without the 
necessity of elaborate initial setting 
up. This requirement leads to the 
obvious need for a quartz crystal as 
the  basic  frequency-determining 
element. 

slice of quartz crystal has the 
property that when a voltage is applied 
to either side of the crystal, the crystal 
will  be  mechanically strained and 
conversely, when mechanical strain is 
applied a voltage appears across the 
crystal.  The crystal has a natural 
frequency of resonance and it is thus 
equivalent to a tuned circuit with a 
very high 'Q'. 
The  cheapest  available  crystals 
operate at 4 MHz and to obtain the 
frequency intervals that we require we 
used CMOS ICs to divide down from 
the  higher  frequency.  To  ensure 
maximum operating speed the CMOS 
ICs need to be operated from a 10 volt 
supply. Some exceptional devices will 
work on six volts but the level of 
higher harmonics  is then  reduced 
somewhat. 
To cover as much of the dial as we 
can  in an  effective  manner  the 

SPECIFICATION 

Harmonic Spacing 

Harmonic Range 

Accuracy 

Five switchable outputs 4 MHz, 2 MHz, 1 MHz, 
100 kHz and 10 kHz. 

useable to 30 MHz 

dependent on calibration. 
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harmonics  should  be  spaced 
reasonably close together and should 
extend to 30 MHz. Ideally a harmonic 
should fall within the pass-band of a 
receiver no matter what frequency is 
tuned.  We  therefore  selected  a 
minimum spacing of 10 kHz as being 
the most practical. Unfortunately the 
inaccuracies of many receivers can, in 
the high bands, exceed 200 kHz thus 
several harmonics may be within the 
pass-band at any one time making it 
impossible  for  the  operator  to 
determine to which harmonic he is 
tuning. To overcome this problem the 
marker generator  is switchable to 
provide harmonics spaced at intervals 
of 4 MHz, 2 MHz, 1 MHz, 100 kHz 
and 10 kHz. 
To produce the series of harmonics 
required it is necessary to generate a 
series of very narrow pulses at a 
repetition rate equal to the spacing 
required.  That  is,  10,000 narrow 
pulses per second will produce the 
harmonic  series  10 kHz,  20 kHz, 
30 kHz up through 29 990 kHz and 
30 000 kHz. 

CONSTRUCTION 
We  mounted  our  unit  in  a 
commercially available aluminium box 
having dimensions of 150 mm wide by 
75 mm high and 100 mm deep. The 
printed circuit board is mounted on 
the rear panel of the box but spaced 
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MARKER GENERATOR 

C2 
5-46pF 

XTAL 

33pF 

•  

4;Hz 

D Q 

 CLK 

—  
IC2 a 

2 

3 
• 

1MHz 

CLK 
IC3a 
+10 

69 

o 6100kHz 

610kHz 
SW1 

NOTES 

IC1 (4007) PINS 7,4 AND 9 ARE GROUND 
IC2 (4013) PINS 6,4,8,10 AND 7 ARE GROUND 
IC3 (4518) PINS 8,7 AND 15 ARE GROUND 

IC1 PINS 14,2 AND 11 ARE +12V 
IC2 PIN 14, IS +12V 
IC3 PINS 2,10 AND 16 ARE +12V 

HOW IT WORKS - Eli 706. 
The  marker 
constant-frequency 
into  a CMOS 
Switchable outputs 
chain are selected 
generator. 

The oscillator is ICla in which 121 
biases the IC into linear operation. 
The crystal determines the basic 
frequency of operation at 4 MHz in 
conjunction with Cl, 2, 3 and 4 
which appear to the crystal as one 
parallel capacitor. The capacitor C2 is 
used to tune the oscillator exactly to 
frequency as explained in the text. 
The resistor R2 adds extra phase shift 
but also reduces the gain. Thus if the 
oscillator is slow in starting reducing 
R2 may help. The output of the 
oscillator is buffered from the rest of 
the circuit by IC1 /b. 
IC2 is a CMOS dual type D flip flop 
that divides the 4 MHz by four to 
provide an output of 1 MHz, the 
2 MHz also being brought out. 
A further dual division by 10 is 
provided by IC3 which therefore 
provides outputs of 100 kHz and 
10 kHz. 
The required output is selected by 
SW1 and applied to CS and R3 which 
differentiate the squarewave output 
of the divider. The waveform is then 
amplified and squared by IClic to 
provide an output train of narrow 
pulses, the amplitude of which may 
be varied by means of RV1. 

generator  is a 
oscillator driving 
divider  chain. 
from the divider 
to drive a pulse 
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CLK 
IC3b 

•‘< t3N2 

T1  +12V BATTERY 

Circuit ddiiaaggrraamm  of marker generator. 

from it by four 19 mm long machine 
screws. Also mounted on the rear 
panel are the two output terminals. 
The  two  switches  and  the 
potentiometer are mounted on the 
front panel whilst the battery holders 
are clamped to the bottom of the box 
by means of a clamp made from a 
scrap piece of aluminium. 
With the exception of the ICs, mount 
all components and fit all links to the 
printed-circuit board. After checking 
that all are correct, mount the ICs, 
double  checking  their  orientation 
before soldering. Fit all flying leads to 
the board allowing about 150 mm of 
free length. 
Drill the box with all the required 
holes and fit all the components such 
as the switches, the potentiometer and 
the  output  sockets.  Fit  the 
printed-circuit board to tha rear panel 
with C2 to the top of the box and 
route the leads to their respective 
points as detailed in the component 
overlay. Note that one of the screws 
through the wafer of SVV1 has an earth 
lug underneath it which is used as the 
common earth point. 
Fit the batteries and connect them 
up but do not switch on until a final 
wiring check has been carried out. Ten 
minutes of your time at this stage 
could save you the cost of a new set of 
ICs 

USING THE GENERATOR 
Say for example, that we wish to 

14 

R1 
R2 
R3 
RV1 

Cl 
C2 

C3 
C4 
C5 
C6 

PARTS LIST — ETI 
Resistor  4M7  1/4 W  5% 

lk 
10k  " 

Potentiometer  4k7 lin 

Capacitor 100pF Ceramic 
5-45pF Philips 2222 

808 91503 
33pF  Ceramic 
150pF Ceramic 
27pF  Ceramic 
0.111F  Ceramic 

IC1  Integrated Circuit 4007 (CMOS 
IC2  "  4013 (CMOS 

"  4518 (CMOS 

XTAL one 4.0000 MHz quartz cry;tal 
30pF load 

SW1  Rotary Switch 1 pole 5 position 
SW2  Toggle Switch SPST 
One pair of Terminals 
PC Board ETI 706 
Alu miniu m Box 150m m, 75 mm, 

100mm. 
Two knobs 
Eight AA size batteries 
Two 4xAA size Battery Holders 
Nuts and Bolts. 

tune a signal that we know to be on 
13 250 kHz. First select 4 MHz on the 
marker generator and  connect  its 
output to the aerial socket of the 
receiver. Tune the receiver to the 
marker which will be found at 12 MHz 
(third  harmonic of 4 MHz). Once 
located  confirm  that it is indeed 
coming from the marker generator by 
switching it on and off. Now switch to 
the  1 MHz markers and tune the 
receiver upwards to locate the 13th 
harmonic  at 13 MHz.  Now select 
100 kHz markers and tune upwards 
through  two  markers  to  locate 
13.2 MHz. Finally select the 10 kHz 
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OUTPUT 

CIE N11 eti 706 

8  tVlibumme  

o  o 

Printed-circuit layout. Full size 70 x 58mm. 

markers and tune up through a further 
five markers to locate 13 250 kHz. 
Note that if this tuning procedure is 
carefully carried out it is quite simple 
to locate any position on the dial with 
great accuracy. 

THE CRYSTAL. 
Crystals are supplied to work within 
specified tolerances. The tighter the 
tolerances the more expensive the 
crystal. However the crystal oscillator 
may be placed exactly on frequency 
(within small limits) by varying the 
amount of capacitance in parallel with 
it. 
When purchasing a crystal you must 
tell the manufacturer what capacitance 
it will be working with and he will 
grind your crystal to be within the 
specified limits when it is used with 
that  particular  capacitance.  This 
marker generator has been designed to 
work with crystals that are ground for 
30 pF capacitance. 

CALIBRATION 
The  marker  will  be sufficiently 
accurate for most people with C2 set 
to half value. For those who want 
greater accuracy the generator must be 
calibrated against a signal of known 
accuracy. The PMG transmit a time 
signal precisely for this purpose and it 
can be found on 4.5 MHz, 7.5 MHz 
and on 12 MHz. 
The generator may be aligned against 
one  of  these  frequencies  by  the 
zero-beating technique. First tune in 
the PMG signal and then connect the 
generator. A whistle will now be heard 
and C2 should be tuned to the point 
where the beat frequency has dropped 
so low that it cannot be heard. The 
generator is now spot on frequency 
and it should  be noted that this 
calibration  is independent of the 
receiver accuracy.  • 
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Internal view of the 
completed marker 
generator. Note that 
the board is mounted 
with the crystal and 
C2 towards the top of 
the box. 
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AUDIO KITS 
PM  140  Quad, 15W, discrete decoder 
PM 141  Basic stereo, 5W, no trans. 
PM 142  Complete 5W stereo, 
' PM 143  Stereo, 15W. 
ET! 413  100W Guitar Amplifier 
ET! 419  Preamp for ETI413 
ET! 420  10W Quad, discrete decoder 
ET! 420  20W Quad, discrete decoder 
ET! 422  50W Stereo 
ET! 424  Stereo, spring reverberation 
ET! 427  Stereo, graphic equaliser 

$139.00 
$ 19.50 
$ 39.50 
$ 69.00 
$ 79.50 
$ 12.50 
$139.00 
$169.00 
$115.00 
$ 65.00 
$139.00 

- ET! 440  25W Stereo Amplifier  $ 89.00 
• P&P on above is $5.00 or 10%, whichever is the lower. 

"ECSTASY" 
COLOUR 
ORGANS 

Just  plug  into  mains,  connect  to 
speakers and watch your music with a 
4 colour multiple light display with 
control of each channel. 

SMALL $49.50 LARGE $69.50, P&P $5.00. 

SPECIALS OF THE MONTH 
2102: 1024 bit, RA M, requires a single 5V supply, data supplied. 
$7.95. 

1101: 256 bit, RAM, requires +5V and -9V supply, data supplied. 
$5.95. 

P&P $1.00 each. Limited stocks only!! 

Kit 
ET! 533 S24.00 
ET! 117 $16.00 
ETI 704 $25.00 
ET! 120 $13.95 
ET! 121 $12.95 
ET! 118 $49.50 
ET! 441 $5.95 
ET! 129 $25.50 
ET! 128 $45.00 

P&P 
$1.50 
$1.00 
$2.50 
$1.00 
$1.00 
$1.50 
$1.50 
$2.50 
$2.50 

KIT 
EA Drill speed control $14.00 
EA 75 CDI  $29.50 
ET! Strobe kit  $22.50 
EA Transistor tester 
Glide tone generator 
Five state probe 
Warble Dauble 
ET! 238 
ET! 438 

$17.50 
$ 9.75 
$15.00 
$25.00 
$ 5.95 
$11.95 

P&P 
$2.00 
$2.00 
$2.00 
$2.00 
$1.50 
$1.50 
$2.00 
$1.50 
$1.50 

SPEAKER KITS 

SKI. 6-81 1.6 cubic foot, cut for 8" and 1"$29.50 
SKI.6-861 1.6 cubic foot, cut for 8", 6" and 1" 
$29.50 

SK2.5-121 2.5 cubic foot, cut for 12" and 1" 
$39.50 

SK2.5-1261 2.5 cubic foot, cut for 12", 6" and 1" 
$39.50 

SPEAKERS 
ST1.,n,30 1" dome tweeter, 30 Watt rating.  $9.75 
SI‘48:30 6" cone midrange, 30 Watt rating. S9.75 
SW8-20 8" woofer, 20 Watt rating. $14.75 
SVV12-30 12" woofer, 30 Watt rating. $29.75 

100 
220 
330 
470 
1000 
CES63y series (Single 
endedtioard mounting 

2. 3.3, 4.7, 10 
tylesi 63V rating) 

2 
33 (50V) 
47 
100 
220 
330 
470 
1000 (35V) 

ioopF 100/./F Bulk 
Discount 
price 

CES25V series (Single 
ended board mounting 
types. 25V rating) 
2.2, 3.3, 4.7, 10, 22.83, $5.00 

$. 
$4.25 
$6.25 
$2.75 
$3.00 
$5.00 

$5.85 
$3.66 
$3.66 
$4.47 
$6.25 
$3.60 
$4.05 
$5.00 
$5.00 

CED 25V series 
(Double ended pigtail 
types. 25V. rating) 
2.2, 3.3, 4.7, 10, 22, 33 $6.55 
47  $4.25 
100  $5.40 
220  $3.15 
330  $3.40 
470  $3.60 
1000  $5.80 
2500  $3.80 
4700 (35V)  $6.00 

CED 63V series 
(Double ended pigtail 
types. 63V rating) 
2.2, 3.3, 4.7 
10 
22 
33 (100V) 
47 
100 
220 
330 
470 
1000 
2500 (50V) 

$7.50 
$3.90 
$4.25 
$2.80 
$6.25 
$3.70 
$4.25 
$4.90 
$4.25 
$5.00 
$5.60 

ELECTROLYTICS  GREENCAP POLYESTER, 
Quantity 
In 
pack 

100 VOLT 
Quantity Bulk 
in pack  price 

.001uF  100  $5.25 
50  .0012uF  100  $5.25 
25  .0015uF  100  $5.25 
25  .0018uF  100  $5.25 
25  .0022uF  100  $5.25 
10  .0027uF  100  $5.25 
10  .0033uF  100  $5.25 
10  .0039uF  100  $5.25 

.0047uF  100  $5.25 

.0056uF  100  $5.25 

.0068uF  100  $5.25 
50  .0082uF  100  $5.25 
25  .01uF  100  $5.80 
25  .012uF  100  $5.80 
25  .015uF  100  $5.80 
25  .018uF  100  $5.80 
10  .022uF  50  $3.25 
10  .027uF  50  $3.25 
10  .033uF  50  $3.25 
10  .039uF  50  $3.25 

.047uF  50  $3.75 

.056uF  50  $4.00 

.068uF  50  $4.60 

.082uF  25  $2.75 
50  .1uF  25  $3.00 
25  .12uF  25  $3.25 
25  .15uF  25  $3.75 
10  .18uF  25  $4.00 
10  .22uF  25  $4.25 
10  .27uF  10  $2.50 
10  .33uF  10  $2.70 
5  .39uF  10  $3.00 
4  .47uF  10  $3.50 

.56uF  10  $3.56 

.68uF  10  $4.30 

.82uF  10  $5.25 
1.0uF  5  $2.75 

50  I.2uF  5  $3.25 
25  1.5uF  5  $3.25 
25  1.8uF  5  $3.25 
10  2.2uF  5  $4.00 
25  2.7uF  5  $4.75 
10  3.3uF  5  $5.25 
10  3.9uF  5  $6.75 
10  4.7uF  5  $7.65 
5  5.6uF  5  $8.50 
5  6.8uF  5  $9.35 
4  8.2uF  5  $9.95 

Prices may be slightly higher interstate. 

THE ELECTRONICS SHOPS: 
9 Young St., Southport, (11d. 32-3632 

23 Russell St., Toowoomba, 0.Id. 32-6944 
36 Station St., Booval. 82-2322 

KTRONICS: 
12 Peel St., Adelaide. 87 5505. 

DELSOUND PTY. LTD.: 
35 Logan Road, Wooloongabba, Old. 391 7048 

HI-TEL RECORD BAR: 
Shop 4 Skipton's Arcade, Penrith, NSW 
Shop C Nepean Arcade, Penrith, NSW 

Phone 21-0850 

THE ELECTRONIC AND HOBBY CENTRE: 
1168 Gold Coast Highway, Palm Beach, 34 2835 

R. LITTLE COMMUNICATIONS: 
20 Bogan St., Parkes, 62 3455 

S&P PHOTOGRAPHICS & ELECTRONICS 
26 Queen St., Nambour, 41-1014 

A. E. COOLING RADIO & T.V. SERVICE 
6 Trimmer Rd., Elizabeth South, S.A. 255 2249 

CALA ELECTRONICS: 
Shop 5A, Village shopping centre, 
High St, Coffs Harbour. 52 4035. 

NIM MO MI 

MAIL ORDER 
Add 10% for post and packing, 
unless otherwise stated. 

MOD-AMP 
P.O. Box 180, AVALON 2107 

OUIRIES WELCOME 
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Ell 
by Pinar 
PROFESSIONAL SOUND 
EQUIPMENT FOR THEATRE 

ANO ROCK BANDS 

427-R  Two  channel  graphic 
eq ualiser.  Features 
Cannon  inputs  and 
outputs  and  standard 
19"  rack  mounting. 
R. R.P.  $1 95.00. 
Standard  kit  still 
available at $110.00. 

433-R  ETI's  new  3  way 
electronic  crossover. 
Features  selectable 
crossover  points, 
buffered  outputs, 
Cannon in and out and 
19"  rack  mounting. 
R.R.P. $155.00. 

414  8 Channel master mixer; 
Now  features  Cannon 
inputs  and  outputs, 
robust  vinyl  cabinet 
facilities  for  use  with 
stage  mixer,  new look 
front  panel.  R.R.P. 
$547. Standard kit still 
available for $254.00. 

413  100W  Power Slave.  1/2 
rack mounting. Cannon 
inputs  and  outputs. 
R. R.P.  $135.00. 
Standard  kit  still 
available for $75.00. 

413-2R 

413-BR 

414-16 

2 x 413  mounted  on 
rack  panel.  R.R.P. 
$281.00. 

2 x 413 bridged to give 
200W  RMS  into  82. 
R.R.P. $281.00. 

16  channel sub mixer. 
Designed  for  use with 
414  mixer.  R.R.P. 
$487.00.  Standard  kit 
still  available  at 
$206.00. 

Please send stamped self-addressed 
envelope for specification sheets 
and ordering information. 

JaPTY. LTD. 
guar 

Telephone 211 5077 

P.O. BOX K39, HAYMARKET 

N.S.VV. AUSTRALIA 2000 
405 Sussex St. Sydney 

ENTRA NCE OFF I It O E HAY ST. 

FERGUSON e 
Manufacturers of: Electrical/ 

electronic equipment, wound 
components  and  lighting 

control equipment. 

BRANCHES 
IN ALL STATES 
FERGUSON TRANSFORMERS 

PTY LTD. 

HEAD OFFICE: 
331 High St., Chatswood. 2067 

P.O. Box 301, 
Chatswoocl, NSW, Australia 2067 

Phone: 02-407-0261 

EMONA 

Distributors of EL CON Calculators 

M M M M 
o. 
aim M  M M j 

S CI E N TI FI C 
STATISTIC  SC-6010 
$116.00  (Incl.  rech. 
battery & charger) 
S CI E N TI FI C 
ST ATISTIC  SC-60 
$95.00  (Incl.  rech. 
battery & charger) 
SCIENTIFIC  SC-40 
$69.95  (Incl.  rech. 
battery & charger) 
SCI ENTIFIC  SC-44 
$64.50  (I ncl.  rech. 
battery & charger) 
SCIENTIFIC  SC-33 
$42.00  (Incl.  rech. 
battery & charger) 
FI N A N CI A L 

CO MPUTER FN-85 $56.00 (I itci. rech. 
battery & charger) 
MINI  DESK  M-80HX  $33.00  (AC 
adaptor optional) 
SLIDE  RULE  KP-460  $26.00  (AC 
adaptor optional) 
SUPER MEMORY KP-450 $25.00 (AC 
adaptor optional) 
ALG EBR AIC  8413M  $15.00  (AC 
adaptor optional) 
AC ADAPTOR $7.00 

To above prices add 15% sales tax if 
applicable 
All models are guaranteed for a period of 
one year. Serviced locally. 
MAIL ORDERS: P&P by reg. air mail to 
all states — $4.50 except NSW — $3.50 

EMONA  E-2,  ALL  ELECTRONIC 
AM/FM DIGITAL CLOCK RADIO 

$52.60 
(Incl. ST.) 

This  24-hour  Digital  Clock  Radio  is 
completely electronic — no moving parts 
— 100% solid state. You can listen to FM 
or A M, wake up to music or alarm, or 
preset the radio progra m. It can be used 
as an accurate stopwatch. And there is 
even an indicator that blinks whenever 
there  has  been  an  AC  power 
interruption. 
M AIL ORDERS: P&P to all states by reg 
air mail $6.00 except NS W — $3.50 

For further information: Write, phone or 
call at 

EMONA 
ENTERPRISES, 
21 Judge St., Randwick, 

NSW 2031. Phone: 399-9061 

Japan's Leading 

Manufacturer 

• Hybrid Circuits 

• Power Transistors 

• Rectifier Diodes 

• H.V. Diodes 

e Fast Recovery Diodes 

e G.P. Diodes 

AUTOTRONICS PTY LTD 

P.O. Box 71, Engadine, 2233 

MARINE CB, 
and 

NOVICE 27 MHz 
ANTENNAE 

• Base  Station  5/8,  1/2 and 

1/4-Wave Ground Planes. 
• Y agi &  Quad  Bea ms, 
multi-element. 

• Marine  &  Vehicle  Mobile 
Whips,  1/4-wave,  Helical  & 

Centre-loaded. 

• Transceivers  for  Marine, 
Novice,  27  MHz,  Amateur 
HF, VHF & UHF. 

• Station  Accessories, HF & 

VHF Antennae, Ant. Tuning 

Units,  SVVR  Meters,  Digital 

Clocks,  SSTV,  Baluns, 
Du m my  Loads,  Freq. 
Counters,  Monitorscopes, 
Monitor Receivers, etc., etc. 

Write for details 
Sole Authorised Australian Agent for 
Yaesu Musen Co. (Japan). Reps in 
most States. 

BAIL ELECTRONIC 
SERVICES, 

60 Shannon Street, Box Hill North, 
Victoria, 3129. Ph: 89-2213. 
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IMPORTED DUTCH 

PHILIPS 
speaker 
kits , . 
POPULAR 1781 
KIT OPTIMISES 
AMPLIFIERS FROM 
15-40 uns ) 
FOR NON-COLORED  414'4. 
30-20,000 HZ RESPONSE. KIT - $129 PR. 
Kit includes plans, all hardware and features the Philips 1265 W8 
woofers, sealed back midranges AD5060, AD0160/78 tweeters 
and the exclusive G.H.E. crossover. 

44e 

imuri muu m mil m mumi 

in  16 KITS  $284398 PR. 
Power W.  Frequency Range  Kit Pace Pr.  II  

7A1  15-50 
111  7A  15-60 

•  781  15-40 

111  78  12-38 

111 

111 

111 

111 

1111 

111 

1111 

111 

7C 

7D 

BA 

6C 

5A 

4A 

3A 

AD 8K40 

Eli 400 

38 

21 

22 

8-28 

6-25 

15-50 

4-16 

6-30 

8-30 

8-20 

15-40 

15-40 

6-15 

20-80 

20-60 

25,20,000 Hz 

25-20,000 Hz 

28-20,000 Hz 

28-20,000 Hz 

25-20,000 Hz 

25-20,000 Hz 

40-20,000 Hz 

25-20,000 Hz 

30-20,000 Hz 

40-20,000 Hz 

50-20,000 Hz 

55-20,000 Hz 

30-20,000 Ha 

45-17,000 Hz 

40-20,000 Hz 

38-20,000 Hz 

$229.00 

$198.00 

$153.00 

$129.00 

$122.40 

989.96 

$193.30 

$69.00 

$140.00 

$140.00 

$84.14 

$87.84 

$87.98 

$28.00 

$263.50 

8398.00 

e ALL KITS COMPLETE ALL HARDWARE 
• UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE 1 YEAR 
• ENCLOSURE DESIGN SERVICE 

HITACHI UDC 90 TAPE 
12 PACK PRICE OF $29 
Voted by HI-FI review June 1975 as 
best performance/value for money 
tape available. 36 pack $78.00, 
60 pack $125.00. UDC60/120 available 
at special savings too! 

USE OUR RAPID MAII ODER 
SERVICE-Despatch same day! 

G .H.E . 
GEORGE HAWTHORN ELECTRONICS 

58 

ADD 5% FOR P&P 

986 HIGH STREET, 
ARMADALE VIC. 

TELEPHONE 

509 0374, 509 9725 

SAVE 
with an A+R 

BATTERY ELIMINATOR 

For your 6 voit 
Electronic Calculator 
Portable Radio 

Electronic Flashgun etc. 
• ELIMINATES THE NEED FOR COSTLY DRY 
BATTERIES IN PORTABLE EQUIPMENT. 

• PLUGS  DIRECTLY  INTO  MAINS  POWER 
SOCKET. 

• FITTED WITH COAXIAL CONNECTING PLUG. 
ALTERNATIVES CAN BE FITTED BY YOUR DEALER! 

• DOUBLE  INSULATED  FOR  ABSOLUTE 
SAFETY. 

• APPROVED  BY  ELECTRICITY  SUPPLY 
AUTHORITIES. 

• 12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE. 

• 2 MODELS AVAILABLE: 
100mA and 300mA (MAX. OUTPUT) 

A+ R -Soanar Electronics Group 
30-32 Lexion Rd.,  Sales Offices Phones: 
Box Hill, Vic. 3128  VIC: 89 0238, NSW: 78 0281, 
Australia  SA: 51 6981, OLD: 52 5421, 
Telex: 32286  WA: 81 5500. 

î r 
SOAN AR 
GROUP 
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NOW 
AVAILABLE 

AIR CORED 
Crossover Inductors 
(For Hi-Fi Speaker Systems) 

From .25 mH upwards 
Wound on plastic bobbin 

complete with mounting plate 
•  •  • 

TV TUNER SERVICE 
PTY. LTD. 

469 St. Georges Road, Thornbury, 
3071 — Tel. 44 6179 

TRADE ENQUIRIES 
WELCOME 

microlith 
Scientific 
calculators 

+ S.T. 
+ postage 

Features: 
• 12 character display capacity. • 8 digit mantissa plus sign 
indication. • 2 digit exponent plus sign indication. • Four 
standard arith metic functions, mixed and chain calculations, 
automatic  and  repeat  calculations  in  all  four  functions. 
• Algebraic rremory calculation. • Trigono metric functions: 
sin X. cos X, tan X. • Inverse trigono metric functions: sin —1 
X.  cos —1  X,  tan  —1  X.  • Logarith ms and  expotential 
function: Log X in x, ex 10x. • Exchange function: X    
Y. • Degree to Radian, Radian to Degree. • Factorial function: 
1/X, \,/  X, ax. • Parenthesis: two levels. 

AM PEC EN GI NEERI N G  CO. 
42 THE STRAND, CROYDON, N.S.W. 2132 

POSTAL ADDRESS: P.O. BOX 18, STRATHFIELD, 
2135, AUSTRALIA 

CABLE ADDRESS: AMPEC SYDNEY 

PHONE: (02) 747 2731 1021 74 8063 

ANNOUNCING A MAJOR PERFORMANCE 
BREAKTHROUGH 

The new 033 and 1036 modules virtually eliminate the transient 
intermodulation distortion which occurs in conventional amplifiers, 

and removes the fine detail from the programme material. 

033 POWER AMPLIFIER I> 
• Power output 98 watts into 4 OHMS (RMS). 

72 watts into 8 OHMS (RMS). 
• Frequency response 16 Hz-53 kHz. 
• THD less than 0.015% at full output, 

less than 0.002% at 1 watt. 
• Input sensitivity 1 volt RMS. 
• S/N ratio greater than 100 dB. 
• LED's for peak clipping and overload. 
• Recommended price $79.50 inc. sales tax. 

AUDITEC MODULES ARE AVAILABLE FROM: 

1036 STEREO PREAMPLIFIER A 
• Inputs: Mag. cartridge, tape (in/out), toner, aux. 1, 

aux. 2. 
• Facilities:  Selector,  mode, bass, treble, volume, 

balance, softness. 
• Response 12 Hz-37 kHz. 
• THD C 3V 0/P less than 0.002% 
e Max output 10 volts RMS. 
• Recommended Price $89.19 inc. sales tax. 

SYDNEY: 
Alan Oliver 
Electronics Pty Ltd, 
188 Pacific Highway, 
St. Leonards. 2065. 
Ph. 43 5305. 

BRISBANE: 
Deisound Pty Ltd, 
35 Logan Road, 
Woolloongabba 4121. 
Ph. 91 7048. 

BUNDABERG HI-FI, 
244 George Street, 
Bundaberg, Qld. 4670. 
IPh. 71 3176. 
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MELBOURNE: 
Zephyr Products 
Pty Ltd, 
70 Batesford Road, 
Chadstone, 3148. 
Ph. 56 7231. 

ADELAIDE: 
KTronics, 
12 Peel Street, 
Adelaide. 5000. 
Ph. 87 5505. 

DUBBO HI-FI, 
64 Talbragar Street, 
Dubbo, NS W. 2830. 
Ph. 82 3793. 

HI-FI GALLERY, 
186 Bridge Street, 
Tamworth, NSW. 2340. 
Ph. te> / iao. 

AND FROM 
AUDITEC 
AUSTRALIA 

Hornsby, 
N.S.W. 2077. 
Phone (02) 474166. 

AUDITEC AUST. P.O. Box 228, HORNSBY 2077. 

Please send detailed leaflets on 035 and 1036 to 

NAME   

ADDRESS   

  Post Code   
 MIL 
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DIGITAL WATCH KIT 
Under $50 digital watch can be built ¡n two hours. 

e• 

DIGITAL WATCHES are currently 
falling in price almost as rapidly as did 
electronic calculators a year or so ago. 
Now a good quality digital watch can 
be bought for somewhere between $60 
and $150. These lower priced watches 
generally indicate the time only — in 
hours, minutes and usually (but not 
always) in seconds. Digital watches 
that include calendar indication are 
also  available  but generally  more 
expensive. 

It was with considerable interest then 
that  we  learnt  that one  of our 
advertisers — Euray Trading Inc — 
of Dallas,  Texas,  is offering ETI 
readers a Sabchron digital watch kit 
for only $49, and that this watch 
includes month and date readout as 
well as hours, minutes and seconds. 
The company sent us one of these 
watch  kits for evaluation, and we 
passed it on to our laboratory for 
them to assemble. 

Our immediate reaction was surprise 
at just how few components there were 
— then further surprise at the minute 
size of some of those. 

60 

The instructions supplied with the 
watch are clear and very easy to 
follow. It is essential to be able to 
solder correctly and neatly — if you 
are not sure of your ability to do this 
then this kit is not for you! Apart 

from this however there are no major 
problems, in fact we assembled our 
unit in less than two hours using a 
standard 16 watt Adcola iron with the 
tip filed down to a square section 
point. It is essential to use the very 
fine gauge solder supplied with the kit. 
If your close vision is very good it is 
possible to assemble the watch without 
optical  assistance,  however  most 
people will find it best to use a large 
free-standing magnifying glass better 
to see the quite minute components. 
We were initially worried by the size 
of the main IC. This does not have 
leads attached as normal.  Instead 
contact  is made  via a series  of 
gold-plated pads on the sides of the 
device. These pads are only 0.05" 
apart — half that of a normal IC, and 
in some places a lead is actually run 
between the pads! The IC is first stuck 

onto the board with a piece of double 
sided  sticky  tape,  which  acts as 
insulation, and then fillet soldered to 
the board. It's a tricky operation but 
not quite as difficult as it at first 
seems. 

We found that the leads for the 
display itself are more readily soldered 
into position on the board if they are 
first tinned. 

The photograph on this page shows 
the complete watch as seen from the 
front  (display)  side.  The  only 
components not visible here are the 
crystal and batteries both of which are 
located on the reverse face. 

The completed watch has worked 
reliably and accurately since assembly: 
It is unquestionably excellent value for 
money and can be assembled by any 
reasonably experienced hobbyist — in 
our opinion it is not however for the 
complete novice.  • 

••• »•• • 

LOUtrv cci  UA  DISO 
NOUNCeeNT 

OPEN 7 DAYS FO 

• 63 cm. Phillips 
Luxor. with full 
tuning e 63 cm 
tuning. 

R SALES AND SERVICE.HAVE COLOUR TV TODAY 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

• 63 cm. Blaupunkt, Siemens, Normende, Grundig, 
remote control. • 63 cm. Spectra 75, push-button 
. Finlux, beautiful Consul Rosewood, push-button 

VIDEO EQUIPMENT 

e National Cartridge recorder colour • Nivico Umatic cassette 
record. colour • Loewe Opta VCR TV tuner recorder colour • ITC 
1/2 in J reel to reel recorder colour • Sony 13 receiver monitor colour 
• Rank video technics 43 cm receiver monitor colour • Rank video 
technics 63 cm receiver monitor colour. 

Authorised dealers Akai portables, colour or black and white, Akai 
colour camera sets. Used black and white video equipment always in 
stock at keen prices. Trade terms. 

The Video ik HiFi Centre 
Commercial Concepts 

Phone 312-555 — 445 Oxford St., Paddington, N.S.W. A.H. 451-7876 
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SAICHRON DIGITAL 
LED Watch kit 

MHO SPECIAL OFFER 
EXCLUSIVE TO ETI READERS 

The Sabchron Digital is probably the only six-function LED watch 
kit available today. It offers more features than many other LED 
watches — At the touch of a single Co mmand Button you get the 
exact hour, minute, second, month and day-of- month ... PLUS an 
auto matic date change memory which knows whether the month 
contains 28, 30 or 31 days. And, AM/PM indication during hours 
setting. 

1500 TRANSISTOR CMOS INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
A single silicon slice measuring only 1/50th square inch contains the 
equivalent of 1500 transistors and over 10,000 interconnections. 
The IC chip contains all the logic, decoding, multiplexing, counting 
and display drive circuits, and has static-protected terminals for 
handling safety. 

QUARTZ CRYSTAL ACCURACY 
The accuracy on the Sabchron Digital is controlled by ,a 32,768 Hz 
quartz crystal. This reference frequency is tuned to 1-2 parts per 
million via the tri m mer capacitor and is divided in half 15 successive 
times through various stages within the IC to provide one accurate 
pulse per second. This means a timekeeping accuracy of within 1- 5 
seconds per month. Careful adjust ment of the tri m mer can bring 
this to within -1'1 second per month or 1- 12 seconds per year! 

GOLD-PLATED CASE 
Unlike many other watches 
which offer "goldtone" or 
"gold colour" watch cases, 
the Sabchron Digital offers 
a genuine gold-plated case. 
Made in Switzerland, it is 
water resistant and has a 
specially  hardened 
ruby-red  acrylic  face. 
(Bracelet is not included). 
Elegantly styled and only 
slightly  larger  than  a 
conventional  watch,  it is 
shown here actual size. 

sabtroniq 
NAL 

j /SIX FUNCTIONS 

1236 
Hours/Minutes 

JE; 5R 
Minutes/seconds 

LI 
Date 

AM/PM indicator 

AUTOMATIC LED DISPLAY BRIGHTNESS 
The Sabchron Digital features a special light sensor circuit 
which automatically adjusts., the LED display brightness 
according to varying light levels. In a bright room the 
display brightens; in a di m  roo m or  in darkness the 
display di ms, thus conserving battery power. 

... PLUS THESE OTHER FEATURES: 
•  Shock-protected, anti-magnetic. 
•  Long-life power cells provide power for up to one full 

year with normal use. 
•  Easy time and date resetting  change the time or date 

without affecting the operation or accuracy. A very 
useful feature when crossing time-or-date-lines. 

•  ALS O  AVAILABLE  READY-BUILT  WITH  A 
12-MONTH GUARANTEE. 

COMPLETE KIT... 
Contains all  the co mponents needed to construct this 
space-age watch, including batteries, solder, and easy to 
follow step-by-step asse mbly instructions manual. If you 
have problems in building, you can write to our service 
depart ment for help. Clip the coupon and mail with your 
remittance, today! 

ORDERING INFOR MATION: The prices as listed are in 
Australian dollars. To order send a Bank Cashiers Cheque 
or  International  Money  Order  (include  receipt  with 
order). Insurance, if desired, add $1.00. 

P.O. Box 64683, Dallas, Texas 75206, U.S.A. 

To: SABTRONICS INTERNATIONAL, P.O. Box 64683, Dallas, Texas 75206, U.S.A. 

Please send via Airmail 

(qty) Sabchron Digital kit(s) 
at $49.00 incl. postage   

  (qty) Sabchron Digital ready-
built watches at $59.00 incl 
postage   

I enclose III Bank Cheque D International 
Money Order valued $   total. 

Insurance, if desired, add $1.00. 
Check here. 

NAME   

ADDRESS   

eti/A276 
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TI  'TS  
• 

STEINTRON AGAIN! 
upi direct import -back again  at last 
Beautiful timber cabinets with 
louvred fronts. Absolutely superb 
performance. 
V120: 12" woofer, 6  middle; 17,', 
dome tweeter; 2" super tweeter. 
Crossover rolloff 12dB per octave; 
handles 45 W RMS, 20-22000Hz. Ha 
tone control. 25'.." x 15" x 11V:". 
P&P each $5. Price each $129. 
V100: .10" woofer; 5" middle; 11VY' 
.lorne tweeter. Handles 35 W R MS , 
20-20.000Hz. 2,  x 13" x 11'. 
P&F, each $5. Price each $99. 

DUE TO THE POPULARITY OF 
THESE  FINE  QUALITY,  HIGH 
PERFOR MANCE SPEAKERS, WE 
HAVE EXPANDED THE RANGE. 

V150 15" woofer, 2 x 5" midrange, 
2 x 1Y2" dome tweeter and 2 x 2" 
super tweeter.  Handles 55 Watt, 

range  from 20-22,000  Hz.  Price 
each $179. P&P $5 each. 
V80 8" woofer, 1W' tweeter and 
2" super tweeter. Handles 25 Watt, 
30 to 22,000 Hz. Price each $69. 

NEW ETI 
440 KIT 

SEE WHAT COLOUR 
YOUR MUSIC IS 

NOT a kit. These are the spectacular SECO 
colour organs. Connect to any speaker and the 
colour lamps flicker and glow with varying 

brightness in relation to volu me, pitch, and 
rhyth m. Why put up with colour TV? Works 

even with small transistor radios. Leaves fibre' 
optic lamps for dead. V3050: Do mestic unit. 
30 lamps, 3 channels, 5 colours. Dia mond 
ilattern. 18'1," x 11%," x 7 3/8". 3.5kg. P&P 

$5.  $49-50 
4050X: Professional monster. 32 lamps, 4 

channels, 4 colours, individual colour mixing 
controls and a host of other features. Ideal 
groups. About 307/," x 15%," x 9 1/8" 

P&P  $5. $ 84 

ETI 440.  Simple 25- Watt amplifier kit 
featured in Electronics Today, July 1975. 
25 Watt R.M.S. per channel, distortion round 
0.1% 6 Hz to 80 kHz., at -3dB. A full list of 
specifications and building instructions are in the 
July issue of Electronics Today. This is a 
magnificent amplifier which is not hard to 
assemble. It will suit those people who want a 
good amplifier at an economical price. 

$95 per kit of parts $5 P&P 

as 

KIT 
SPECIALS 

Pre assembled & pre-veneered speaker boxes 

ET1400  $22.50 per kit  S3 P&P 
1.6 c.f.  $22.50 per kit  $3 P&P 
2.5 c.f.  $26.50 per kit  $3 P&P 
2.7 c.f.  $32.00 per kit  $4 P&P 
Speakers available for all these k its. 

ETI 422 50 WATT PER 
CHANNEL AMP KIT. 

KIT OF THE MONTH 
Electronics Today ET1 422 50 Watt 
stereo amplifier. This high power, high 
quality, economical kit gives a genuine 
50 Watt per channel into 8 ohms at 
typically less than 0.2% distortion. 
Complete with teak cabient. 
$119  P.S.P $5. 

PM 143 15 WT per ch. amp. $75. 
P&P $5. PM 144 cassette Deck $99. 
P&P $5. ETI 422 50 W per ch. amp. 
$115. P&P $5. ETI 440 25 W per ch. 
amp. $95. P&P $5. ET Spring Reverg 
Unit $59. P&P $5. Musicolour II 3 
ch. light and colour unit $59. P&P 
$4. Mood Colour IV 4 ch. light and 
colour unit $85. P&P $4. Drill speed 
control  E/A  $17.50  P&P  $2. 
Transistor Tester E/A $19.50 P&P 
$2. Glide Tone Generator $9.75. P&P 
$1.00. 5 State Logic Probe $15. P&P 
$1.00.  Warble  Dauble  $25.  P&P 
$1.50. E/A C.D.I. $25. P&P $2.00. 

PLESSEY LOUDSPEAKER 
Improve your existing loudspeakers 
by  replacing  the m  with  these 
high-performance, quality units from 
Plessey: 
X 30 1"  Dome Tweeter $9.65 P&P 
75c. C6 MR 6" sealed back mid-range 
$8.50 P&P $1.20. C100x10" wide 

range twin cone $16.25 P&P $1.50. 
Cl2Px12"  wide  range  twin  cone 
$25.00 P&P $2.00. 

PARTS SPECIAL 
Stock  up  now  on  these common 
types at our special low prices: 
1/4 W.  Resistor Packs, mixed value, 
approx 200 per pack - $3.50. P&P 
50c.  1/2  W.  Resistor Packs,  mixed 
value, approx 200 per pack - $3.50 
P&P •50c.  Mixed  value  & voltage 
electro packs, 24 per pack - $5.50. 
P&P 50c. Cera mic Cap. Packs, Mixed 
value and voltage, 40 per pack - 
$8.00 P&P 50c. Semiconductor packs 
containing 20 trans, 10 diodes 5 I.C's 
- $13.00 P&P 50c. Poly packs, 40 
per pack - $7.00. P&P 50c. Audio 
Leads,  Assort ment  -  $3.95.  P&P 
75c.  Goldring  Cartridges,  ES70E 
($21.50) ES7OS ($11.50) P&P 75c. 
Crystal Ear PieCeS - $0.65 P&P 50c. 
Magnetic Ear Pieces - $0.65. P&P 
50c. Valves 6 CM5 ($1.50)  32Am, 
12AU7, 6BL8, 6AL3, ($1.00) P&P 
50c. 

SYDNEY: 400 Kent St.. Sydney, 29-1005. 657 Pittwater Rd., Dee Why, 982-9790, 

BRISBANE: 293 St. Paul's Tce., Fortitude Fallev, 52-8391, 

MELBOURNE: 985 Whitehorse Rd., Box Hill, 89-8371. 

HOW TO ORDER: 
MAIL ORDERS: FRIN( all details clearly 
Include phone no. for quick checking if any 
problems. Send cheque or postal order 
NOT cash) to Kitsets 1Austl Pty. Limited, 
P.O. Box 176 Dee Why. NSW 2099. For 
urgent queries or PMG/COD ring us on 
982-7500. Area code 02 
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Roger Harrison VK2ZTB 

THE STATE 
OF 
THE ART 

MODERN 
SOLID STATE 
CONVERTERS 
How to build converters for the 28, 52 and 144 MHz bands. 

INTEREST and activity in the 52 MHz 
and 144 MHz VHF amateur bands, 'six 
metres' and 'two metres', has enjoyed 
a boom in recent years. This has been 
stimulated for the most part by the 
ready  availability  of  commercial 
equipment, largely of Japanese origin, 
for both SSB and FM modes as well as 
cheap  ex-commercial  service  FM 
equipment.  Paralleling  this  boom, 
there  has  been  an  increase  in 
homebrew equipment, sometimes as 
an  inexpensive  alternative  to 
commercial  equipment,  or  as  a 
supplement. Many FM operators are 
now moving down to the 'tuneable' 
end of the bands. Also, many amateurs 
who have primarily operated on HF 
have  sought  ways  of  using  their 
existing equipment for VHF operating. 
Transmitting and receiving converters 
is the solution that many amateurs 
adopt, rather than building 'from the 
ground up'. Operation via satellite 
translators that have the uplink and 
downlink  in  separate  bands  also 
necessitates  the  use  of  separate 
receiving converters. 
Many  suitable  transmitting 
converters have been described over 
the past few years, but inexpensive, 
high performance receiving converters 
for home construction using locally 
available components, and to suit local 
requirements, are another matter. 
The receiving converters presented 
here can be used for a variety of 
applications  and  are  sufficiently 
flexible  to  suit  individual 

requirements. Also, as the Oscar 6 and 
one of the Oscar 7 satellite translators 
employ downlinks in the 28 MHz 
amateur band, details for modifying 
the 52 MHz converter for use on this 
band are included. 
Design goals for both converters were 
simplicity, performance comparable to 
commercial  equivalents,  relatively 
simple alignment, simple non-critical 
construction  and  no  evil  habits. 
Experience has shown these goals have 
been achieved. 

Few components have critical values. 
Components of a standard value either 
side  of  those  indicated  may  be 
substituted without greatly affecting 
performance — if at all. The tuned 
circuit capacitors are an exception 
however.  Standard  10%  tolerance 
components may be used, but values 
different from those given should not 
be substituted. 

A variety of FETs and transistors 
may  be  used  without substantial 
variation in performance. 

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION 
The converters are essentially similar 
in form. Each has an RF stage and a 
mixer employing dual-gate MOSFETs. 
An overtone crystal oscillator using a 
bipolar RF transistor provides local 
oscillator injection to the mixer. The 
circuit used in both converters is the 
impedance inverting oscillator which 
the writer has found to be reliable, 
stable  and  exhibit  low  harmonic 
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content. It is non-critical in operation 
and crystal-switching can be employed 
if desired. Only a single pole switch is 
necessary in this application as one 
side of the crystal is grounded. 
The RF tuned circuits have been 
designed  to  provide  a bandpass 
response over the desired band. The 
noise figure of each converter is less 
than  3 dB  which  is more  than 
adequate considering the transmission 
line losses likely to be encountered 
and urban VHF noise levels. A low 
noise preamplifier, mounted at the 
antenna, is recommended where a 
lower noise figure is warranted. 
Neutralisation of RF stages has long 
been regarded by the author as a 
nuisance, and the source of many 
evils  in receiving  converters and 
preamplifiers.  Slight  misadjustment 
results in a degraded noise figure in 
even  the  best  of  circuits  and 
intermittent instability in other cases. 
These  converter  designs  avoid 
neutralisation in the RF stage and are 
quite stable when correctly aligned, 
regardless of the weather, reactive 
antenna relays, spilt coffee or bad 
breath. 
The converters are constructed on 
fibreglass printed circuit boards. One 
may use Veroboard (as was done with 
one prototype) but at risk to your 
own sanity! The layouts have been 
designed to make assembly easy and to 
avoid RF instability. A 6 mm margin 
around the edge of each board is 
provided to facilitate mounting. 
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MODERN SOLID STATE CONVERTERS 
THE 52 MHz CONVERTER 
The circuit is given in Fig. 1. The RF 
stage  is  quite  conventional.  A 
double-tuned input circuit (L1-L2) is 
used both to provide a flat bandpass 
response  and  good  out-of-band 
attenuation. An MPF121  MOSFET 
provides RF amplification. The FET 
used for this stage is not critical and 
other types such as the 40673, 40841, 
MFE131.  MPF131, 3N200, 3N209 
have  been  successfully substituted 
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without  major  variation  in 
performance. All these FETs have 
zener-protected gates  and may be 
handled in the same way as transistors. 
The gate 2 bias may need to be 
increased for different types. 

If the gain of this stage is too high 
for the intended application, the gate 
2 bias voltage may be decreased. This 
is best done by decreasing the value of 
R2. AGC may be applied by removing 
R1 and R2 and applying the AGC 
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voltage direct to gate 2. A positive 
AGC  voltage  is required  which 
decreases with increasing strength of 
the received signal so as to decrease 
the RF stage gain. 

Another  double-tuned  circuit 
(L3-L4) couples the RF stage to the 
mixer.  Local  oscillator injection is 
applied to gate 2. The gate 2 bias 
resistor (R4) is tied to the source. This 
technique improves the operation of 
the dual-gate FET as a mixer. The 
mixer also uses an MPF 121 although 
an MPF132 or any of the  FETs 
suggested for the RF stage may be 
substituted. 

The IF output tuned circuit, L5, is 
tuned to the centre of the IF range 
and effectively "fills-in" the dip in the 
centre  of the RF tuned circuits' 
response.  L1-L2  and  L3-L4  form 
inductively-coupled RF transformers. 
The physical construction results in 
overcoupling, producing the desired 
'double-humped' bandpass response. 
An overall response, RF input to IF 
output, of 3 MHz (--3 dB) with a 
ripple of less than 2 dB over the 
bandpass is obtained. 

Experience has shown that the RF 
stage can be unstable where some 
devices are in the upper range of their 
characteristic spread. The RF stage 
will oscillate at some settings of the 
tuned  circuit slugs in such  cases. 
Correct  alignment  obviates  this 
problem.  Lowering  the  gain  by 
decreasing the gate 2 voltage may be 
tried if so desired. Some coiverters 
may  be  simply  peak  aligned  — 
resulting in less bandwidth, but others 
may oscillate if this is done. The 
alignment procedure as set  out  is 

proven and recommended. Problems 
are usually caused by a galloping 
diddle-stick or congenital illiteracy. 

PARTS LIST - 52 MHz 
C1,2,7,8 
C3,4,5,9,11 
06 
C10 

C12 
C13 
C14 
C15 

R1,4 
R2 
R3,10 
R5 
R6 
R7 
R8 
R9 

10pF ceramic 
.001/./F poly or cera mic 
6.8pF ceramic 
15pF cera mic — see coil 
details 
100pF styrene or ceramic 
68pF styrene or cera mic 
47pF styrene or ceramic 
.011/F poly 

100 k 
47 k 
220 oh ms 
560 oh ms 
680 oh ms 
10 k 
4.7 k 
470 oh ms 



COIL DETAILS 
52 MHz CONVERTER 
All coils wound with enamelled wire, 
25 to 28 B & S. Each coil has an F29 
slug inserted. 

L1, L2, L3, L4 

L5 (28 MHz IF) 

L5 (14 MHz IF) 

L5 (9 MHz IF) 
L6 (for 24 MHz crystal) 
L6 (for 38 MHz crystal) 
L6 (for crystals over 40 MHz) 

10 turns closewound. L1 has a 
one turn link at the top of 
the coil. 
15 turns closewound, 2 turn link 
at the top of the coil, 15 pF 
capacitor to resonate (as per 
circuit diagram) 
22 turns closewound, 2 turn link 
at the top of the coil, 100 pF 
capacitor to resonate. 
same as above 
18 turns closewound 
15 turns closewound 
12 turns closewound. 

The  crystal  oscillator  uses  third 
overtone, series resonant crystals A 
stability and tolerance specification of 
20 parts per million is quite adequate. 
The crystal frequency is below the 
signal  frequency.  The  crystal  is 
trimmed onto exact frequency by 
adjusting the slug in L6. This can be 
done by loosely coupling a digital 
frequency meter to the emitter of the 
oscillator transistor or by injecting the 
signal from a crystal calibrator into the 
antenna input once the converter is 
operational. 
Almost  any general  purpose RF 
transistor can be used in the crystal 
oscillator. Types such as the 2N5770, 
2N3563, 2N3564, etc. can be readily 
substituted for the BF115. 
A crystal socket for style D crystals 
will fit on the printed circuit board or 
crystals having pigtail connections may 
be soldered into the board. If a crystal 
socket is used, jumpers from each pin 
to  the appropriate  point  on  the 
printed circuit board will be necessary. 
Output for a transverter mixer can be 
capacitively coupled from the emitter 
of the oscillator transistor. 
Neosid coil components are used for 
all tuned circuits. They are readily 
available and reasonably priced. All 
coils, with the exception of L6 are 
shielded. Inductor L6 is wound on a 
Neosid type 722/1 former which is 
glued into a hole on the p.c. board. 
Coil winding details are given in Fig. 2. 

IF FREQUENCIES 
For 'tuneable' operation, the most 
popular  IF is the 28 MHz band. 
Second choice would be 14 MHz. This 
suits most amateur HF transceivers 
and receivers. However, if a general 
coverage  receiver  is used  as the 
tuneable IF, any convenient frequency 
range above 9 MHz or 10 MHz is 
suitable. Coil data is shown in Fig. 2. 

Coil data for the commonly used 
10.7 MHz and 9 MHz IF frequencies is 
also supplied for operation into a fixed 

FINISH 

FINISH 

L6 

Fig. 3. Printed circuit board layout for 52 MHz converter. 

IF (i.e. for an FM receiver on fixed 
channels). 
If operation  below  9 MHz  is 
contemplated, L5 should be replaced 
with a wideband RF transformer or a 
500 µH RF choke and capacitive 
output coupling. 

CONSTRUCTION 
The first thing to be done is glueing 
the coil formers to the bases. Tarzan's 
Grip,  Kwik  Grip,  Super  5000, 
Araldite, etc. are all suitable, but use 
sparingly.  Put the  completed  coil 

START 

WIND CLOCKWISE 
UP THE FORMER 
FROM BASE 

Fig. 3a. Component layout for above. 
+12V 

former-base assemblies aside for the 
glue to set properly. 
Next, mount all minor components 
including the semiconductors. These 
should all be mounted right down on 
the board to minimise lead length. The 
FETs have protected gates and may be 
treated  in  the  same  manner  as 
transistors. The p.c. board layout and 
component overlay appears in Figs 3 
and 3a. 
Now the coils may be wound. Note 
that all coils are wound clockwise up 
the former from the base. The wire 



MODERN SOLID STATE CONVERTERS 
may be any gauge between 25 or 28 
B & S enamelled  wire  or  SWG 
equivalent. The accompanying table 
gives coil winding details. 

Clean and tin the coil leads but do 
not solder them into the base pins. 

Next mount the completed coils on 
the printed circuit board. Check for 
correct placing and that the coil 
connections are as per the diagram. 

The pins may now be soldered to the 
p.c. board. Insert the slugs using 20 
mm or 30  mm of rubber string 
(usually  supplied  with  slugs)  to 
prevent them being loose. Last of all, 
mount the shield cans and solder their 
pins in place. 

ALIGNMENT 

Alignment is best carried out with a 
sweep  generator  and  CRO  or 
panadaptor.  If you have access to 
these instruments it is presumed you 
know how to use them. Use the 
procedure below as a guide. If you do 
not have these instruments on hand, 
the  following  procedure  is 
recommended. Exercise care and you 
will achieve good results. It is actually 
simpler than it sounds. A tuneable IF 

covering the chosen IF frequency 
range, with an S-meter, and a power 
supply delivering between 12 V and 15 
V at 50 mA is necessary. 

1. Connect  power  supply  and 
tuneable IF. The converter should 
produce some increase in the IF noise 
level. Tune L5 to see if some peak can 
be obtained. If the converter does not 
respond, check the circuit for correct 
parts placement and coil connections. 
Check that the crystal oscillator is 
working.  Use  a digital frequency 
meter, a GDO-wavemeter or tuneable 
VHF receiver. When the crystal is 
removed from circuit the noise level in 
the IF should decrease. 

2. Using a signal generator or some 
variable frequency signal source, peak 
L5 at the centre of the IF range. 

3. Now commence with the slugs for 
L1,2,3,4 flush with the top of the 
shield cans. Set the signal source to 53 
MHz and tune the IF to the signal. At 
all times, the output level of the signal 
source must be kept at a reasonably 
low level so that the tuneable IF 
remains within its linear operating 
range. 

4. Peak the slug in L1 (53 MHz). 

5. Move the signal source to 52 MHz 
AND TUNE THE IF to the signal. 

6. Peak the slug in L2 (52 MHz). 

7. Move the signal source to 54 MHz 
and tune the IF to the signal. 

8. Peak the slug in L4 (54 MHz). 

9.,Move the signal source to 53 MHz 
again and tune the IF to the signal. 
Screw in the slug in L3 so that the 
signal level rises somewhat, two to 
three turns is ample. Then, move the 
signal source and IF to tune 52 MHz 
where you should find that the gain 
has increased enormously. 

10. Now screw the core in L1 further 
into the coil so that the gain at 52 
MHz drops to about that elsewhere in 
the band. 

11. Finally, tune the signal source and 
IF across the band and check that the 
gain is fairly flat across the band. Any 
irregularities may be touched up by 
slight adjustments of L1 and L4 only. 

The above alignment results in a 
bandpass with the —3 dB points at 
about 51 MHz and 54.2 MHz. To 
move the roll-off frequencies up or 
down, simply alter the alignment 
frequencies by the desired amount. 

Overall gain of the converter will 
exceed 25 dB which should be more 
than adequate for most applications. 

28 MHz OPERATION 

For operation on 28 MHz, only the 
tuned circuit data need be modified. 
Crystals above the signal frequency are 

recommended, resulting in a reverse 
tuning IF if the converter is followed 
by  a tuneable  receiver.  (Crystal 
Frequency = Highest Signal Frequency 
+ IF). If you wish to have a forward 

CRYSTAL FREQUENCIES 
The crystal frequency is calculated 
from: Crystal Frequency = Lowest 
Signal Frequency — IF (for tuneable 
IF's) or Crystal Frequency = Signal 
Frequency — IF (for net channels) 
The accompanying table lists crystal 
frequencies for the popular I F's. 

Signal Frequency 
50 MHz to 52 MHz 
52 MHz to 54 MHz 
50 MHz to 52 MHz 
52 MHz to 54 MHz 
52.525 MHz 
52.656 MHz 
52.700 MHz 
52.525 MHz 
52.656 MHz 
52.700 MHz 

IF 
28 MHz to 30 MHz 
28 MHz to 30 MHz 
14 MHz + 
14 MHz + 
10.7 MHz 
10.7 MHz 
10.7 MHz 
9.0 MHz 
9.0 MHz 
9.0 MHz 

Crystal Frequency 
22.000 MHz 
24.000 MHz 
36.000 MHz 
38.000 MHz 
41.825 MHz ) 
41.956 MHz ) 
42.000 MHz ) 
43.525 MHz ) FM Net frequencies 
43.656 MHz ) 
43.700 MHz ) 
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tuning IF, the output frequency will 
need to be 8 MHz or less as third 
overtone crystals are not normally 
obtainable below 20 MHz. (Crystal 
Frequency = Lowest Signal Frequency 
— IF). All coils wound clockwise up 
the former. 

The coil data is as follows: Each coil 
has an F29 slug inserted. 

L1 15 turns, 28 B & S enamelled wire, 
L2 closewound. Use 22 pF capacitor 
L3 to resonate L1, L2 and L4. L3 
L4 requires an 18 pF capacitor. 
L5 see details for 52 MHz. 

L6 * For crystals in the range 20 MHz 
to 25 MHz, 21 turns closewound, 
28 B & S enamelled wire. 

* For crystals in the range 33 MHz to 
42 MHz, 15 turns closewound, 
28 B & S enamelled wire. 

The alignment frequencies are now 
28 MHz, 29 MHz and 30 MHz, using 
the alignment procedure given for 52 
MHz  operation.  The  resulting 
bandwidth however, is a little over 2 
MHz for this band. 
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L   P.O. Box 156, Redfern, N.S.W., 2016. 

THE GREAT NAME FOR ELECTRONIC 

THE FAMOUS 
"ETONE" HIGH 

PERFORMANCE SPEAKERS 

NOW AVAILABLE 
15" Model 451 100 W rms 40-5 kHz  $92.00 
15" Model 467 160w rms 50-4 kHz  $138.00 
15" Model 474 160 W rms 30-4 kHz  $135,00 
15" Model 475 200 W rms 30-3.5 kHz  $144.00 
12" Model 225 Hi-Fi woofer 80 W rms 

20-4 kHz $43.00 
12" Model 231 60 W rms 40-7 kHz  $41.00 
12" Model 511 40W rms 40-8 kHz  $28.00 
12" Model 518 Hi-Fi woofer 50 W 

20-4 kHz$31.00 
12" Model 246 twin cone 80W rms. 

40-12.5 kHz$54.00 
12" Model 365 130 W rms 30-6 kHz  $114.00 
12" Model 366 twin cone 130W rms 

30-12.5 kHz$129.00 
12" Model 367 130 W rms 40-10 kHz  $125.00 

All the above speakers carry a 5 year warranty: 
please add $8.00 for P/P. Refund will be given 
if P&P is less than this amount. 

5% off for quantities of 10 and over. 

2S 6337  (ASZ16) 
GERMANIUM PNP POWER 
TRANSISTOR. 
Si m.  to  0C28.  Co mplete  with 
mounting  kit.  Now  only  fro m 
M.S.C.  $1.10  or  10  for $10. 
P&P 1 to 5 30c 10 up 48c. 

HOURS OF TRADING: 
M O N-T UES -WE D  &  FRI: 
9am.5.30pm.  THURS:  gam-70m-
SAT,  9am-1pm. 
C.O.D's: Please add $2.40 to posting 
fee.  NO  ORDERS  UNDER  $3.00 
accepted.  For  replies  please  send 
S.A.E. Post and Packing 50c where not 
included  In  price.  PLEASE . 
.. PLEASE PRINT YOUR NAME & 
ADDRESS ON ALL ORDERS AND 
CORRESPONDENCE. 

COMPONENTS IN AUSTRALIA 

gib 'INTERNATIONAL TIME' 
DIGITAL CLOCK KIT. 

A  ne w  kit  with 
extra or di n ar y 
efficiency.  Easy  to 
build,  and  co mplete 
with  all  necessary 
components, including: 
41/2"  Digit  fluorescent 
readout  (blue),  Texas 
TS3834 chip, speaker, 
ready  etched  P.C. 
board,  switches,  wire 
and screws etc. Also has 
snooze  alar m  and 
seconds  readout. 
Su p plied  with 
handso me  moulded 
ready-to-fit case. 

M.S.C. PRICE ONLY 
$36.00 P&P $2.00. 

tlet 
1 0  P O S I T I O N 
THU MB WHEEL SWITCH, 
B C D  &  C O M P LI-
MENTARY BCD. Mouldeci 
grey body, White nu merals 
on Black background. Size 
approxi lO m m x 33m m x 
46 m m.  Nor mally  $4.50 
each.  M.S.C's  SPECIAL 
OFFER ONLY $2.25 each 
or  10  for  $21.00.  P&P 
Single item 30c or 10 for 
75c. 

SCOOP PURCHASE OF DIGITAL 
CLOCK MECHANISM'S 
All  new  and  unused ... fully  imported. 
Complete with Ti me-setting control, denoting 
HOURS,  MINUTES  & SECONDS.  Clearly 
visible figures of 5/16" Ht. Also incorporated 
are  two  remote micro-switches for setting a ttelp›. 
Alarms, Radio's or Television etc. Wel  • 
With 240V 50Hz Motor. 
AMAZING VALUE AT_$.1.0,25-bach 
For 1 month only $9.85 P&P $1.25 

7 TRANSISTOR +2 DIODE RADIO 
BY BENDIX 

Completely  ready  wired  with 
volume control and switch. Large 
tuning dial and complete with 31/2" 
8 ohms 0.6 watt speaker. Battery 
container included. (Batteries not sa 
included) - READY TO GO!! .85 EA 
M.S.C's CRAZY PRICE!!  PLUS P&P 

2 FOR $6.50 P&P $1.50  si.00 

HE WLETT PACKARD 
NU MERIC 
INDICATOR DISPLAY 

DESCRIPTION 
The HP 5082-7300 series 
solid  state  nu meric  in-
dicators  with  on-board 
decoder/driver  and 
memory provide a reliable, 
lo w-cost  method  for 
dis pla yi ng  digital 
inf or mati on.  The 
5082-7300  nu meric 
indicator decodes positive 
8421 BCD logic inputs into 
characters 0-9, a "-" sign, a 
test  pattern,  and  four 
blanks in the invalid BCD 
states. The unit employs a 
right-hand  deci mal  point. 
Typical  applications 
include  point-of-sale 
terminals, instru mentation, 
a nd  co mputer  syste ms. 
Supply  Voltage  4.5  - 
5.5V. Size:ii4"x.29". 
M.S.C. SPECIAL PRICE 

$12.00 ea. 
Post Free. 

welcome here 
OF 1,000,000 (ONE MILLION) 

SEMI-CONDUCTORS. MUST BE 
CLEARED AT THE MOST STAGGERING 

PRICES EVER OFFERED - THESE 
DEVICES ARE MAINLY UNMARKED AND 

SLIGHTLY BELOW SPEC'S, BUT ARE GUARANTEED USABLE. 
ALL EM SERIES DIODES ARE MARKED AND FULLY GUARANTEED. TAKE YOUR CHOICE 
WITH THESE SPECIAL PACS. ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST 8e PACKING. 

PAC No. CONTENTS  PRICE 

Sc. 1  3 100 V 3 amp Rectifiers, 3 100V 5 amp 
TO5 Rectifiers & 3 2N3055-1 Power 
Transistors  $1.00 

SC. 2  100 Assorted TO18 & TO5 NPN & PNP 
Silicon Transistors  $2.50 

Sc. 3  5 TO66 (2N3054 Series) Transistors & 5 
MS3055-1 (Marked) Power Transistors  $0.90 

Sc. 4  100 100V 3 amp Plastic Rectifiers  $4.50 
SC. 5  100 100V 5 amp 105 Metal Case Rectifiers $5.00 
Sc. 6  20 2N3055-1 (Unmarked) Power Transistors$3.00 
Sc. 7  20 MS3055-1 (Marked) Power Transistors  $3.50 

PAC No. 
SC. 8 

SC. 9 
Sc. 10 
SC. 11 
SC. 12 
Sc. 13 

CONTENTS 
10 each of the following:- 100V 3 amp 
Plastic Rectifiers, 100V 5 amp TO5 Metal 
Case Rectifiers, 2N3055-1 Power 
Transistors, T066 Power Transistors, 
TO18 Silicon Transistors, TO5 Silicon 
Transistors (NPN & PNP) (Total 60) 
50 EM402 Diodes, 200V 1 amp 
50 EM404 Diodes, 400V 1 amp 
50 EM4O6 Diodes, 600V 1 amp 
50 EM408 Diodes, 800V 1 amp 
50 EM410 Diodes, 1000V 1 amp 

SPECIAL PRICES CAN BE QUOTED FOR 1000 off ON ANY DEVICE SHOWN. A BONUS GIFT OF 
DIODES WILL BE ADDED TO ALL ORDERS OF $25 AND OVER. 

‘11  

PRICE 

$5.00 
$3.00 
$3.75 
$4.00 
$4.25 
$4.75 

50 EM401 
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THE 144 MHz CONVERTER 
The circuit is shown in Fig. 3. Dual 
gate MOSFETs are also used in the 
mixer and RF stages of the colverter. 
The  RCA  type  40841  has  been 
specified as it is inexpensive arid gives 
excellent performance on this band. 
Suitable substitutes for the RF stage 
would be MPF 1000, 31\1200, 3N 209, 
3N210, MFE131, as first choice or 
40673,  3N140,  3N141  as second 
choi ce. Any  of  these  may  be 
substituted in the mixer. 

The RF stage  is  quite 
straightforward. A low Q single tuned 
circuit is used between the antenna 
and gate 1 of the 40841. The antenna 
input impedance is mismatched to the 
input impedance of gate 1 to optimise 
noise figure. The drain of the RF stage 
is coupled to gate 1 of the mixer via a 
double-tuned  bandpass RF 
transformer employing a combination 
of  inductive  coupling  and 
common-capacity coupling to achieve 
the desired bandwidth. 

Gate 2 of the RF stage requires a bias 
of +6 V for full stage gain. A link 
between  gate  2 decoupling  and 
junction of R2 and R3 allows for AGC 
or a gain control potentiometer to be 
connected if required. A negative bias 
of about 6 V applied to gate 2 can 
cause the RF stage to exhibit up to 20 
dB of attenuation. Very handy for fox 
hunts  or  close  proxi mity 
mobile-to-mobile operation. 

The mixer in this converter has 
increased forward bias (about 1.5 V) 
applied to gate 2 by a 1 M (R5) 
resistor from the supply rail. The gate 
resistor is returned to the source as in 
the 52 MHz converter. This improves 
the mixer conversion gain at this 
frequency. An additional bias resistor 
could  be added to the 52 MHz 
converter if desired but overall gain is 
more than adequate already. 

In dual gate MOSFET mixers where 
local osc'llator injection to gate 2 is 
employed, conversion gain increases 

. wi th increasing  injection  voltage. 
Mixer  noise  figure  remains fairly 
constant up to a certain value of local 

2 oscillator injection voltage and then 
,̂ begins to increase rapidly. In this 
circuit, and using a 40841, mixer noise 
rises above about 500-700 mV (RMS) 

-̂ injection voltage at gate 2. Output 
• from the local oscillator is a little 
below this to avoid degrading mixer 
e performance. 
•  Both the mixer and RF stage were 
designed with cross modulation and 

.6-- overload performance in mind — a 
necessary requirement these days with 

.5i, Oscar 7 downlink frequencies near 
4- active FM channels, close spaced FM 



PARTS 
C1,7,15 
C2,3,4,5,9,16 
C6,8,17 
C10 

C11,18 
C12 
C13 
C14 

R1,4 
R2,3 
R5 
R6 
R7 
R8 
R9 
R10 
R11 
R12 

LIST 144 MHz 
4.7pF ceramic 
.001/IF poly or cermic 
6.8 e ceramic 
33pF ceramic — see coil 
details 
.01/IF poly or ceramic 
100pF poly or ceramic 
68pF poly or ceramic 
47pF poly or ceramic 

150 oh ms 
100 k 
1M 
56 k 
560 ohms 
680 oh ms 
10 k 
4.7 k 
470 
270 

Q1,2  40841 or substitutes 
see text 

Q3  2N5770 or substitutes 
see text 

71  B2Y88 C8V2 or C6V8 
or C5V6 

7 x 722/1 Neosid coil formers 
3 x 7100 Neosid cans 
2 x 7300 Neosid cans 
7 x slugs, 4 x 5 x 10/F29 
coil wire 
1 x p.c. board 
1 x crystal — see table of frequencies 

channels  with  high  activity  and 
increasing use of high power. 
There are three signal tuned circuits 
— L1, L2 and L3, and associated 
capacitors.  L1  is the input tuned 
circuit. It has a relatively low Q and 
consequently  broad  bandwidth.  If 
out-of-band crossmodulation proves to 
be a problem, a two or three stage 
helical  filter  or  coaxial  filter  is 
recommended. Noise figure will be 
degraded but this is a small sacrifice to 
gain freedom from interference. 
L2 and  L3 comprise a bandpass 
tuned circuit as previously explained. 
They are wound on Neosid type 722/1 
formers  and  accommodated  in  a 
double shield can (type 7300). The 
bandpass is simply altered by changing 
the coupling capacitor C. A bandwidth 
in excess of 1 MHz is obtained with a 
33 pF capacitor. This can be increased 
by reducing C to 22 pF. To decrease 
the bandwidth C can be increased to 
47 pF or 56 pF. If C is replaced by a 
shorting link, a bandwidth of about 
500 kHz results. 
The IF output coil L4 may require 
resistive loading, depending on the 
load presented by the IF, to reduce Q 
if found necessary. 
The coils in this converter do not 
require bases as the formers are glued 
either directly onto the printed circuit 
board or to holes in the p.c. board. 
The  oscillator  circuit  is  a 
modification  of  the  impedance 
inverting overtone oscillator and was 
originally described by the author in 
E.T.I., January 1975 ('Modern Crystal 
Oscillators',  p. 46). Normally, the 
collector is grounded for RF and 
output is capacitively coupled from 
the  emitter,  as  in the  52  MHz 
converter. Here however, the collector 
is tuned to a multiple of the crystal 
overtone  frequency.  The 
multiplication is limited to 2 or 3. 

Fig. 4. Printed circuit layout for 144 MHz converter. 
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Fig. 4e. Constructional details of 144 M Hz converter. 

Coils L5 and L6 form a bandpass RF 
transformer  on  the  injection 
frequency. Considerable attenuation 
of unwanted harmonics results. Some 
slight 'pulling' of the crystal can be 
noticed when tuning L5 and L6. This 
is normal and of little consequence as 
L7 can be adjusted to remove any 
shift.  If desired,  output  for  a 
transverter mixer may be capacitively 
coupled from L6. An amplifier or 
buffer may be necessary. 
Coil L7 is used to trim the crystal to 
the correct frequency. Lightly couple 
a digital frequency meter to L5 or L6 
when  tri mming  the  crystal. 
Alternatively,  a crystal  calibrator 
coupled into the antenna input can be 
used once the converter is operational. 
Make sure your IF receiver is correctly 
calibrated. 

The  oscillator will require either 
third  or  fifth  overtone  crystals 
depending on the IF chosen. Crystals 
up to 45 MHz or so are usually third 
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C1  L 1 

ANTENNA 
INPUT 

overtone, those between 45 MHz and 
65 MHz are usually fifth overtone. 
Overtone crystals operate in the series 
mode and no load capacitance need be 
specified. A stability and tolerance 
specification  of 20 ppm  is quite 
adequate for these frequencies. 
A crystal socket for a style D crystal 
may  be  mounted  on  the  board. 
Alternatively, crystals having pigtail 
connections may be soldered in place. 
Leads from the crystal pins to the 
appropriate place on the p.c. board are 
necessary. 

The coil winding details, p.c. board 
layout and component overlay are 
given in Fig. 4. 
It is best to commence by mounting 

the coil formers. They may be glued 
on the board over the pilot holes or 
the board drilled and the formers 
glued in the holes. Use the shield cans 
to locate and/or hold the formers on 
the p.c. board when glueing them 
directly to the board. It is wise to 
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CRYSTAL FREQUENCIES 
The local oscillator is below the signal frequency. The crystal 
frequency is multiplied by 2 or by 3 to obtain the injection 
frequency. The crystal frequency can be found from the following 
formula. 

Crystal Frequency = Lowest Signal Frequency — IF (for tuneable IF) 

2 or 3 

or Crystal Frequency = Signal Frequency — IF (for Net channels) 

2 or 3 
A table of crystal frequencies and injection frequencies for various 
I F's and input frequencies is given below. 

Input Frequency 

144 MHz + 

146.5 MHz 

146.7 MHz 

146.8 MHz 

146.9 MHz 

147.0 MHz 

146.5 MHz 

146.7 MHz 

146.8 MHz 

146.9 MHz 

147.0 MHz 

FM Net Channels 

IF  Injection Frequency 

52 MHz + 92 MHz 

28 MHz + 116 MHz 

14 MHz + 130 MHz 

10.7 MHz 

10.7 MHz 

10.7 MHz 

10.7 MHz 

10.7 MHz 

9 MHz 

9 MHz 

9 MHz 

9 MHz 

9 MHz 

135.8 MHz 

136.0 MHz 

136.1 MHz 

136.2 MHz 

136.3 MHz 

137.5 MHz 

137.7 MHz 

137.8 MHz 

137.9 MHz 

138.0 MHz 

Crystal Frequency 

30.666 MHz (x3) 
or 46.000 MHz (x2) 
38.666 MHz (x3) 

or 58.000 MHz 1x2) 
43.333 MHz (x3) 

or 65.000 MHz (x2) 

45.266 MHz (x3) 
or 67.900 MHz (x2) 
45.333 MHz (x3) 

or 68.000 MHz (x2) 
45.366 MHz (x3) 

or 68.050 MHz (x2) 
45.400 MHz (x3) 

or 68.100 MHz (x2) 
45.433 MHz (x3) 

or 68.150 MHz (x2) 

45.833 MHz (x3) 
or 68.750 MHz (x2) 
45.900 MHz 1x3) 

or 68.850 MHz (x2) 
45.933 MHz (x3) 

or 68.900 MHz (x2) 
45.966 MHz (x3) 

or 68.950 MHz (x2) 
46.000 MHz (x3) 

or 69.000 MHz (x2) 

insert the slugs in the formers after 
glueing to avoid accidentally glueing 
them to the formers. Insert 20 mm or 
30 mm of rubber string with the slugs 
to prevent them being loose. 

Next, wind the coils according to the 
coil data. Take careful note of winding 
direction  and  start  and  finish 
connections, Do not mount the cans 
until all the minor components have 
been soldered in place. 

When  mounting  the  minor 

components, take particular care with 
orientation of the zener diode and the 
transistors.  Mount  all  components 
right down on the p.c. board to 
minimize lead length. 

ALIGNMENT 
If you  have  access to a sweep 
generator and CRO, alignment i5 quite 
straightforward and can be dcne to 
suit individual circumstances. Use the 
following procedure as a guide. 

If narrow bandwidth is desired, Cc 
should have a value greater than :he 33 
pF specified as mentioned previously. 
Simple peak alignment at the centre of 
the passband is all that is required in 
such cases. 

For  broadband  alignment,  the 
following procedure is recommended. 
A tuneable IF covering the chosen IF 
range, with an S-meter, and a power 
supply delivering betweer 12 V and 15 
V at 50 mA is necessary. 

Connect power supply and IF. If the 
converter is working, some increase in 
the IF noise level should occur at 
switch-on.  Check  that the  crystal 
oscillator is working. Removing the 
crystal produces a decrease in the IF 
noise level. A digital frequency meter, 
wavemeter or general coverage VHF 
receiver could also be used. Tune the 
slug in L4 to obtain a peak in :he IF 

COIL DATA 
Wind L2, L3, L4, L5, L6 and L7 
clockwise up the former. L1 is wound 
anti-clockwise up the former. The start 
of each coil is the 'cold' or 'earthy' 
end. All slugs are F29 type ferrite. 

L1  5 turns, 22 B & S tinned copper 
wire spaced over 10 mm, tap at 
2 turns from cold end. 

L2, L3  61/2 turns, 22 B & S enamelled 
wire, spaced over 10 mm. 

L4  closewound with enamelled 
wire, any gauge between 25 and 
30 B & S 
28 MHz  12 turns  33 pF to resonate 
14 MHz  22 turns  68 pF to resonate 
10.7 MHz  25 turns  100 pF resonate 

L5, L6  51/2  turns, 22 8 & S enamelled 
wire, closewound. 

L7  *10 turns, 28 B & S 
enamelled wire, closewound, 
for crystals in the range 30 MHz 
to 50 MHz. 
*7 turns for crystals in the 
range 50 to 70 MHz. 

WINDING 
DIRECTION 

L1 L2,3,4 etc 40841 
G2  G'' 

D  S 

UNDERSIDE VIEW 
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noise level. Set all the bther coil slugs 
flush with the top of each other. 

2 Using a signal generator or some 
variable frequency signal source, peok 
L4 in the centre of the IF range. 
3 Set the signal source to a frequency 
close to 144 MHz and tune the IF to 
the signal. Now tune the slugs in L2 
and L6 for a peak. Use a low input 
level from the signal source for each 
adjustment. 
4 Set the signal source to about 145 
MHz and tune the IF to the signal. 
Tune the slug in L1 at this frequency. 
the same frequency, tune L5 for a 
peak. 

6 Now set the signal source close to 
144.5  MHz  (i.e.  about  halfway 
between the two previous frequencies) 
and tune L3 and L4 for a peak. 

7 Return to the lowest frequency and 
peak L2 again. 

8 Repeat  the  procedure,  just 
'touching up' each slug. 

If there is an appreciable increase in 
gain at the centre of the IF range L4 
will need to be damped with a resistor. 
Commence with a value of 47 k, 
repeaking the slug in L4 for each 
different value until gain is flat across 
the IF range. 

This alignment procedure results in a 
bandwidth somewhat in excess of 1 
MHz. Overall gain will be 25 dB or 
greater which is more than adequate 
for most applications. 

If this converter is used as a net 
channel  receiver  front end,  using 

switched  crystals,  the  following 
alignment procedure applies. A signal 
source for each channel is necessary. 
Again use a low level when carrying 
out the alignment. Other remarks also 
apply in this case. 

1 Commence with all slugs flush with 
the top of each former. 

2 Switch to the centre channel and 
Peak L4. 

3 Switch to the highest channel and 
peak L1 and L5. 

4 Switch to the lowest channel and 
peak L2 and L6. 

5 Switch to the centre channel and 
peak L3 and L4. 

6 Return to the lowest channel and 
peak L2 again. 

7 Repeat, touching up the slugs.  • 

AT LAST! 
THIRTY FIVE SIMPLE PROJECTS IN ONE 
GREAT VOLUME! PLUS A COMPLETE 
BEGINNER'S  GUIDE  TO  PROJECT 
CONSTRUCTION. 
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ON SALE NOW AT ALL NEWSAGENTS OR DIRECT 
FROM ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL, 15 
BOUNDARY STREET, RUSHCUTTERS BAY, NSW 2011. 
$2.00 (plus 40c POSTAGE) 

COLOR 
BUYING T  RENTING 

GU DE  

PLUS — 

• Why Pal? 

• What size? 

• Buy or rent? 

• Local or import? 

• Installing your set 

• Problems — problems 

chance to win magnificent HMV colour 

: 

WHY HOW  

si WHICH a. .. 
- 

.  WHEN AND 

TV. 

à _ 
r HOW MUCH irs=—:- = 
f,'/  ‘,1,..........%. 
.:—....te..-.4=....-. .... .1"::":,== 

All in COLOR TV GUIDE — ON SALE NOW — 

ALL  MAIN  NEWSAGENTS  $1.00 
(recommended retail price). 
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FEBRUARY SPECIALS 5.,c OFF ON ORDERS OVER $50.00 
10°., OFF ON ORDERS OVER $100.00 
1 5"% OFF ON ORDERS OVER S250.00 

TTL 

7400 $ .14 
7401  .16 
7402  .15 
7403  .16 

7404  .19 
7405  .19 
7406  .35 
7407  .35 
7408  .18 
7409  .19 
7410  .16 
7411  .25 
7413  .55 
7416  .35 
7417  .35 
7420  .16 
7422  .26 
7423  .29 
7425  .27 
7426  .26 
7427  .29 
7430  .20 
7432  .23 
7437  .35 
7438  .35 
7440  .17 
7441  .98 
7442  .77 
7443  .87 
7444  .87 
7445  .89 
7446  .93 
7447  .89 
7448  1.04 
7450  .17 

7451 
7453 
7454 
7460 
7464 

7465 
7470 
7472 
7473 
7474 
7475 
7476 
7483 
7485 
7486 
7489 
7490 
7491 
7492 
7493 
7494 
7495 
7496 
74100 
74105 
74107 
74121 
74122 
74123 
74125 
74126 
74141 
74145 
74150 
74151 
74153 

.17 

.17 

.17 

.17 

.35 

.35 

.30 

.30 

.35 

.35 

.57 

.39 

.79 
1.10 
.ao 
2.48 
.59 
.97 
.71 

.60 

.94 

.79 

.79 
1.30 
.44 
.ao 
.42 
.45 
.85 
.54 
.63 
1.04 
1.04 
.97 
.79 
.99 

LOW POWER TTL 
"4100 ri .25  741 51 $ .14 
741.02  .25  741555  .13 
'4403  .25  74171  .25 
74304  .25  741.72  .19 
741.06  .25  7417 1  .49 
74310  .25  74174  .49 
74120  If  74178  .79 
-4130  .11  741.85  1.25 
'41 42  1.49  741 86  .69 

HIGH SPEED TTL 
4H00 
74H01 
'4H04 
74H08 
74H 10 
' 4H11 
74E1211 

SiS 
.25 
.25 
.25 
.2; 
.2i 
.2i 

74H21 $ .25 
741122  .1: 
74H 10  .25 
741140  .25 
74H 50  .1; 
74H32  .23 
74H51  .23 

8000 SERIES 

0091 
8042 
80313 
8121 
81/1 
11110 
82011 
.i2111 

.54 

.51 
1.25 
.80 
1.43 
1.97 
2.11 

8214 
9220 
11210 
8520 
8;51 
8552 
8534 
88 10 

9000 SERIES 

51.49 
1.49 
2.19 
1.16 
1.39 
2.19 
2.19 
.69 

74154  1.25 
74155  1.07 
74156  1.07 
74157  .99 
74158  1.79 

74160  1.39 
74161  1.25 
74162  1.49 
74163  1.39 
74164 1.59 
74165  1.59 
74166  1.49 
74170 2.30 
74173 1.49 
74174  1.62 
74175  1.39 
74176  .69 
74177  .84 
74180  .90 
74181  2.98 
74182  .79 
74184 2.29 
74185 2.29 
74187 5.95 
74190 1.35 
74191  1.35 
74192 1.25 
74193 1.19 
74194 1.25 
74195  .89 
741 % 1.25 
74197  .89 
74198  1.79 
74199  1.79 
74200 5.90 

75190 $1.49 
741.91  1.45 
74194  1.69 
74195  1.69 
74198  2.79 
741.164  2.79 
741.165  2.79 

741155 
74H60 
741161 
741162 
74H72 
74H74 
74H013 

8811 
8812 
8822 
8830 
8811 
8816 
8880 
826 1 
8/07 

.25 

.25 

.25 

.25 

.39 

.39 

.49 

$ .59 
.84 
2.19 
2.19 
2.19 
.25 
1.19 
5.79 
2.39 

$ .15  9)09  4 74  %01  $ .89 
L4101  1.01  9 112  74  4602  .79 

cm.. 
4002 

40000 
40015 
411024 
40064 
4007 
40084 
40094 
40104 
411114 
41112 4 

i% 

411154 
.1•.  .11110 
.2:  411204 
.2;  402.14 
1.15  40224 
26  402.10 
1.79  4024 A, 
.57  40254 
.54  40274 
.24  411284 
.2;  40 104 
.4;  411154 
1,44  4042 4 
1.44  .10.14.% 

.56 
1.14 
1.49 
1.14 
1.10 
.25 
.8(1 
.2; 

.48 

.44 
1.27 
1.47 
, 59 

-4(00 S .22  74C74  01.04 
-4(02  .1),  74cr.  1.34 
-4(1)4  .44  74(107  1.11 
'41 08  no  7 4C11 I 2.1,1 

II  .1C 15.1  Ili 
'll 1'. 74C 137  1.76 

H  74(140  .1.48 
"43 H  il4  74( 161  2.91 

ào, 
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40504 
40664 
40684 
4063121 
40714 
40724 
407 IA 
407 54 
40784 
4081 4 
40824 
45284 
45854 

.59 

.89 

.44 

.44 

.24 

.34 

.14 

.34 

.35 
1.60 
2.10 

74(152 S2.11) 
'4(161  2.86 
74(164  2.06 
17.1  2.151 

74(19;  2.06 
80(9;  1.1; 
80(47 1.1) 

AL.MCI2  

ALARM CLOCK CHIP 
M6,15375A4 4-6 digit, 12 hour, OH: 
snooze alarm, brightness control capa-
bility. alarm lone output 24 pin DIP 
$4.95 

8038 FUNCTION GENERATOR 
Voltage controlled oscillator - sine, 
square. triangular output. 16 pin DIP 
with data  93.95 

7001 CLOCK CHIP 
4-6 digit, 12-24 hr. alarm, timer and date 
circuits - with data  $9.95 

DVM CHIP 41/4 DIGIT 
04015330 - P channel device provides 
all logic for 412 digit volt meter. 16 pin 
DIP with data  $14.95 

MEMORIES 
1702A 
2102 
2102-1 
2102-2 
F93410 
256 bit RAM 

14.95 
2.95 
3.25 
3.25 

2.19 

POCKET CALCULATOR 
5 'unction plus constant - addres-
sable memory with individual recall 
- 8 digit display plus overflow - 
battery sayer - uses standard or 
rechargeable batteries - all neces-
sary parts in ready to assemble form 
- instructions included. 

Kit with AC adaptor included  914.95 
Set of Alkaline batteries (disposable) 92.50 

UNIVERSAL BREADBOARD 
Silver plated copper circuit board 
3-3/16" t 5-1/16". 2 rows ol 27 
holes for DIP IC's  space for 
transistors. resistors 21( capacitors. 
Versatile and simple for bread-
boarding IC circuitry $1.50 ea. 

50 pos. 1.00 ea. 

LINEARS 
308 
310 
319 
3209'5s 
3201-12s 

mDIP 
mDIP 
DIP 
TO-220 
TO-220 

.69 

.89 

.92 
1.39 
1.39 

AFTER CHRISTMAS SPIECIAL 

PLà'jF,-;,N V.I.P. QUARTZ REGULATED 
LED WATCH 

MPS's S lunction-hours. minutes, 
month, day and seconds 
latest dim-line design (pros. 11" thick) 
loor rear calendar-requires selling 
only an February 29th. 

One year warranty against all debed , in 
malerial and workmanship. 

Built-in phototransistor adjusts intensit5 
of display. 
Gold lone-with adjustable mesh «rap. 

$79.50 
.0 1.50 Shipping 
21. I landling 

USUAL DISCOUNT APPLIES 

TTL'S 
7441 
7442 
7443 
7445 
7446 

.75 

.39 

.69 

.69 

.75 

7448 
7483 
7485 
74% 
74123 

.79 

.65 

.79 

.59 

.69 

RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS 

m ute. 
••,111161 1 
M O M* 
e••••• t tr. 

Carbon film resistors(+5%) 
supplied in a convenieZt 
storage unit.  Ideal for 
experimentors, industry and 
schools. 

RESISTANCE VALUES INCLUDED 

1.0  22  470  10K  220K 
1.5  33  680  19(  330X 
2.2  47  1.0K  22K  470x 
3.3  68  1.5K  33K  680K 
4.7  100  2.2K  47K  1.08 
6.8  150  3.3K  68K  1.5M 
10  220  4.7K  100K  2.231 
15  330 6.8K  150X  3.301 

RS 11-25  8114.50 

4000 resistors, 100 each value 
watt ±5% talerance 

40 different values 
.095" dia, body x .250" length 
.024" dia. wire x 1.10" length 
temp. range -55  to 155 C 

RS 11-50  863.50 

2000 resistors, 50 each value 
watt + 5% tolerance 

40 different values 
.146" dia, body x .354" lengt:,, 
.031 dia, wire x -55 to 155 0 

SHIPPED SURFACE MAIL 

CARBON FILM RESISTORS  or 

watt 5% 

9.11  PRICE  PRICE  PRICE 
(FAFR1 (Minimum 10 (Minimum 1 

per value)  per value 

0-10 

10-100 

100-1000 

1000-

$ .10ea 

.07ea  $ .05ea 

.04ea  83/100 

2.25/100 

6 DIGIT LED CLOCK KIT 

$12.95 
INCLUDES: 
04115314 clock circuit 
6 FR1170 LED displays(.250" 
red 7 segment) 

All necessary transistors, 
resistors & capacitors 

1 double sided PC board 
accommodates LED's & 
clock circuitry 

Schematic & instructions 
Does not include 12V-300 ma 

transformer, switches &  1111 case 

MV10B  Red TO 18  0 .22 
040 50  As ial leads  .18 
M05020  Jumbo Vis. Red 

(Red Dome)  .22 
Jumbo Sis. Red 
(Clear Dome)  .22 

6.414  Infra red dill. dome  .54 
MANI  Red 7 seg..270"  2.19 
MANI  Red alpha num .32"  4.39 
MAN4  Red 7 seg. .190"  1.95 
MANS  Green 7 leg. .270"  3.45 
MAN6  .6" high solid seg.  4.25 
MAN7  Red 7 seg. .270"  1.19 
MANS  Red 7 seg. .127" 

straight pins  .29 
MAN8  Yellow 7 seg. .270"  3.45 
MAN66  .6" high spaced seg.  3.75 

Opto-iso transistor  .61 

Ore   

SHIFT REGISTERS 

MULTIPLE DISPLAYS 
99933  3 digit .12" red led 12 pin 

lits IC skt. 
HP45082  5 digit .11 led magn. lens 
7405  com. cath 

HP5082  4 digit .11 LED magn. 
7414  lens comm. oath. 

FNA37  9 digit 7 seg led RH 
der ch. magi, lens 

SP-425-09 9 digit .25" neon direct 
interface with MOO/LOI, 
180 Slit, 7 seg. 

01.79 

3.49 

3.25 

4.95 

1.79 

Data sheets on request. With order add 
$.30 for items less than $1.00 ea. 

TANTALUM CAPACITORS 41111 
solid - dipped +20% 

.1 red 

.33 mfd 
1 raft1 

tofd 

350 1.25ea.  2.2 671 
354  .25ea  4., mfd 
10V  .2Sea  10 mfd 
20"  .25ea  33 mid 

354 
354 
254 
104 

MA45013 1024 bit arcum, dynamic 
mDIP 

MA15016 500/512 bit dynaink mDIP 
S15-4025 QUAD 25 bit 

lei   MEMORIES 

1101 
1103 
1702A 

2102-2 
5203 
5260 
5261 
5262 
7489 
8223 ilek74200 

01.75 
1.59 
1.29 

256 bit RAM MOO 
1024 bit RAM MOO 
2048 bit static PROM 
UV eras. 
1024 bit static RAM 
2048 bd UV eras PROM 
1024 bit RAM 
1024 bit RAM 
2048 bit RAM 
AI bit ROM TEL 
Programmable ROM 
256 bit RAM tri-state 

1.50 
3.95 

17.95 
4.25 
17.95 
2.49 
2.69 
5.95 
2.48 
3.69 
5.944 1 

CALCULATOR & 
CLOCK CHIPS 
5001  12 DIG 4 fund lit dec  $2.49 
5002  Same as 5001 etc 

btry power  2.79 
5005  12 DIG 4 luct w/mem  2.99 
01015725 8 DIG 4 hand chain & dec  1.98 
MM5736 18 pin 6 DIG 4 funct  4.45 
MM5738 8 DIG 5 fund K & mern  5.35 
MM5739 9 DIG 4 fund (bony sur) 5.35 
IMM5311 28 pin BCD 6 dig mus 4.45 
MM5312 24 pin 1 pps BCD 

4 dig mus 3.95 
MA45313 28 pin 1 pm BCD 

6 dig Mtn  .  4.45 
MM5314 24 pin 6 dig mus 4.45 
MM5316 40 pin alarm 4 dig  539 

LINEAR CIRCUITS 

300 
301 
302 
304 
305 
307 
308 
30916 
310 
311 
319 
329 
322 
324 
339 
340k 

3403 

372 
373 
376 
377 
380 
380-8 
381 
382 
550 
555 
556A 
560 
562 
565 
566 
567 
709 
710 
711 
723 
739 
741 
747 
748 
1304 
1307 
1458 
1800 
LH2111 
3900 
7524 
8038 
8864 
75150 
75451 
75452 
75453 
75491 
75492 

3.21, 
,25ea 
.40ea 
.4 01 

Pos V Reg (super 723) TO-5  15 .71 
Hi Peri Op Amp mDIP TO-5  29 
Volt follower TO-5  .53 
Neg V Reg TO-5  .ao 
Pos V Reg TO-5  .71 
Op AMP (super 741) mDIP 10-5 .26 
Mciro Pwr Op Amp mDIP 10-5  .89 
5V lA regulator 10-3 
V Follower Op Amp mDIP 
Hi peri V Comp mDIP TO-5 
Hi Speed Dual Comp DIP 
bog Reg 5.2, 12, 15 TO-I 
Precision Timer DIP 
Quad Op Amp DIP 
Quad Comparator DIP 
Pos V reg 15V, 6V. 8V, 12V, 
15V, 18V, 24V) TO-3  1.69 
Pos V reg (5V, 6V, 814 12V, 
15V, 18V, 24V) TO-220 
AF-IF Strip detector DIP 
AM/FM/SSE Strip DIP 
Pos 1/ Reg mDIP 
2w Stereo amp DIP 
2w Audio Amp DIP 
.6sr Audio Amp inDIP 
Lo Noise Dual preamp DIP 
Lo Noise Dual preamp DIP 
Prec V Reg DIP 
Timer mDIP 
Dual 555 Timer DIP 
Phase Locked Loop DIP 
Phase Locked Loop DIP 
Phase Locked Loop DIP TO-5 
Function Gen mDIP TO-5 
Tone Decoder mDIP 
Operational AMP TO-5 or DIP 
Hi Speed Volt Comp DIP 
Dual Difference Compar DIP 
V Reg DIP 
Dual Hi Peri Op Amp DIP 
Comp Op Amp mDIP TO-5 
741 Dual Op Amp DIP or 30-5 
Freq Adj 741 mDIP 

Mulps Mere, Demod DIP 
FM 6Aulps Stereo Dernod DIP 
Dual Comp Op Amp mDIP 
Stereo multiplexer DIP 
Dual LM 211 V Comp DIP 
Quad Amplilier DIP 
Core Mem Sense AMPL DIP 
Voltage contr. osc. DIP 
9 DIG Led Cath Dry, DIP 
Dual Line Driver DIP 
Dual Perepheral Driver mDIP 
Dual Peripheral Driver mDIP 
(351) Dual Periph Driver mDIP 
Quad Sect Driver for LED DIP 
Hex Digit driver DIP 

1.35 
1.07 
.95 
1.13 
1.19 
1.70 
1.52 
1.58 

1.49 
2.93 
-51 
2.42 
1.16 
1.13 
1.52 
1.52 
.71 
.89 
.89 
1.49 
2.48 
2.48 
2.38 
2.25 
2.66 
.26 

:26 
.62 
1.07 
.32 
.71 
.35 
1.07 
.74 
.62 
2.48 
1.70 
.35 
.71 
4.25 
2.25 
1.75 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.71 
.80 

1111111  
The prices as listed are in Australian dollars. Send bank cheque with order. If 
international postal money order is used send receipt with order. Shipment will be made 
via air mail - postage paid - within three days from receipt. Minimum order - $5.00. 

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS UNLIMITED 
P.O. BOX 1708 , MONTEREY, CA. 93940 L,SA 

PHONE (408) 659-3171 
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IDEAS FOR 
EXPERIMENTERS 
CAR ALARM 

+12V 

LOCKING NUT 

SOLDER TAG 

This  circuit  may  be  used  in 
conjunction with the ETI 313 Car 
Theft Alarm.  It may be used to 
protect foglights and driving lights — 
other applications may also come to 
mind. 
The ETI 313 alarm is triggered by 
any mechanism that causes current to 
be drawn from the battery. 

Q1 
TT801 

1k 

ORIGINAL NUT 

Here, the transistor is held off and 
removing the locking nut and tag will 
cause the transistor to be biased on, 
thus dropping the 12 volt supply via 
the  39  ohm  resistor,  and  thus 
triggering the alarm. 

Virtually any power transistor may 

be used in this circuit. 

LASH-UP PC BOARD 
Quick breadboards or circuit lash-ups 
can be made with a large piece of P.C. 
board of suitable size with small, 
variously shaped, scraps or pieces 
cemented to it. Single or double-sided 
p.c. board can be used. Quick drying 
or  'instant' drying glues that can 
withstand heat are best, e.g. 'Super 
500' or equivalent. It is an excellent 
form of construction for RF circuitry, 
particularly VHF-UHF circuitry. Small 
capacitors can be made in this fashion 
also. A 5 mm x 5 mm square of 2 mm 
thick fibreglass p.c. board stuck on a 
larger piece has a capacitance close to 
5 pF. 

FREQUENCY DIVISION 

F IN 
14  12 

9 

• 1 4 
3 

2 

7490 

8 -

11 
2 3 

7400/A 

5 

7400/6 

9 

6 

10 

*73 OUT 

12   

7400/C  • 

13 

7400/0 
11 

12 

9 
7490 

8 

11 
2 3 

1 

Divisor 
7490 PINS 

11 8 9 12 

0 — — — — 

1 
, 
— — — X 

2 — — X — 

3 — — X X 

4 — X — — 

5 — X — X 

6 — X X — 

7 — X X X 

e x — — — 
9 _ X — —  _ X 

This circuit is a means of frequency 
division by any prime number greater 
than ten (in this example 73). The 
need for this arose when I wished to 
experiment with a crystal controlled 
clock requiring a 50 Hz input. The 
only crystal I had available was a 
1825 kHz which therefore required a 
divide by 10, divide by 10, divide by 
5, and divide by 73. 
The binary equivalent of decimal 3 
on the first 7490 IC produces a logic 1 
at the output of 7400B and the binary 
equivalent of decimal 70 produces a 
logic 1 at the output of 7420B. When 
both are present i.e. at every 73rd 
pulse IC 7400 D produces a reset pulse 
to the reset inputs of both 7490s. The 
pulse at the output of IC 7400C may 
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4 t 
5 

9   
6   7430  10j >  - --1 07420/,y -

12    
13 

TO FURTHER 
STAGES IF 
HIGHER DIVISORS 
REQUIRED 

be used to drive further stages. 

The connections for other dividing 
factors are shown as X in the table 
(left). The first IC in line counts the 
units, the second the tens, the third, if 
used, the hundreds etc. 

It is suggested that leads be kept as 
short  as  possible,  appropriate 
bypassing used and that the above 
stage be used after any other dividing 
stages to reduce the frequency at 
which  it operates.  The  prototype 
operated successfully at 7 MHz — no 
higher frequencies have been tried. 

Note that the configuration for BCD 
output must be used for the 7490s and 
that each must be connected for 
decade counting. 

73 



VVIDEBAND TV DX PREAMP LED CHANGEOVER CIRCUIT 

TWINLEAD 
300 OHM 
INPUT 

VHF transmitter. A simple trap can 
cure this in many instances. 

This little amplifier has a gain of 
more than 20 dB across the TV bands. 
The input and output transformers are 
inexpensive 300 to 75 ohm baluns. If 
300 ohm balanced input and output is 
not  required Ti and T2 can be 
omitted  and  coax  cable  used  to 
connect to antenna and TV set. Some 
cross modulation may be experienced 
on other channels if used in a strong 
signal area of a local channel or other 

75.(_2  75Í 

3002 
TO TV 
SET 

Use good VHF construction, keeping 
leads short. Orient the input and 
output transformers at right angles and 
keep them separated. A shield was not 
necessary but this may depend on 
construction. Ti and T4 may be 
mounted externally and connected to 
T2 and T3 via coax if desired. 

LOW COST AUDIO OSCILLATOR 

20k 

6V 
40mA 
PILOT 

RANGE  _/ 

FREQUENCY 

+9V 

25µF 

—9V 0 

This oscillator vvill cover the range 
from about 1 Hz to 150 kHz. It draws 
only 4 to 5 mA from two 9 V batteries 
and supplies about 4 V peak-to-peak 
output with 1% distortion or less. 
All  components  are  cheap  and 
readily  available.  Note  that  the 
capacitors for the lowest frequency 
range should not be electrolytics, only 

74 

o o o 

20k 

1.5k 

lk 

5k 

o 

SW FREQUENCY Cl/C2 

1 15-150kHz 4700F 

2 1.5-15kHz .0047pF 

3 150-1500Hz .047pF 

4 15-150 Hz 0.47pF 

5 1.5-15Hz 4.7pF 

NOT 
ELECTRO 

4V pk — pk 
 O d-c.  OUTPUT 

(10k LOAD min) 

 O GND 

low voltages are encountered and small 
foil capacitors can be used. If more 
output is desired, the battery voltage 
can be increased to a maximum of 
± 18 V but the 220 ohm feed-back 
resistor will need to be increased to 
reduce  clipping  of  the  output 
waveform. If clipping is encountered 
this resistor should be increased. 

ELECTRONICS TODAY 

RED 
TIL209 GREEN 

TIL211 

 0+20V 

R  1k 

 00V 

This configuration allows a green 
LED to be turned off and a red LED 
turned on by the operation of one 
"make" contact only, thus simplifying 
the design of circuitry to indicate, for 
example, safe/unsafe or standby/on 
states. 
The circuit relies on the fact that a 
green LED has a slightly higher "on" 
voltage than a red LED of the same 
size, and hence is turned off when the 
red LED is paralleled with it. 
For the diode types shown, R should 
be chosen to give a current drain of 
about 20mA from the chosen supply 
rail voltage. 

As the name of this section implies, 
these pages are intended primarily as 
a source of ideas. As far as reasonably 
possible all material has been checked 
for feasibility, component availability 
etc, but the circuits have not necessarily 
been built and tested in our laboratory. 
Because of the nature of the informa-
tion in this sectiGn we cannot enter 
into any correspondence about any 
of the circuits, nor can we produce 
constructional details. 
Electronics Today is always seeking 
material for these pages. All published 
material is paid for — generally at a 
rate of $5 to $7 per item. 

ELECTRONICS 
IT'S EASY 
VOLUME Ti 

We regret the delay in publish-
ing this book. It should 
however be on sale in most 
areas by mid-January. 
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WE M k 
THE TROUBLE 

10 FIND OUT WHAT YOU 
REALLY WANTED. 

THEN ME BUILT IT FROM 
THE GROUND UP 

At British Industries Co., 
we've been involved in Audio since 
1936. We were agents for the 
manufacturers of some of the 
world's best equipment. 

That meant we also dealt 
with the people who bought that 
equipment. We found out what they 
really wanted; but we weren't 
altogether satisfied with the way 
manufacturers met those wants — 
by adding on, or by altering, rather 

than by starting over. 
So, we decided to build our 

own. Our own turntables and our 
own speakers. We build them from 
the ground up. And we build them 
with on deg in mind. They must 
be whagya want; they must have 
what you want; they must do what 
you want. 

We offer them to you with 
the same very high degree of pride 
we're sure you'll feel in owning them. 

o 
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We built a simpler machine 
to eliminate noiseyibration, 
and service problems. 

A modern multiple-play 
turntable is a complex, 
electro-mechanical device. To give 
acceptable performance it must 
operate at levels which approach 
perfection. 

Every gear, cam, lever, 
pivot, spring and moving part that 
can be eliminatedeliminates a point 
of stress, wear, and possible 
malfunction. 

Every part that isn't there 
eliminates a source of noise, 
vibration, resonance, and service 
problems. 

Take a look underneath the 
finest, most expensive automatic 
turntables from other makers. And 
take a look underneath a B. I. C. 
When you do, bear in mind that it's 
fair to say . . ."the simpler the 
better". 

We combined belt-drive 
with multiple play. 

Traditionally, automatics and 
changers have used the 'idlers' 
system — driving platters through a 
series of wheels called 'idlers'. 

Unfortunately, many still do; 
and the distortion which results is 
simply not acceptable with todays 
sophisticated records and playback 
systems. 

We chose to differ. We 

chose to offer the benefits of multiple 
play; but to offer them with a belt 
drive — light years ahead in terms of 
distortion — and with a unique 300 
RPM 24 pole motor which is 
inherently freer from noise and 
vibration than those which are found 
in even the best of conventional 
automatics. 

You wanted the best of both 
worlds. So we built it. 

And if anyone tells you it has 
to be manual to sound good, just ask 
them to close their eyes. 

We built in a control 
panel to do what no 
turntable has ever done. 

The exclusive B. I. C. 
programme panel gives you 22 
possible ways to play your records in 
automatic or manual modes. You can 
play a single side up to 6 times in a 
row, or play up to 6 records in a 
series. 

If you want the second 
record to repeat once, fine. If you 
want it to repeat twice, still fine. You 
know what you want to hear, when 
you want to hear it, and how often. 

And that's what we've got 
"built-in". 

SPECIFICATIONS 
The Drive System 

Motor 

Drive 

: 300 RPM, 24 pole synchronous 
impedence protected. 

: Long life precision ground, 
elastomer belt. 
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Pitch 
Adjustment 

Turntable 
Speeds 
Turntable 
Platter 

Rumble  : 
Wow and 
Flutter (WRMS) : 
Tone Arm 

Dimensions 

: Electronically controlled, 
approx. -± 3% 
Built-in strobe (980 only) 

: 331/3 RPM, 45 RPM. 

: 12" Non Ferrous one piece 
machined die cast, balanced 
turntable. 
Weight kinetically matched to 
motor and drive system. 
DIN B better than — 65 DB 

Less than 0.05% 
: Tubular aluminium construction, 
machined gimbals. 
Bearing friction less than 5 Mg. 
(Horiz.), 6-8 
Mg (vertical). 
Pivot to stylus length — 8.6" 
Cueing system damped both 
directions. 

: 171/16" wide 
1411/18" deep 
67/8" (cover closed) 

We're available in 
Australia: 

Sole Australian distributors: International 
Dynamics (Agencies) Pty. Ltd., 23 Elma Road, 
North Cheltenham, 3192, Melbourne. 95 1820. 

Available from: N. S. W.: M & G Hoskins 
Pty. Ltd., 37 Castle St., Blakehurst 2221, 
Telephone: 546 1464. QLD.: Stereo Supplies, 95 
Turbot St., Brisbane 4000, Telephone: 21 3623. 
S.A.: Challenge Hi Fi Stereo, 96 Pine St., Adelaide 
5000, Telephone: 223 3599. TAS.: Audio Services, 
44 Wilson St., Burnie 7320, Telephone: 31 2390. 
VIC.: Encel Electronics Pty. Ltd., 431 Bridge Rd., 
Richmond 3121, Telephone: 42 3762. W.A.: Albert 
TV & Hi Fi, 282 Hay St., Perth 6000, Telephone: 
25 2699. A. C. T. : Duratone Hi Fi, Cnr. Botany St. & 
Altree Crt., Phillip 2606, Telephone: 82 1388. 

WE TOOK THE TROUBLE TO FIND 
OUT WHAT YOU REALLY WANTED. 
THEN WE BUILT IT, FROM THE 
GROUND UP 
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We built a good big sound that 
doesn't need a $4,000 amp.to get there. 
1 But which won't waste it if you've 
already got one.I  most speakers, turn down the 

volume slowly and you reach a point 
Today's popular,  where the sound suddenly fades out. 

low-efficiency speakers require  That's where our Dynamic 
about 50 watts per channel to deliver Tonal Balance Compensation circuit 
lifelike sound levels. Even our  (pat. pending) takes over. As the 
Formula 2 will deliver that same  volume goes down it adjusts 
sound level with only 25 watts; the  frequency response, automatically, 
Formula 4 with 20 watts and  to compensate for the ear's 
Formula 6 with only 9 watts.  deficiencies. The result: aurally "flat" 

B.I. C. Venturi can handle  response, always! 
lots of power, too. Feed a typical low  Sole Australian distributors: International Dynamics 

efficiency speaker more than about  (Agencies) Pty. Ltd., 23 Elma Road, North Cheltenham, 3192, 
Melbourne. 95 1820. 

50 watts, and you're likely to push it Available from: N.S.W.: M & G Hoskins Pty. Ltd., 37 Castle 
St., Blakehurst 2221, Telephone: 546 1464. QLD.: Stereo Supplies, 95 
Turbot St., Brisbane 4000, Telephone: 21 3623. S.A.: Challenge Hi Fi into distortion — even  Stereo, 96 Pine St., Adelaide 5000, Telephone: 223 3599. TAS.: Audio 
Services, 44 Wilson St., Burnie 7320, Telephone: 31 2390. VIC.: Encel self-destruction!  Electronics Pty. Ltd., 431 Bridge Rd., Richmond 3121, Telephone: 
42 3762. W. A.: Albert TV & Hi Fi, 282 Hay St., Perth 6000, Telephone: With B. I. C. Venturi you can 25 2699. A.C.T.: Duratone Hi Fi, Cnr. Botany St. & Altree Crt., Philip 
2606, Telephone: 82 1388. 

turn up the power, without 
distortion or speaker damage. Even 
our compact Formula 2 can safely 
handle 75 watts per channel. 

Formula 6 — 125 watts!  WE TOOK THE TROUBLE TO FIND OUT 
WHAT YOU REALLY WANTED.THEN WE 

So much for the loud. With  BUILT IT, FROM THE GROUND UP 
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ELECTRONICS  PART 27 
It's easy! 

Digital to analogue and analogue to digital conversion. 

IN ORDER to control or modify the 
physical world around us we must first 
measure  what  is happening.  The 
measurement data is almost always in 
analogue form, as is the actuation 
required  for  control.  Between 
measurement and control some kind 
of electronic system  is needed to 
amplify and shape the data. 
We have seen that electronic systems 
may be of either analogue or digital 
form and it would seem best to use an 
analogue system between inputs and 
outputs that are both of analogue 
form.  But  not  necessarily  so  — 
analogue systems are plagued with 
problems such as noise, dynamic range 
limitations,  accuracy  and linearity. 
Digital systems, as well as offering 
improved performance in the above 
areas,  offer  more  economical 
processing of data, the ability to store 
data as long as needed, and more 
readable displays of data held within 
the system. 
Thus there is much to be said for 
converting primary analogue signals 
into equivalent digital forms that are 
processed  and  stored  etc  until 
conversion back to analogue form 
becomes a necessity. Electronic sub-
systems that perform these conversions 
are  called  Digital-to-Analogue 
Converters (DAC's or D/A converters) 
and  Analogue-to-Digital  Converters 
(A/D converters). 
We will see that these are quite 
complicated systems in themselves — 
their  design  a skilled  task. 
Nevertheless, many such sub systems 
are now marketed as single, largish 
circuit blocks that are wired into the 
total system in the same way as other 
complicated system building-blocks we 
have  already  encountered.  It is, 
however, important to understand the 
basic techniques used if not so much 
the refinement of actual practice. 

PHYSICAL 
VARIABLE 

Fig.2. Typical layout oían analogue data 
acquisition system interfacing to a digital 
output. 

Typical A/D converters. 

By use of certain input combinations 
DAC's  can  also  be  used  as 
multiplier/dividers of two signals and 
as summing/subtraction units. It is also 
relevant in this part to deal with 
multiplexers in a little more detail and 
with  the so-called  sample-and-hold 
circuit.  These  are  often  used  in 
conjunction with DAC's. 
Figure  2 illustrates  the  basic 
require ments  of  a typical 
data-acquisition system in which a 
number  of  physical  variables  are 
measured and processed to provide 
digital  signals for storage.  It uses 
multiplexer, sample-and-hold, and A/D 
converter sub-systems to form the 
whole. 
Also  pertinent,  because  similar 
techniques are involved, is the method 
for converting an analogue voltage to a 
signal  of  proportional  frequency 
(which is a form of digital signal) — 
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OTHER 
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the  Voltage-to-Frequency  or  VF 
converter. 
The uses for A/D and D/A converters 
are  limitless.  Their  application  is 
ever-increasing as the unit cost falls to 
undreamed-of  prices.  Extreme 
complication using digital techniques 
often costs far less than simpler but 
less accurate analogue alternatives. 
Hence D/A and A/D converters will be 
found in digital panel meters, digital 
mu ltimeters  and  data  acquisition 
systems.  They are  also  found  in 
industrial plant; in process control of 
chemical  and  other  manufacturing 
plant; in telemetry systems and other 
data transmission applications; in the 
interfaces (units matching the output 
signal requirements of one system with 
the input requirements of another) 
found between sensors and computing 
units;  between  stages  of  hybrid 
computers; and the like. Although 
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ELECTRONICS 

Fig.3. Schematic of a digital to analogue 
converter which provides a current or voltage 
output. To obtain a voltage output the 
current output is fed to an op-amp. 

DIGITAL 
INPUTS 

DIGITAL 
INTERFACE 

ELECTRONIC 
SWITCHES 

INPUT DIGITAL WORD . 11010001 
REFERENCE E = +-5.00V 

you, 

ANALOGUE INPUTS FROM SWITCHES 

highly accurate DAC's may cost as 
much as $2000 the great universal 
demand  has  resulted  in  lower 
performance units being available for 
as little as $10. 

DIGITAL-TO-ANALOGUE 
CONVERSION 
We begin with Digital-to-Analogue 
converters  because  they  are  the 
simplest in concept and use only one 
basic technique. 
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it's easy! 

PRECISION 
LADDER 
NETWORK 

5k 

CURRENT 
OUTPUT 

VOLTAGE 
OUTPUT 

PRECISION 
REFERENCE 

Fig.4. Switched resistor 
network of 8-bit, binary 
weighted D/A converter. 
11010001 is being 
converted. 

Fig.5. Basic binary-
weighted resistance 
sequence. 

You will remember that each digit 
position of a binary number (held in a 
register, counter or other form of 
storage) has a weighting factor, eg 
1:2:4:8  etc.  An  analogue  signal 
equivalent to the binary number can 
be obtained by using each digital digit 
position  to switch an amount of 
current (proportional to the position 
weighting) to a common summing 
junction.  This  system  concept  is 
shown in Fig.3. When voltage output is 

needed the currents feed an op-amp. 
The  detail  of  a precision  ladder 
network is shown in Fig.4  it is set to 
convert  the  input digital  number 
11010001 by appropriate positioning 
of the digit position switches. When at 
0 input the inputs to the summing 
op-amp are held to ground; when at 1 
to an appropriate stabilized voltage. 
The simplest form of ladder is used 
in the circuit of Fig.4. It arises from 
the use of a binary weighted resistor 
sequence shown in Fig 5. The actual 
values of resistors are selected to 
obtain adequately sized lowest and 
largest values, for at either end the 
op-amp  loses  accuracy  due  to 
imperfections of resistance ratios. It 
can be seen from the circuit of Fig.4 
that  resistors,  even  in a smallish 
capacity 8 bit converter, can extend to 
extreme values. The least significant 
bit must be clearly resolved when its 
switch  operates,  implying  that all 
other resistors must have precision of 
absolute value and constancy with 
time that rises very rapidly with the 
number of bits required. 
In practie this simple form of ladder 
is not used beyond about 8 bits 
conversion due to the cost of the 
precision resistors required. 
The  disadvantages  of the simple 
ladder method are mostly overcome 
by the use of the R-2R ladder network 
shown in Fig.6. The through leg of the 
chain is permanently grounded, each 
spur  is switched  as needed to a 
reference stabilised voltage level. The 
features of this method are that only 
two values of resistors are needed (an 
easier practical problem) and that the 
absolute range seen by the op-amp 
varies  much  less than  the  above 
method for a similar bit capacity — it 
presents  a virtually  constant 
impedance regardless of the binary 
code sequence switched in. With the 
R-2R ladder it is routine to provide 12 
bit conversion. 
It is probably obvious that other 

forms of digital-coding conversion can 
be handled by the use of appropriate 
resistor weightings. For example it is 
often  necessary  to  chart-plot  the 
output of a digital instrument. Thus a 
BCD to analogue converter is required 
for such applications. Figure 7 shows 
the weighting sequences for the simple 
and the R-2R ladder DAC's needed to 
convert BCD inputs to an analogue 
output. 
Resolution and accuracy — DAC's 
rarely go beyond 12 binary bits (or 3 
digit  BCD)  because  the  output 
analogue signal for greater bit ranges 
must be of high stability. A 16 binary 
bit (or a 4 digit BCD) unit could 
provide ± 0.005% full scale linearity 
and  accuracy,  a performance 
requirement that is best avoided where 
possible because of the high cost of 
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the DAC. By contrast 8 bit DAC's can 
be obtained with accuracies ranging 
from ± 0.2% full scale to ± 0.01% full 
scale. It is important, however, to 
realise  that  whereas  analogue 
resolution, see Fig.8, is a function of 
the number of bits that are equivalent 
to full scale, the accuracy and linearity 
of DAC's depend upon the tolerances 
and stability of resistors used in the 
conversion networks, for these decide 
the value of the slope and straightness 
of the slope — Fig.s 9a, 9b. It is, 
therefore, possible to have an highly 
accurate  converter  that has  quite 
coarse resolution — in which case the 
resultant analogue output signal will 
consist of very large step changes. This 
step form of signal defect is called 
quantum or quantization noise. In 
practice resolution and accuracy are 
tied together keeping quantum noise 
to an acceptable level. 
Conversion and settling times — As 
both DIA and A/D conversion are 
dynamic processes, a finite amount of 
time is required for each conversion 
point to reach its final value. In DAC's 
the switching and settling times of the 
op-amp largely dictate the time for a 
bit change to finally appear as a 
steady-state  analogue  signal  level. 
Early DAC systems using mechanical 
switches were slow indeed — today 
output settling times range from a 
slow  25bis  for  very-low  power 
consumption units to ultra-fast 25ns 
units. 
Temperature  coefficient  —  Each 
subsystem of a DAC has a temperature 
coefficient;  resistances  alter  with 
temperature  and  the  op-amp 
characteristics  deviate.  Both  the 
overall conversion gain and the dc zero 
will be affected. 
Gain will be affected due to the 
temperature coefficient of resistors 
which is typically from 50 to 100 
PPM/0C (100 parts per million, PPM, 
is equivalent to 0.001% change per 
degree  Celsius). The main op-amp 
characteristic  which  affects 
performance is offset-voltage drift — 
typically 30 microvolts per degree 
Celsius. 
For each particular type of DAC it is 
necessary  to  consult  the makers' 
specification sheets, for no general 
rules apply for these parameters. 
DAC's are available as either current 
or voltage output systems. Typical 
outputs deliver  around 3 mA and 
10-20 V swings. 
Further explanation of terms used is 
to be found in the articles listed in the 
further reading section. 
Glitches  — Certain digital  input 
states, whilst in a transient state, can 
cause  the  output  to  produce 
noticeable transients to the smooth, 
stepwise analogue — signal progression. 
These are known as glitches; examples 

DIGITAL SWITCH INPUTS 

Fig.6. The R-2R ladder network requires only two values of resistance and presents constant 
impedance to the output. 

Fig. 7. Resistance layout for simple BCD-
weighted DAC. 

are shown in Fig.10. If the output is 
only to be observed after the system 
has settled, these matter little. In 
dynamic use of DAC's however, they 
may well excite unwanted behaviour 
in the system they are driving. 
Deglitching in DAC's is not feasible 
with a low-pass filter on the output, 
for glitches vary widely in nature. The 
best solution is to use adequately fast 
and matched switching coupled with 
special deglitching, (sample-and-hold) 
circuits, that hold the output fixed 
during unwanted switching — transient 
conditions.  GI itching  states  are, 
however, known states and are quite 
unlike  random  noise which  defies 
prediction. 
Integrated circuit current sources — 
As the DAC principle finds a variety of 
uses, manufacturers offer an integrated 
circuit  which  provides  an  output 
current, the magnitude of which is 
controlled by a four bit, binary-code 
input. The IC, as shown in Fig. 11, has 
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ELECTRONICS it's easy! 
ANALOGUE 

V OR  mA 

10  2.00 

. 8.76  1.75 

7.5  1.50 

6.25  1.25 

5.00  1.00 

3.75  0.75 

2.50  0.50 

1.25  0.25 

0  0 
000 

ANALOGUE 
OUTPUT 

IDEAL STAIRCASE GENERATED AS 
DIGITS PROGRESS 

STEP TOLERANCE 
VARIES 
ACCORDING 
TO ACCURACY 
OF DAC. 

011  100  101  110  111 

BINARY DIGITAL CODE INPUT STATES 

LINEAR BUT  
INACCURATE/  , 

IDEAL 
ACCURACY 

000  110 

DIGITAL INPUT STATES 

(a) 

ANALOGUE 
OUTPUT 

NON-LINEAR 
ACTUAL 

000  110 

DIGITAL INPUT STATES 

(b) 

LINEAR 
IDEAL 

Fig.9. Output/input definitions for DAC's 
(a) deviation of accuracy. 
(b) deviation of linearity. 

enough precision to be used in 12-bit 
D/A and A/D conversion. Figure 12 
illustrates how two of these ICs are 
combined to produce an 8-bit DAC. 
Digitally controlled sources — The 
DAC's described above are usually 
concerned with signal processing as 
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10000000 — 

01111111 

MINOR J.' 
GLITCH 

Fig.8. Output/ 
input characteristics 
of typical 3-bit DAC 
having full-scale 
current of 2 mA or 
10 V output. 

_ 

MAJOR 
GLITCH 

WITHOUT  I WITH 
DEGLITCHING  I DEGLITCHING 

Fig. 10. Glitches occur in basic DAC's due to 
certain transient dynamic error conditions. 
They are eliminated by deg/itching circuitry. 

opposed to analogue power control. If 
larger  output  powers  are  needed 
digitally-controlled power supplies can 
be used — also referred to as digitally 
programmed  supplies.  They  are 
available  with  digital  control  of 
current  or  voltage  outputs. 
Instruments in the Hewlett-Packard 
range, for example, can provide up to 
125 watt maximum demand whilst the 
output is controlled by binary or BCD 
inputs with a programming time of 
around 350µs. 

ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS 
WITH DAC's 
Multiplication  —  The  resistor 
network of a DAC has two inputs — 
the reference supply (which is fixed in 
normal  D/A  conversion)  and the 
switch  inputs  representing  digital 
numbers. If the reference is allowed to 
vary as an input variable, see Fig.13, 
the  output  of  the  DAC  is the 
multiplicand of the two signal inputs. 
The reference may also be an ac signal 
and division and attenuation are also 
possible.  The  advantages  of  this 

method are the high precision and 
speed available. 
Addition — If the difference or sum 
of two digital signals is needed as an 
analogue output, two DAC's may be 
combined, as sum or difference, into 
the output op-amp,  as shown in 
Fig.14. 

ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL 
CONVERSION 
Conversion from analogue to digital 
code  can  be  obtained  by  many 
alternative techniques, each alternative 
having  many  variations.  Basically, 
methods group into open-loop and 
feedback-loop systems. In each group 
some  four to eight ways are in 
common usage. Here we look at a few 
of  the  most  popular  techniques, 
beginning with open-loop methods. 
Analogue-to-frequency  —  The 
analogue voltage is converted, on a 
continuous basis, into a signal of 
proportional frequency by the use of 
an  appropriately  accurate  V-to-F 
converter.  (Voltage  controlled 
oscillators are used — they must be 
adequately linear). This signal, see 
Fig.15, is gated into a digital counter 
using fixed times of gate aperture. The 
counter accumulates a digital number 
equal to the average analogue level 
over the gate period. The counter 
output is released upon demand when 
gate  periods expire.  This  method 
suffices for low accuracy analogue 
inputs but becomes expensive when 
precision,  wide  dynamic  range  is 
requi red. 
A variation of this is to reverse the 
philosophy and vary the pulse width 
of  accurately generated  pulses of 
constant frequency. The variable pulse 
width is then converted to a digital 
count proportional to the pulse width. 
Simultaneous,  parallel  or  flash 
conversion  — The  input analogue 
signal  is presented to a stack of 
comparators (Schmidtt trigger action) 
each  set  to  trigger at increasing 
binary-weighted signal levels. The set 
of  comparator  outputs  are  then 
decoded  to  provide  the  required 
binary  output  form.  Decoding is 
needed because at any instant all 
comparators set to below the signal 
level are in the one state, all above in 
the other. The method is given in 
Fig.16. Although extremely fast --
quantization time is the speed of a 
single comparator — the method has 
the serious disadvantage that large bit 
ranges require many comparators and 
numerous decoding gates. 
Closed-loop methods — are more 
popular and there are about six main 
alternatives The methods known as 
integrating, successive approximation 
and servo-DAC are most generally 
appl ied. 
Dual-ramp  integration  —  The 
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Fig. 11. Schematic of dual-
in-line 4-bit current source 
(Fairchild pA9650). 
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analogue voltage is first converted to a 
time period which in turn is converted 
into  a binary  number  by  a 
timer/counting system. Referring to 
Fig.17a, conversion begins when the 
switch connects the analogue-signal 
input  to  the  integrator  which 
commences to ramp up. At the same 
time the counter begins, from zero, to 
count the  clock  pulses. When a 
predetermined number of pulses (1000 
is convenient) appear in the counter 
the  integrator  is electronically 
switched over to the reference. At this 
point the capacitor has then charged 
linearly from the input, rising as a 
ramp to a voltage level decided by the 
average input-signal value as shown in 
Fig.17b. 
As  the  switch  changes  to  the 
reference position the counter is reset 
to zero and begins counting again. The 
reference, chosen to be of opposite 
polarity to the input signal, now 
causes the charged capacitor of the 
integrator to ramp back downward at 
a constant slope. When the integrator 
output reaches the zero threshold the 
counter is stopped and its contents 
displayed. The count displayed is the 
ratio of downward ramp counts to 
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Fig. 12. Applying 4-bit current source IC's to form an 8-bit DAC. 

VARIABLE BINARY INPUT (SIGNAL INPUT A) 

VARIABLE REFERENCE INPUT (SIGNAL B) ANALOGUE OUTPUT A X B 

Fig. 13. Using a DAC to multiply an analogue signal by a digital signal. 

OUTPUT A .1- B OR A - B 

Fig. 14. Addition or 
subtraction of two signals 
with DA C's. 

ANALOGUE INPUT VOLTAGE TO FREQUENCY CONVERTER 

FIXED TIME BASE INPUT 

RESET 

AND 
SERIAL DIGITAL OUTPUTS 

COUNTER 

PARALLEL DIGITAL OUTPUTS 
Fig. 15. Voltage-to-frequency method 
of A/O conversion. 
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Fig. 16. Flash type converters 
give high speed A/O conversion. 
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A/O conversion using dual-ramp integration. (a) schematic (b) timing diagram. 
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upward ramp counts which, when a 
1000 upward limit is used, gives a 
direct reading of input voltage if the 
reference  voltage  is appropriately 
chosen. 
A simpler form, using only one ramp, 
is also used but it lacks the features of 
the dual-ramp method in which the 
absolute value of the capacitor and the 
clock frequency are of no significance 
provided  they  are stable  for  the 
duration of the conversion period. The 
dual  ramp method does, however, 
require a relatively long conversion 
period but this is an advantage in one 
respect — the value measured is more 
accurate. This is due to the fact that 
when  noise  is integrated over an 
extended time period it tends to zero. 
A more sophisticated  triple-ramp 
method provides increased speed and 
accuracy for a moderate increase in 
cost and complexity. In essence two 
reference signals are provided, one 
acting as a 'coarse', the other as a 'fine' 
ramping control. The 'coarse' ramp 
rapidly converts the bulk of the input 
signal level leaving the 'fine' ramp to 
add the extra resolution. Figure 18 
shows  the  schematic  and  timing 
diagram  of  a triple-ramp  AID 
converter. 
Successive approximation — Due to 
its high resolution and fast conversion 
speed successive approximation is the 
most  widely  used  method.  A 
schematic diagram is given in Fig.19. 
Conversion progresses .tep-wise with 
the precisely generated DAC output 
being compared against the unknown 
analogue input. The first comparison is 
made with the most significant digit of 
the DAC, which gives 1/2 full scale, 
being compared against the unknown. 
If it is smaller, the bit is retained as a 
'0', if larger it is set to '1', thus the 
MSD  value of the programmer is 
found.  The  next  digit,  working 
towards the least significant end one 
digit at a time, is then tested for the 
same criteria being set accordingly. 
The  process  is repeated  until  all 
programmer digits are set to '0' or '1'. 
The value in the programmer is then 
transferred  to  the  register  for 
outputing in parallel or serial form. 
Conversion time is not decided by the 
value of input as in ramp methods, 
duration  of  conversion  being  the 
number of bits times a fixed digit test 
interval, which can be as fast as 100ns. 
By comparison, from one maker's 
options,  successive  approximation 
instruments  offer conversion times 
which range from 1-60ps compared 
with  2.5-6.0ms  for  integrating 
converters. Accuracy clearly depends 
upon that of the DAC which forms 
part of the comparison system. 
Servo-DAC method — Fig 20 shows 
this system. When conversion begins, a 
counter is gated and commences to 
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count upward. Its digital output is 
converted back to analogue form by a 
DAC. The output of the DAC is 
compared against the unknown input 
voltage.  When  the  two  analogue 
voltages are equal, the comparator 
inhibits the counter. At that time the 
value  in the  counter is a digital 
representation of the input — with 1:1 
correspondence;  or  other  ratios 
depending  upon  the  summing 
resistances used. It is a simple low-cost 
method providing reasonable accuracy 
but operates at a slower speed than 
offered by successive approximation 
designs. 
Non-linear conversion — Each bit of 
the above methods represents an equal 
quantum error. Thus one quantum 
error in full-scale is considerably less 
inaccuracy than in say a tenth or 
hundredth of full-scale. The smaller 
the reading, the greater the relative 
error  of  quantisation.  When 
range-changing is not practicable a 
non-linear digital method can be used 
to compress the large scale in order to 
reduce the percentage of reading error 
The method is explained in Motorola 
Application Note AN-471. 

SAMPLE-AND-HOLD UNITS 
A digital signal provided by an A/D 
converter represents some measure of 
the analogue level seen in a certain 
gating period — the so-called aperture 
time. Aperture time, bit resolution and 
maximum signal frequency are strictly 
interrelated.  Figure  21  is a chart 
enabling  this  characteristic  to  be 
found. For example, we may need to 
digitize a 10 kHz sinusoid (as the 
highest frequency to be preserved in a 
complex waveform) to a resolution of 
12 bits. The chart shows we must have 
an aperture time of no greater than 
42 ns. Thus we see extremely fast 
converters  are  needed  for  direct 
conversion  of  moderately 
high-frequency  signals  at  high 
resolution. 
A  sa mple-and-hold  circuit 
circumvents this difficulty by taking a 
rapid narrow-aperture sample of a 
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Fig. 18. Triple-ramp A/D converters offer 
faster speed for slightly more complexity 
of integrating method. 
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Fig. 19. In the successive approximation A/D converters a DAC is used to convert the 
incremented digital stage output back to analogue form for comparision with the input. 

ANALOGUE 
INPUT 

Fig.20. Schematic of servo A/D converter system. 

signal  and holding it in a simple 
analogue store long enough for the 
converter to act with a much wider 
aperture time. Figure 2 shows such a 
system. To preserve the highest signal 
frequency of a complex signal we only 
need to sample at twice (or higher) the 
signal frequency (Shannon's sampling 
theorem). This is a considerably slower 
rate than  needed  for  direct A/D 
conversion. If sampled too slowly, not 
only will higher frequency information 
be lost but an effect, called aliasing, 
will occur by which a lower frequency 
is generated that may not exist in the 
original signal. 

As mentioned above sample-and-hold 
circuits are also used in DAC's to 
remove glitches. 

Basically  a sample-and-hold 
comprises a capacitor with which to 
store an analogue voltage level, and a 
switch to charge the capacitor to that 
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value in a way that can be rapidly and 
effectively isolated from the source. In 
practice low leakage FET switches are 
used in conjunction with IC op-amp 
integrators. It is also important to 
buffer  the  output  of  the 
sample-and-hold to reduce the loading 
which  would  otherwise decay the 
stored level. 
Many circuit variations exist, the one 
shown in Fig.22 — a closed loop 
configuration — gives good linearity 
and accuracy. When extremely long 
storage times, or negligible decay with 
time is needed, the voltage on the 
capacitor can be transferred via an 
A/D converter into a digital storage 
register and back again into analogue 
form  via  a DAC  as  shown 
schematically in Fig.23. This naturally 
increases the cost considerably. More 
detailed information is available in 
"Analog-digital conversion handbook" 
TH6, by Analog Devices. 
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FAST GATED 
SAMPLING SWITCH 

100k 

Fig.21. Graph showing 
relationship between 
aperture time required, 
resolution of signal 
conversion and frequency 
of sinusoidal signal 
undergoing conversion. 

INTEGRATOR 

ANALOGUE 
OUTPUT 

ANALOGUE 
INPUT 

Fig.22. One form of stable and accurate sample-and-hold circuit. 

ANALOGUE 
INPUTS 

CHANNEL 1 

SWITCH INPUT 
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z =io9.0 

50 pF 

MULTIPLEXED 
OUTPUTS 

OUTPUT 
BUFFER 

Fig.24. Solid state multiplexers use 
MOSFET switches to feed the inputs 
sequentially to the output via a buffer 
stage. 

MULTIPLEXERS 
The task of the multiplexer, shown 
in Fig.2, is to sequentially connect a 
multiplicity of compatible inputs to a 
single output line. In the case given in 
Fig.2 it feeds a sample-and-hold, which 
stores the signal for AID conversion. 
A multiplexer consists, therefore, of 
as many switches as there are input 
channels to be combined. In practice 
these must possess adequate speed and 
very low on-to-off switch resistance 
ratio. Solid-state multiplexers mostly 
use MOSFET switching devices feeding 
a buffer stage  (a voltage follower 
configuration  which  has extremely 
high, 109 ohms, input impedance). 
Fig.24 shows such  arrangement. 
Fig.25 is the internal schematic of an 8 
channel  unit  which  has  an  ON 
resistance of 300 ohms and OFF 
resistance  of  100  megohms  with 
0.03nA leakage. The settling time to 
0.01% of value is 1µ sec and it can be 
sequenced  to  500  kHz.  Channel 
selection is made via the appropriate 
digital-code input. 

ISOLATION 
SWITCH 

Fig.23. Infinite hold is obtained by transferring the 
Integrated value into a digital store using AID and 
D/A conversion. 
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+ 5VDC  GRD  +15VDC  -15V (-20VDC) 

ANALOGUE  T11  C114  T12  (i)1   
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1 
10   

ANALOGUE 
9  OUTPUT 

CH 2  CH 1 THRU CH 14 
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4 
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2 
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6 

ANALOGUE 
OUTPUT 
CH5 THRU CH 8 

15  16  17  18 

1  2  4  8 
\   / 

V   
CHANNEL SELECTION 

5 
 o 

ANALOGUE OUTPUTS 
MAY BE SEPARATE 
OR CONNECTED 
TOGETHER 

FURTHER READING 
A comprehensive discussion of the 
topics, and a long bibliography, of this 
part is to be found in "Analog-digital 
conversion  handbook",  D.H. 
Sheingold,  Analog  Devices,  U.S.A. 
1972. Less extensive but nevertheless 
very useful articles are - "Engineering 
product handbook", Datel Systems, 
CAT-T99405, 1974, U.S.A. 
"Analog-to-digital  conversion 
techniques", E. Renschler, Motorola 
Semiconductor Products Inc., AN-471, 
1 9 6 9,  U.S.A.  "Product  Guide", 
Analog Devices, 1975, U.S.A.  • 

Fig.25. Internal schematic of Datel 8 channel, 

M M-8 multiplexer. 

NATIONAL RADIO SUPPLIES 
132 Parramatta Road Stanmore 2048 567398. 

AUTO EJECT 
CASSETTE 

e 4-IC Circuit 
e Fast Forward & Fast 
Rewind 
• Auto Eject 
• Indicator Light  ' 
• Separate Tone, 
Volume & 
Balance Controls 

• 9 Watts Output 

? 

CAR STEREO 

SERVICE PACK SPECIALS. STOCK UP 
FOR THE NEW YEAR. 

CERAMIC CONDENSOR 
PACK 
100 for 
$2.50 

MICA PACK. 
A 50 for $3.00 
B 20 for $1.80 

RESISTOR WIRE 
WOUND PACK. 
50 for $5.00 
3 & 5 & 10watt 

MIXED  RESISTORS  

1 watt & l2 watt 
100 f  50 $1 or  . or 

POTENTIOMETER 

PACK. 
20 f  . $250  

DOUBLE 
POTENTIOMETER 

PACK. 
10 for $4.00 

POLYESTER 
PACK. 

50 for $2.00 

5BP1 
OSCILLOSCOPE 

TUBE. 
$1.50 Each. 

T.V. BALUN 
300ohms to 
75o hms 80c 

TRANSISTOR 
SPECIALS. 

BC147, BC148, BC149 
10 mixed for $1.20 

TRANSISTOR. 
2SC463a Equivalent 
BU105 $2.60 

BRIDGE RECTIFIER 
3.8amp 100V $1.80 
25amp 200V $3.50 

INALKIE 
TALKIE 
SANYO. The Best. 
1/3w  $36.00 
1 watt  $46.00 

SPECIAL IN VALVES. 

6CM5 $1.50 
6BL8 $1.00  6DX8  $1.20  6BU8  $1.10 
6BM8  $1.00  6GV8  $1.10 
6Y9  $1.50  6GW8  $1.10 
6X9  $1.20  6SN7  $1.00 
6U9  $1.20  6JW8  $1.30 
1S2  $1.00  6AL3  $1.15 

VIBRATORS 
6 Volt. 5211 A.W.A. only $1.00 each. 

SPEAKERS-DUAL IMPEDANCE. 
8ohms & 4ohms. 

5"  $3.00 
6"  $3.20 
7hy5" $4.20 
6by9"$5.20 
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PUT YOUR 
HANDS TO WORK 
MAKING MONEY 
AS A COLOUR 
TV TECHNICIAN 

Do you like to find out why things work, or 
not work? And do you find electronics an 
interesting field? Because there is a demand 
for trained and skilled people to service the 
millions of pieces of electronic equipment 
used every day in Australia. Think how 
many colour TV sets have already been sold 
in Australia. These will need servicing. And 
there are millions of older Black and White 
sets that will also require the services of a 
good, trained Technician. 
If you are interested in electronics, then you 
should find out more about the ICS training 
for Electronic and Colour TV Technicians. 
Send the coupon now, and ICS will return 
you a complete Career Program guide that 
tells you how the ICS method works and 
what the training program teaches you. 
You study at home, at your own pace. 
Almost from the first lesson, you can start 
putting your new knowledge to work. And 
the study program only asks for about an 
hour a day. 
Would you spend an hour a day to earn 
more money? 

Mall the coupon - today! 
International Correspondence Schools, 
400 Pacific Highway, Crows Nest, 
N.S.W. 2065. 

International 
Correspondence Schools 
400 Pacific Highway 
Crows Nest N S W 2065 

Yes. I would like to put my hands to work to 
make money. Please send me, without cost or 
obligation,  the Career Program guide l have 
ticked below 

(I Colour TV Technician 

( )Electronics Technician 

Mr /Mrs /Miss 

Address   

Postr.ode 

Occupation  Age 

140126V X 
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BUSINESS FOR SALE 
A radio, television and record business, 
established 29 years. Asking price - 
$10,000,  plus S.A.V.  established  at 
$20,000. Total $30,000. 
Selling for health reasons only. 

Thompson Radio Service, 
Scone, N.S.W. - 06545-1483 

Logan Brae 
Audio Sales 

BLANK TAPES BY MAIL ORDER 
HITACHI  less  12 off  36 off 

than 12 

C90  $2.00 ea. $1.85 ea. $1.75 ea. 
C120  $2.65  $2.45  $2.30 
UD C90  $2.55  $2.35  $2.20 
UD C120 $3.40  $3.20  S2.90 
UD R60  $2.55  $2.35  $2.20 
UD R90  $3.40  $3.20  $2.90 

BASF Cr02 
C9OSM  $2.90  S2.80  $2.65 

Genac Ultra High Fidelity 
UHF 60  $1.70 ea. $1.60 ea. $1.50 ea. 

POSTAGE:  Up to 6, 60c or $1.20 
airmail or N.S. W. $1.20 plus 10c per 
doz. Vic., S.A., Q1d., $1.75 plus 25c 
Per doz. W.A., Tas., N.T., $1.90 plus 
40c per doz. 

POST FREE SPECIALS* 
Watts Dust Bug  $5.75 
Decca Record Brush  $11.95 
Head Demagnetizer Model 220  $5.75 

*add 20c for airmail 

P.O. Box 24, Carlton, NSW 2218 
Please send SAE with enquiries 
Telephone (02) 587-3475 

115EFUI B00115 
FOR YOU 

BUILD YOUR OWN TRANSISTOR 

RADIO. $1.00. (Teach your kid 
how to make a transistor radio right 
from start) 

PR ACTICAL  TRANSISTOR 
EQUIVALENTS MANUAL. $1.20. 
(Thousands  of  transistors, 
American, Japanese and European) 

POPULAR  AMPLIFIER  CIRCUITS. 
$3.00. (Over 80 circuits. Assemble 
your own) 

TRANSISTOR RECEIVER - SELF 

CO NSTRUCTOR.  $2.0 0. 
(Complete course on making a 
Tr. radio) 

RADIO PROJECTS. $2.00. (Make a 
valve radio if you want to) 

PR ACTICAL  TRANSISTOR 

NOVELTIES. $3.00. (Nearly 30 
useful practical circuits. Assemble 
them for fun or profit). 

RESISTOR  CALCULATOR  DISC. 

$0.30c. (Tells you the value of a 
colour coded resistor in a jiff). 

Postage 50c each book. Send your 
cheque or postal order to 

TAW WALKER 
14A Bellvue Avenue, 
Greenwich, NSW 2065 

ELECTRONIC 
DISPOSALS 
297 Lt. Lonsdale St., 
Melbourne. 3000 
Phone: 663-1785 

GARRARD 
S.L. 65B Automatic 
Stereo Turntable 

with laboratory balanced synchronous 
motor. Adjustatie balance  anti-skate 
- lift and t-avy platter including 
Shure magnetic cartridge. Less than 'A 
price at only $47.50ea. F'&P $4.00 
Stereo  A mplifier  and  R.F. Board 4 
watts  RMS  per  channel  including 
circuit diagra m. Boards are co mplete 
with  all  transistors,  capacitors  - 
resistors, etc. and are brand new - 
famniis make. Only $6 set Pe Mtn 
Healing  1280  -  1290  T.V.  circuit 
asse mbly. Sound output IF. AFC video 
amp Sync. Separator. Brand new with 
all  co mponents  inc.  I.C.  and  17 
transistors - nor mally approx. $30 as 
Spare Part. Our price only $4 each P/P 
60c. 
Transistors - AY 9150 PNP 60v 150w 
- AY 8110 NPN 60v 115 80c ea. AY 
8139 NPN - AY 9139 PNP 40v 10w 
45c ea. AY 6120 NPN  AY 6121 PNP 
50v lA 40c ea. 2N5088 NPN PN 3694 
NPN 10c ea  BF 198  BF 199 NPN 
20c ea. PAP 30c. 
A.3065  TV/FM  Sounc  Syste m.  I.C. 
Silicone Dual  In  Line suitable for a 
wide variety of applications including 
T.V. sound channels - line operated 
and  car  F. M.  radios  and  mobile 
com munication  equipment  -  brand 
iiew. Only  pa  Pile 40c.-. 
l3alance  Meters  11/2 " x 7/8"  x 11/.-
Deep 200 UA $2.25 ea. Pe 40c. 
M.S.P. 250V A.C. 3 AMP D.P. Toggle 
Swgsches 50c ea. P/P 25c. 
1014 3 Watt. Wire wound pots 75c ea. 
P'P 25c. 

Dia. Alu m. Fans 240V A.C. $6 ea. 
P/P $1. 
Multiple Electrolytics. 200 ¡IF - 50 
1.1F - 25 /IF at 300V Plus 100 /IF at 
325V. V W . $1 es. P/P 30c. 
LEVEL  METERS  200  micro  amp 
sensitivity size 1" x 1" x 3/4" t1.50 
SOLENOI D>, -  tape recorder type. 
12V D.C. 514 coils. 11/2" x 11/2" x 3/4" 
$2 ea. P/P 30c. 
TRANSISTOR RADIO. 5k miniature 
switched  pots.  30c  ea.  P/P  15c. 
Miniature  2 gang variable capacitors 
30c ea. P/P 15c. 
Slide Pots. Single gang. 5001-2,A, 20KA, 
25 KA, 100 KC,  200KA,  200KB, 
500KA, 500KB, 1 meg.D, 35c ea. P&P 
35c.  Dual gang -- 50KA, 250KB  1 
meg.C, 2 meg.C, 60c ea. P&P 3g,- 
Skel,e...ton Preset Pots. 100S2 - 220t2 
47014 2.2K, 10K, 22K, 47K 10c ea. 
P&P 

Philips 8&2 dual cone 6" x 4" speakers 
$2 ea. P&P 60c. 
LARGE RANGE OF COMPONENTS 
-  GOVE R N MENT  AND 
MANUFACTURERS  DISPOSAL 
EQUIPMENT, ALSO STEREO AND 
HAM GEAR ALWAYS IN STOCK.  e 
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Lots of people tell you 
what their speakers will do. 

n 1, 

SO  .01 H.. 

1. I  A Ike, 

...... 
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B& W DM70 Monitor 
Electrostatic. 

A combination of dynamic 
bass unit and electrostatic 
mid and high frequency 
module. One of the best 
speakers you can buy. 

HEAR B & W HERE: 

When you buy a B&W, 
you get it in writing.  

B&W's reputation is based on producing clean natural sound without 
distortion, even at low volume. Each B&W speaker is tested in an 
Anechoic Chamber and issued with its own individual pen graph. You 
know exactly the performance of the speaker you are buying. 

B& W DM6 Monitor. 

A brand new design. A 
high powered dynamic 
loudspeaker with low 
colouration and very high 
transient performance. 

B& W DM2A Monitor. 

A more conventional 
design, utilising B& W 
research into acoustic 
line rear loading. Brilliant 
clarity and lack of 
distortion. 

NS W  Arrow  Electronics,  342  Kent  Street,  Sydney  29-8580.  • Convoy 
Technocentre,  Cnr.  Plunkett  &  Maclean  Sts.,  Woolloo mooloo  357-2444. 
• Insound, Cnr. Hayberry & Wests Sts., Crows Nest 929-2714. • instrol, 89 York 
Street,  Sydney  29-4258.  • Jock  Leate  Hi-Fi, 191  Forest  Road, Hurstville 
579-6399. • Milversons, 793 Pacific Highway, Chatswood 412-2122. • Milversons, 
327 Church Street, Parra matta 635-3588. • U.R.D., Shop 32, Angel Arcade, Ash 
Street, Sydney 232-3718. • West's (Burwood)  Pty  Lt,  170  Burwood  Road, 
Burwood 747-4444. W A Audio Distributors, 10 Glyde Street, Mosman Park 
31-5455. TAS Wills Hi-Fi, 8 The Quadrant, Launceston 31-7737. VIC Aliens 
Music, 276 Collins Street, Melbourne 63-0451. o Brystand Geelong Electrical 
Centre, 192 Ryrie Street, Geelong 9-1524. o Buy-Rite Electrix, 459 Bridge Road, 
Rich mond 42-6200. • Southern Sound, 337 La Trobe Street, Melbourne 67-7869. 
• Southern Sound, 963  Nepean  Highway, Moorabin 97-7245. • Tivoli Hi-Fi, 
Gotham Road, Kew 80-4956. SA Sound Spectru m , 33 Regen t A rcade,  Adelaide  

223-2181. ACT Duratone Hi-Fi, Cnr. Botany St. & Ahree Court, Philip 82-1388. 
QLD Audio Labs, 12 Douglas Street, Milton 36-0080. 

B8i W DM4 Monitor. 

A speaker with large 
B& W Monitor 
characteristics: its 
performance surpasses 
speakers of much greater 
size. 

B& W 05. 

A speaker for small living 
areas. It has above 
average performance at 
moderate cost. 

Sole Australian Agents 
Convoy International Pty. Ltd. 
4 Dowling Street, Woolloomooloo 2011 
Sydney. 358 2088 

PF693 
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Have 
Tesla's discoveries 
been suppressed ? 

by Dr. P.H. Sydenham 

SEVERAL readers have pointed out 
that our two-part review "Radio — the 
true pioneers" (ETI, March and April 
1975) omitted mention of the work of 
Tesla. Mr. F. Krogherr of Kean Park, 
Victoria, for instance, refers to Tesla's 
prodigious patents in diverse areas of 
early wireless, and  recommends a 
biography of Tesla by J. J. O'Neill — 
"Prodigal Genius, The Life of Nikola 
Tesla", London, Neville Spearman, 
1968. 
Dr. Sydenham, who compiled the 
history,  stands  severely 
knuckle-wrapped for the omission, but 
appeals (with F.K.'s support) that 

Fig.2. Sketch of turbine and dynamo 
installed at Niagara Falls — 5000 horsepower 
at 2000 V. Ten units were installed. They 
consumed 260 000 lbs of water per second. 
Turbine (TS) shaft was 140 feet long of 
38 in diameter. Penstock (P) delivers water 
to the turbine (T). 

90 

F ig.1. Diagram used by Tesla 
in "The Electrician" to explain 
how a rotating field may be 
produced by a poly-phase 
system. 

Tesla rarely  gets  a mention  in 
connection with radio simply because 
that was not his main interest. Of the 
extensive collection of books used to 
compile the articles only two have 
entries at all on Tesla. 
Tesla was born in 1856 in Smijan, 
Yugoslavia. It is recorded that he had 
an  unusual  flair  for  mental 
visualisation of complex ideas, a virtue 
also endowed on Faraday, one of the 
acknowledged greats in electricity at 
that time. 
By the beginning of the 1880 decade, 
dc electrical machines were well on the 
way  into routine commercial and 
domestic use as motors and generators. 
There were arc-lamps in homes and 
streets, electric house lifts, electrically 
lit jewels for the ladies, photo-flood 
lights,  slide  projectors.  But  ac 
transmission systems were scarecely 
exploited.  In 1882 Tesla put his 
talents to this aspect of electricity 
util ity. 
Just prior to 1884, Tesla exhibited a 
working model of an ac machine in 
Paris. (Figure 1 is one of Tesla's own 
pictures.) He then began a campaign 
hopefully to persuade the emerging 
electrical  giants,  such  as  the 
Continental Edison Company, that ac 
transmission was more efficient than 

Fig.3. Modern (at least 
in 1910) Tesla coil 
apparatus. The inductance 
coil A is not shown in the 
lower diagram. 

dc. This episode resulted in a job offer 
to work with Edison in America. A 
chance soon came, the repair of dc 
generators in the ocean-going steamer 
'Oregon', for Nikola to show his skills. 
He became Edison's chief assistant. 
A few years later Tesla set up his 
own laboratory from which he finally 
reported (in 1888) the electromagnetic 
rotary field which enabled three-phase 
power  transmission  to  be 
implemented.  Shortly  after  this, 
George Westinghouse, of Westinghouse 
Electric  Co.,  bought  into  Tesla's 
interests and built a hydro-electric 
system (see Fig. 2) of, enormous 
proportion at Niagara Falls. Tesla was 
a man of great generosity. It is said he 
tore  up  a contract  binding 
Westinghouse to pay him $12 million 
— saying that it was more important 
for the Niagara plant to keep the 
home-lights  burning  than  for 
Westinghouse to become bankrupt 
because of a debt to him. 
Notwithstanding  his  already 
significant work in power electrical 
engineering Tesla turned to thoughts 
of higher frequency (RF) currents — 
higher by far than the typical 100 Hz 
limit of power generators of that time. 
He  became  immersed  in  the 
relationship between magnetic fields, 
currents and the earth. 
In our articles on the pioneers of 
radio it was shown how a spark 
discharge, produced with an inductor 
and capacitor, (Leyden jars to begin 

••• lllllll l ll 
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with) was finally proven to be an 
oscillatory process lying typically in 
the radio frequency band. Rigs that 
produced such discharges continued to 
be developed.  The  addition  of a 
vibrating bell-like contact or spark-gap 
discharge  arrangements produced a 
continuous train of discharges. When 
step-up transformer action was also 
incorporated,  the Tesla coil  was 
formed.  (Another  name  is the 
Ruhmkorff coil). Figure 3 is a 1910 
Tesla apparatus — the inductance coil 

is not shown. 
It was the spectacular things Tesla 
did with his radio frequency extremely 
high voltage generators that gained 
him so much fame. At a lecture to the 
American  Institution  of  Electrical 
Engineers,  given  around  1891, he 
made a memorable impression being 
reported at the time as — 
"his work places Tesla among the 
greatest  of  our  present-day 
scientists and inventors, such as 
Edison,  Graham  Bell  and 
Thomson." 
Invitations  poured  in  for  his 

spectacular displays with man-made 
lightning  and RF discharges.  His 
equipment  used  two  kinds  of 
generator. The first was a 384 pole ac 
dynamo running at 50 revolutions per 
minute to give 19.2 kHz. The other 
was a Ruhmkorff-type induction coil 
used with a condenser (capacitor) and 
a spark gap. This produced the then 
amazing half a million volts at "scores 
of thousands of cycles per second". It 
was the  latter that impressed his 
audiences,  for Tesla "brandished 
flaming swords like an archangel" — 
see Fig. 4. (or should it be arc-angel! — 
Ed). 
Fortunately for everybody these RF 
discharges were not lethal but Tesla 
said when about to try them out for 
the first time (experimenters were 
naive to say the least), "it was as if I 
were poised to jump from Brooklyn 
Bridge". 
Demonstrations  included  drawing 
arcs between a string of people, as 
recorded, Fig. 5, in a contemporary 
magazine.  Another  was  to  make 
Geissler tubes (glass tubes filled with 
rarified air but having no electrical 
contact with external circuits) glow 
whilst suspended between, but well 
free of, the poles of his high-voltage 
transformer. Figure 6 is of an 1894 
woodcut. 
He also found (as did many others at 
the time) that the coils could be tuned 
to provide a desired frequency thus 
enabling wireless communication with 
selectivity  to  be  produced. Tesla, 
however,  had  other  interests  in 
wireless transmission of energy — his 
vision was power transmission by RF 
currents  rather  than  information 
transfer. 

Fig.4. Tesla amazed the 
scientific world in 1893 
by holding glowing tubes 
aloft without any 
electrical connections 
being made to the tubes. 

Fig.6. This print of 1894 
shows the laboratory 
9quipment used in 
Tesla's experiments. 

In 1899 he built a huge experimental 
barn at Colorado Springs in Colorado 
— 30 metres long and 71/2 metres wide 
on top of which was an 25 metre 
tower supporting a 60 metre mast. At 
the top was a 1 metre diameter copper 
ball. 
He subsequently proved the earth is 
electrically charged at a high potential. 
A Los Angeles Free Press report talks 
of visionary ideas not yet exploited — 
use of the earths' resonance energy 
and  the  launching  of  waves  of 
electrical energy to transmit power to 
places remote from generators. There 
is talk of charging the earth to produce 
tremendous voltages and of terminals 
to extract it. Tesla is said to have 'lit 
200 incandescent lamps at a distance 
of 26 miles'. It is said his ideas failed 
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Fig. 5. A contemporary 
print of Tesla's experi-
ments conducted in 
Berlin in 1894. 

re, 

to be exploited by commerce because 
the transmitted electricity could not 
be charged for. 
Tesla died in 1943, his last work 
being on the use of cosmic rays as 
energy sources. The Free Press report 
says the FBI seized his papers and 
confiscated all of his reports. Did Tesla 
have a unique and powerful secret? He 
certainly was a visionary, perhaps he 
did discover something great that is 
being withheld. 
Today he is truly acknowledged. His 
name is used as the now aoopted unit 
of magnetic field intensity and most 
laboratories  possess Tesla-coils for 
ionising gas in evacuated tubes. 
We would welcome a well-written 
and illustrated article on the later life 
of Tesla — can any reader assist?)  • 
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$00.50 
Cassette 
HI-Fl Review recently arranged with Convoy International 
to supply our readers with the well-known Contutor LL 
cassette recorders at the very low price of $99.50. 

We now have a further (but definitely final) 200 machines 
available — and we are once again offering these to our 
readers for the original offer price of $99.50. 

The  Contutor  LL  (language  laboratory)  Teaching 
Machines are cassette recorders specifically intended for 
educational  applications  and  made  to  Convoy's 
specification by Sanyo. They are basically a high quality 
stereo cassette machine with additional features, outlined 
below:— 

The machines operate from either mains or batteries. A 
power cord is supplied to enable the machine to be 
connected to the 240 volt ac mains. Provision is also made 
for operation from six dry cells which fit into a holder 
within the unit (batteries are not included). The unit may 
also be powered via a vehicle's 12 volt supply if the user 
obtains a 12 volt to 9 volt converter. A simple unit of this 
type was described in Electronics Today International 
February 1972. 

Unlike most conventional recorders, the LL machines 
have an inbuilt condenser microphone. Two separate 
microphone inputs are also featured thus enabling true 
stereo recordings to be made. 

A two-watt amplifier and 120 mm loudspeaker are inbuilt. 
These facilities enable recorded cassettes to be listened to 
immediately. It also enables the machine to be used 
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CONVOY CONTUTOR 
LL Teaching Machine 
Cassette Recorder 

rder 
independently of other equipment, or even a mains supply, 
virtually anywhere. The reproduction quality is of a 
surprisingly high standard. 

The main difference between the LL recorders and 
conventional machines is that additional facilities have been 
provided for teaching purposes. 

In essence, extra controls and circuitry have been included 
to perform a number of functions. 

One of the most useful and important facidties is the LL 
key. When this is depressed the erase head is not operative 
on the machine's first channel. This enables the teacher to 
record a series of words or musical phrases on one track — 
leaving gaps between each sequence of sounds. The pupil 
can then record his own attempts at reproducing these 
sounds on the second channel whilst listening to the 
teacher. Once this has been completed the pupil can then 
compare his attempts with the original simply by replaying 
the cassette. He can then wipe off his own track without 
erasing the teacher's recording. Removing the cassette tab 
makes accidental erasure of teacher-track impossible. 
This LL facility is of enormous value --not only in 
language teaching but also in musical applications where a 
direct audible comparison is required between an original 
and a subsequent recording. It also allows 'self duets'! 
A pause control is included. This enables recording to be 
started or stopped instantaneously. It also enables record 
levels to be set without setting the cassette in motion. 
Two VU meters are provided. The left-hand one doubles 
as a battery condition indicator. 
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As with conventional recorders, the LL machine may be 
connected direcdy to a stereo amplífier and speaker system. 
A DIN to DIN connecting cable is provided for this 
purpose. Reproduction of mono or stereo cassettes is first 
class — as may be seen from the accompanying specification 
table. Thus recorded music can be replayed with excellent 
fidelity — a most valuable feature if the machine is to be 
used for musical demonstrations. Stereo recordings of high 
quality can also be made via the DIN cord from the 
amplifier. 
The LL facility is also of value where a slide projector is 
to be synchronized with voice or musical accompaniment. 
The user can build a simple device that will cause pulses to 
be recorded on the right-hand channel. These pulses will 
then trigger a slide changing mechanism in the projector in 
synchronism with the accompaniment which will then be 
recorded on the left hand channel. Details of how to do this 
were published in the April 1972 issue of Electronics 
Today. Photostat copies of this project are available from 
our back issue dept for $1.00. 
Another most valuable feature is a variable speed control. 
This enables the playback speed to be varied by +5% and 
—15%. Thus when the machine is to be used for music 
teaching the pitch of recorded music can be varied to match 
exactly the pitch of the accompanying instrument/s. The 
speed facility is also valuable for syllable analysis and for 
fast revision. 
Unusual extra facilities are also provided for fast winding. 
In one mode the wind and rewind facilities are as 
conventional  machines.  However if the 'play' key is 
depressed at the same time as the wind/rewind keys then 
the recorded part of the tape will be heard (at high speed) 
whilst fast winding is in progress. These facilities are very 
useful for rapidly selecting any required part of the tape. 
On the LL machines the rewind key is labelled 'review', the 
fast forward key is labelled 'cue'. 

NOTES 

This offer is exclusively limited to readers of Electronics 
Today International and Hi-Fi Review. 
The machines will be supplied to the purchasers by 
Convoy International — who will also be responsible for 
subsequent servicing and warranty rectification and/or 
repairs. Please remember that we run magazines, not the 
Post Office — so do please allow four weeks for delivery. 
Delivery will be made by road freight or certified post. 
The cost of this is included within the offer price. We regret 
that we cannot offer any discount to readers who collect 
their machines directly from Convoy International. 
Organisations wishing to claim sales tax exemption 
please refer to note elsewhere in this offer. 
Readers who would prefer to see a unit before committing 
themselves to purchasing may see a demonstration model at 
Convoy Technocentre. Their address is 1 Maclean St, 
Woolloomooloo, Tel. 358 2088. (The large white building 
facing the end of Plunket St.). They are open late on 
Thursday evenings and also on Saturday mornings. Ample 
car parking is available opposite the Technocentre. 
All Contutor LL cassette recorders sold under this offer 
are warranted for a period of 90 days from delivery against 
defective workmanship and materials. 
The warranty includes the cost of parts and labour, but 
not the cost of freight to and from Convoy International 
Pty. Ltd., 1 Maclean St, Woolloomooloo, NSW. 
The special offer price of $99.50 includes sales tax. 
Schools, Universities, religious bodies and certain other 
organisations can claim sales tax exemption. 
For these organisations the special offer price is $88. A 
valid official tax exemption certificate must be supplied. 
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WHAT IS OFFERED 

The price of $99.50 ($88 if a sales tax number or 
exemption certificate is supplied) includes the following: 

1/ One Contutor LL cassette recorder 
2/ One pair of stereo headphones 
3/ One DIN to DIN connector 
4/ Instruction manual 

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION 

CONTUTOR TEACHING MACHINE 
MODEL CT 5500LL 

Manufacturer 
Tape Speed 
Speed Adjustment 
Fast Forward Time 
Fast Rewind 
Wow & Flutter 
Signal/Noise 
Hum & Noise 
Frequency Response 

Sanyo 
1 7/8" per second 
+5%, —15% 
120 secs (C 60 cassette) 
120 secs (C-60 cassette) 
0.3% rms 
+45 dB 
—30 dB 
50 to 10 000 Hz 

* MAINS/BATTERY OPERATION 
* INBUILT CONDENSER MICROPHONE 
* INBUILT AMPLIFIER LOUDSPEAKER 
* VARIABLE PITCH CONTROL 
* CUEING FACILITIES 
* VU METERS 
* STEREO RECORD AND REPLAY 

Companies offering goods for sale at discount or special 
offer prices are now required by law to state the price at 
which the goods offered were previously available for a 
reasonable period of time before the offer. 
However because of the specialised nature of the Contutor 
LL recorder, sales were not generally sought at retail level. 
Convoy's  price  list  dated  6th  May  1975 quotes a 
recommended retail price of $129.50. 

The cost of packing and freight is included within the offer 
price. Units can only be obtained via the order form on this 
page. Readers wishing to collect the units directly from 
Convoy International may do so but cheques must still be 
made out to Electronics Today International using our. 
official order form.  • 

ORDER FORM 

To Recorder Offer 
Electronics Today 
Modern Magazines (Holdings) Ltd, 
15 Boundary Street, 
Rushcutters Bay, 
NSW 2011. 

Please  supply   (state  quantity)  Convoy 
Contutor LL Teaching Machines cassette recorders. 
I enclose my cheque/postal note for   to cover 
cost of same. Cheques or postal notes must be crossed 
and made out to Electronics Today International. 
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electronics SERVICES 
READERS' LETTERS 
We make no charge for replying to readers' letters, however readers must 
enclose a foolscap-size stamped addressed envelope if a reply is required. 
Queries concerning projects can only be answered if the queries relate to the 
project as published. We cannot assist readers who have modified or wish to 
modify a project in any way, nor those who have used components other 
than those specified. 

TELEPHONE QUERIES 
We regret that we cannot answer readers' queries by telephone. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Electronics Today International can be obtained directly from the publishers 
for $10.80 per year (including postage) within Australia. 
The cost for countries outside Australia is $10.90 including postage (surface 
mail). Airmail rates will be quoted on application. Subscription orders aid 
enquiries should be sent to the address below. 

BACK ISSUES 
Our subscriptions dept can supply most back issues of ETI for the twelve 

months preceding the date of this current issue. Some earlier issues are also 
available. 

The price of back copies is currently 75 cents, plus 40 cents postage and 
packing. Please address orders to Subscriptions Dept, Electronics Today, 
15 Boundary St, Rushcutters Bay, NSW 2011. 

PHOTOSTATS 
Photostats of any article ever published in ETI can be obtained from our 
subscription dept (address above). The price is currently 45 cents per page 
including postage. 

CONTRIBUTORS 
Material is accepted from time to time from outside contributors. Payment 
is based on quality and is paid 30 days after the date of publication. 
Constructional projects will be considered for publication but the standard 
of design must be to fully professional level. All material must be typed 
using double spacing and wide margins. Drawings, circuit diagrams etc need 
not be to professional standards as they will be redrawn by our staff. It is 
advisable to contact the Editor before submitting copy. 
A large stamped addressed envelope must be included if unsolicited material 
is required to be returned. 

ADVERTISING QUERIES 
Queries concerning goods advertised in ETI should be addressed directly to 
the advertiser — not to ourselves. 

NEWS DIGEST 
News Digest items are published free of charge. Manufacturers and importers 
should send material at least four weeks before the date of publication. 
Photographs should be of high contrast and preferably at least 100 by 
150 mm. Press releases must be of a factual nature — these pages are not 
free advertising. The Editor reserves the right to accept or reject material at 
his discretion. Preference will be given to components and equipment of an 
essentially practical nature. 

BINDERS 
Binders to hold 12 issues of ETI are available from our subscription dept 
(address above). Price is $4.50 (plus 80 cents postage NSW & ACT -- or 
$1.50 all other States) 

COPYRIGHT 
The contents of Electronics Today International and associated publications 
is fully protected by international copyright under the terms of the Common 
wealth Copyright Act (1968). 
Copyright extends to all written material, photographs, drawings, circuit 
diagrams and printed circuit boards reproduced in our various publicetions. 
Although any form of reproduction is technically a breach of copyright, in 
practice we are not concerned about private individuals constructing one 
or more projects for their own private use, nor by pop groups (for example) 
constructing one or more items for use in connection with their 
performances. 
Commercial organisations should note however that no project or part 
project described in Electronics Today International or associated publica-
tions may be offered for sale, or sold, in substantially or fully assembled 
form, unless a licence has been specifically obtained so to do from the 
publishers, Modern Magazines (Holdings) Ltd or from the copyright holders. 
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Precision désiged and engineered • 
high fidelity record playing e uipment 

e vt, d-of Micro is crea by a talented team of engineers 
skilled acoustic technicians and expert designers. 

Micro tone arms, cartridges (moving coil and moving magnet) 
drive and direct drive turntables are the culmination of many 
years of research in high fidelity playback components. 

The Micro trademark symbolising an elliptical stylus tracing 
the record groove is the slogan of the company. An integrated 
manufacturer specialising in the production of record playing 
equipment that challenges the ultimate in faithful reproduction of the 
original sound. Each unit is assembled with skill, craftsmanship and 
pride and tested before delivery to you to ensure dependable trouble 
free performance. 

sound quality 
starts with 
MIC 

Distributed in Australia by: 

INTERNATIONAL DYNAMICS 
(AGENCIES) PTY. LTD. 

23 Elma Rd., North Cheltenham, 
Melbourne, Victoria 3192 

Avai able from: 
AC T., Do,ntoneH F Cn Botany Si & Altree Crt, Phillip 2606. Telephone: 82-1388. 
N.S. W., M A O Hoskins Pty Ltd, 41)0 Kent St, Syclhey 2000, Telephone: 546.1464, 547 1093. 
Old., Stereo Supplies, 95 Turbot St, Brisbane 4000. Telephone, 21.3623. S.A., Challenge Hi F 
Stereo, 96 Pine St, Adelaide 5000. Telephone: 223-3599. TAS.: Audio Services, 9 Wilson St, 
Burnie 7320. Telephone: 31-4111. VIC.: Encel Electroni. Ply Ltd, 431 Bridge Rd, R ichmond 3121. 
Telephone, 42.3762. W.A., Arena Distributors, 282 Hay Si, Perth 6000. Telephone: 25-2699. 
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NO W COMES 
THE PO WER LINE. 

FROM SANSUI. 
Good, solid Sansui quality in a line of 

receivers with more stereo power and 
performance for less than you'd expect. 

Top-of-the-line is Sansui 881: 63 watts 
per channel minimum RMS into 8 ohms from 
20 to 20,000Hz with no more than 0.3% total 

harmonic distortion. 
Inside, eleven computer-grade ICs and 

special Circuit Board Module construction 
eliminate a lot of the internal wiring to 
assure long-term stability. 

Outside, rugged controls tailor the sound 
and direct 'signal traffic' throughout the 881 

for 3 pairs of stereo loudspeakers, tuner 
section, turntables, decks, tape dubbing, 
microphone mixing, and much more. 

But if the 881 is too much of a good thing, 
the Power Line offers other 

big-value receivers with 
similar cost/performance 

advantages. Sairsul 
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Sansui is HikeFi Stereo. 
RANK AUSTRALIA 12 Barcoo Street, East Roseville, N.S.W. 2069. Phone: 4065666-

58 Queensbridge Street, South Melbourne, Victoria 3205. Phone: 61 3281 
14 Proe Street, Fortitude Valley, Queensland 4006. Phone: 52 7333 
2 Bowen Street, Kensington, South Australia 5068. Phone: 332 4288 
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